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School anded last -.wick on a sad note for Negroes
attending Memphis State university as they attempted
to knock down some of the "inside bias" at the college.
The Memphis Branch NAACP reported that it
had been informed that some Negro students using the
school cafeteria, over the ob-
jection of the school adminis-
tration, had bread rolls, paper
etc., thrown at them by a
small group of white students.
The branch immediately sent
a telegram to police commis-
sioner Claude Armour request-
ing adequate protection for
the Negroes at the school. Col,- and otherwise try to make
ies of the request were alsoltheinselves as inconspicuous as
sent to the Mayor, MSU Presi-
dent. Local U. S. Attorney,
Governor of Tennessee, Chair-
man Memphis State university,





tion for Negro students attend-
ing Memphis State university.
We are informed bread (rolls),
paper. etc., thrown at some Ne-
gro students using school cafe-
teria over objection of school
administration, May 26, by a The students have said
small group of white students. "Enough is enough." Evident-
We request firm and immedi- iv theymean it.
ate action by authorities to 
curb this lawlessness before
this situation gets out of con-
trol."
Memphis State was deseg-
regated two years ago after a




Eight Negroes entered to take
classes in September, 1959.
During the indoctrination
period for the students, the
school administration passed on
"suggestions" to the Negroes'
that perhaps they should not
use the lunch room on campus,
poilssberro--- — — ---
possible while on the school
grounds.
The Negro students balked at
the suggestions but neverthe-
less went along with the ad-
ministration's wishes to afford
harmony in their attendance.
Now the toCal number of
Negroes at Memphis State has
swelled to 32, with more plan-
ning to attend in September
Feeling is high among them
that the administration's sug-
gestions should be withdrawn.
F o r Tremendous
Clothing Bargains,







more — And You




Summer school for Owen
and LeMoyne colleges get un-
derway June 12 and June 19
respectively. 
At Owen the summer sched-
ule is open to high school grad-
uates, college students and ad-
ults as provided in the regular
catalog. LeMoyne's program
consists of two sessions.
The first session at LeMoyne
is set for June 9-July 15, and
the other, June 9-August 5.
Persons registering for both
LeMoyne sessions may carry
up to nine semester hours. wen on
Those registering for the five-
week period will be limited to The Beta Epsilon Omee.
six semester hours. Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alph,
Class periods at Owen are Sorority and the Alpha Dell.
between 7:30 a.m. and 1:30 Lambda Chapter of Alpha Phi
p.m. Monday through Friday. Fraternity recently established
At LeMoyne, starting at 8 a.m. revolving loan funds in their
and continuing until 2 p.m. name at Owen College.
Mondays through Saturdays. These funds will be available
Registration for regular col- to all regularly enrolled Stu-
lege classes at LeMoyne will dents beginning with the 1961
take place Friday, 9 to 4, and Fall Semester and will be
classes start Saturday morn- administered under the super-
ing. High school grads plan- vision of the College Loan
fling to enroll in the Pre-Col- Committee.
lege Orientation courses will Mrs. Callie L. Stevens is
register Saturday and classes basileous of t h e Memphis
will start Monday morning. chapter of the Alpha Kapna
Recreational swimming will Alpha Sorority. Dr. T. W.
be offered at LeMoyne five Northcross is president of
days a week and a workshop Memphis chapter of the Alpha
will be conducted for nursery Phi Alpha Fraternity.
school teachers. Science cours- Other loan funds at Owen
as for selected high school stu- College include: The National
dents also will be offered. A Defense Loan Program; the
full schedule or college courses Henry M. and Lena Meyer
is scheduled, including special Kahn Loan Fund; The Owen
classes in education. College Loan Fund; The Moore
Registration at Owen college Loan Fund and the Owen Col-
will be held Monday, June 12 lege Alumni Association Loan
and classes will begin Tuesday, Fund.
June 13. Dormitory facilities 
will be available. Application
forms and more information
concerning admission require-
ments, expenses, housing ac-
commodations, etc.. may be se-
cured through the Office of Ad-
missions by calling JA 5-1373,
Extension 4.
Words of the Wise
The beet Inheritance
parent can give hie children
is a few minutes of his time
each day.
—(0. A. Batista)
MEMPHIS, TENN., SATURDAY, JUNE 10, 1961
MISS ODELL BOSWELL
Final Rites Held For
Popular Instructor
Funeral service for Missout gaining consciousness. At
Odell Boswell, an elementary her bedside at time of death
ereteacher at Melrose school, was" family members and thej
pastor of Mt. Pisgah, Rev.conducted at Mt. Pisgah CME
church last Saturday at 11 a.m.
with Rev. D. Warren Browning
officiating. Interment followed
in New Park cemetery under
direction of Victory funeral
home.
D. W. Browning.
Death was attributed to "a
stroke."
BTW GRAD
A graduate of Booker T
Washington high school, Miss
Honorary pallbearers were: Boswell, was still taking course
Faculty of Melrose school; see at Tennesse State A&I uni-
Sigma Gamma Rho, Miles Dic- versity at the time of her death.
key Circle of Mt. Pisgah She was a member of Sigma
church. Gamma Rho sorority.
Among survivors are her
mother, Mrs. Emma Jean Bos-
well of 789 Cella st., with
whom Miss Boswell lived. Her
father, Lee Boswell died in
1932.
Other survivors are a sister,
Mrs. Doris Bowen of Kansas
City, Mo.; three brothers, Otha
Carol of Seattle, Wash. and
Boswell of New York City,
George stationed with the U. S.
She is reported to have been Army at Ft. Bragg, N. C.
in ill health off and on since Three cousins of Miss Boa-
1955. Witnesses to the attack well are teachers in the city
said "she complained of a sud- system. They are Mrs. Georgie
den severe headache while rid- Quinn, who teaches at Magn0-
ing." Minutes later, she become ha school; Miss Hazel Pyles of
unconscious. She was rushed to Douglas elementary school and
the hopital by the driver of Mrs. Julia Pruitt at Melrose
the automobile. She died with- elementary
Active pallbearers we r e:
James Hyter, Isaac Cash, Grant
Parham, Otis Brown, Charles
Hooks and J. C. McCrow.
Miss Boswell, 36, died sud-
denly after suffering an attack
while riding in an automobile
with a sister and several girl
friends about midnight Mon-
day. She died in John Gaston
hospital about five hours later.
WITH DISTINCTION —BU-
tug Coy Sanders. left. a
mathematics major. was
graduated "with distinction"
from Lithloyne College last
week. He has just resisived
the bachelor of science de-
gree from President Hollis
F. Price. right. Dean Floyd
L. Bass is in the back
ground. Sanders will teach
two years in East Africa un-
der a U. S. Government
contract- — (Withers Photo.)
Y. C. Alexander looks a
mess. He looks as if he had
been hit by a 10-ton truck.
head-on.
Police said the diminutive
man met up a fight when they
were trying to arrest him for
a "vulgar dance" he was per-
forming in Holloway Inn on
Park ave. and they had to use
force to restrain him.
Alexander, 21, said he only
wanted the officers to tell him
why they were arresting him.
When he talked to the De-
fender from his bed last Fri-
day he was looking little bet-
ter than he had looked early
the previous Monday after he
had landed in John Gaston
hospital by virtue of his run-
in with Memphis police.
EYE BEAT SHUT
His left eye was slightly
open: it had been closed shut.
Three, four bruises painted his
face — officers testified in
court that he had gotten them
in Holloway's. The bruises
had turned from blue-black to
simply blue. A long white
strip of bandage down the side
of his left jaw hid a laceration.
The white patch was still on
the back of his head conceal-
ing several stitches placed
there by a Gaston doctor to
shut the getting hole.
The five-foot three inch, 120
pounder turned cautiously in
his bed so as not to disturb
the ribs he said officers tried
to cave in with their sticks
and fists.
Alexander said officers
whipped him, he thought, four
times. Once in front of the
inn as they were trying to get
him into the car; another time
on the way to Armour station,
and then beat him twice at the
station. He said he passed out
at the station. Woke up in
to," rteston hospital getting
his head patched.
HOLE IN HEAD
At one point in the beating
at Armour station, Alexander
said, he was struck in the
back of the head by an officer
and b 1 00 d shot from the
wound causing one officer to
shout "That's enough!"
Alexander said he had en-
tered the Inn about 9 Monday
night. The police came to the
crowded place close to the
midnight hour. He said he def-
initely was not dancing but
only standing near the band-
stand listening to the music.
(There are no dancing signs
hung in the Inn.)
Alexander said an officer
came in the place and grabbed
him in the back of his pants
and said, "Let's go."
Outside. Alexander said he
showed them his identifica-
tion card. He said they tried
to put him into the car but he
refused, asking "Why am I be-
ing arrested?" He said they
wouldn't tell him. Finally, one
struck him alongside his head,
he said, and they wrestled him
into the ear. A crowd gath-
ered, including Alexander's




the officers thought he was a
minor and didn't want to be
Proven wrong after he showed
them his identification show-
ing that he was 21. He said
he has had trouble, but very
little, because of his size when
it came to entering taverns.
After the crowd gathered,
several additional patrol cars
were called to the scene.
He was taken to Armour
station, then to John Gaston
hospital and then to city jail.
Alexander said that while
he was in Armour station po-
licemen brought a Negro wom-
an in and treated her very
roughly. He did not know the
woman, he said, but she had
a hard time, he reported.
Alexander said he was
charged with disorderly con-
duct, assault and battery and
resisting arrest. He was fined
577 and held to the state on
assault and battery. The charge
for "vulgar dancing" was dis-
missed in city court.
Alexander said his employer
(he worked at Baptist hos-
pital) read the daily paper's
account of the incident and
dismissed him, saying: "If you
did all those things that the
paper said then we can't use
you." He had worked at the
hospital since October, 1960.
Alexander, married and the
father of two kids, is being




Mrs. Sara Lee Lewis, a so-
ciology major of 1445 LeFlore,
and Rufus Coy Sanders,
mathematics major of 4200
Beacon Hill rd., were graduat-
ed with top honors last week
at LeMoyne college's com-
mencement.
Mrs. Lewis was graduated
with high honor and Mr.
Sanders with distinction.
There were 91 in the grad-
uating class, the largest in the
history of LeMoyne.
More than 1,000 persons
were on the campus for bir-
calaureste services and equsl-
ly as many were present for
the commencement.
"Keeping the Faith art
Keeping Faith" was the aul-
iect of the baccalaureate RV.
mon delivered by the Re,.
Lionel A. Arnold, a member
of LeMoyne's faculty who ;4
present is on leave studyint
for the doctorate at Drev
University.
"Forgiveness and repen,
ance both play a very impor-
tant role in enabling one to
keep faith with onesself." he
said.




trouble, however, police report-
ed.
WHEN THE FINAL tabula-
tion., were made concerning
scholarships in Memphis Louis
Stocker's, 165 Vaal, name pop-
ped up on two lists. She won a
$400 award from the Lowen-
stein Foundation and a $200
presentation from the Seams
Roebuck Foundation. Alvin
Brooks, 1194 Bridgewater was
also a recipient of a $400 schol-
arship from Lowenstein. Miss
Block 
THE LeMOYNE speaker for 
er hihigher hr ans da gBr ar 0 oduka st e f or of mC.amr
t.
the graduating seniors took off pisgae,
on integration in his speech 
and set the hallowed halls to
shaking. Dr. Fred Hoskins, sec-
retary of the General Council AACP Plans
of Congregational churches and
co-president of the United G
Church of Christ smacked at igantic
segregation in all forms. "Men
are by right equal," the New ,TownYorker said," and all must be a Cufree to survive."
IF EDMUND ORGILL moves
to the Ligh t, Gas and
Water Commission, will a Ne-
gro be appointed to the Metro-
politan Transit Authority?
TWO IMPORTANT court
cases come up this month. The
case where Negro students en-
tered a religious affair at the
Fairgrounds Shell and were ar-
rested comes before Criminal
court June 19. The suit filed
by Negroes to integrate all the
recreational facilities comes up
June 12. Time is running out
also on the case of whether to
desegregate or not, the rest
rooms of the Memphis Library.
also. The latter case is being
heard by Nashville's Judge Mil-
ler.
BOBBY JOE NEWHOUSE,
22, was arrested last week by
police and charged with
over 40 burglaries. Authorities
said he has admitted the
crimes. Newhouse, according to
police, was caught inside a
manufacturing company. They
said he had a pistol and 38
are closely related to a funds- rounds of ammo in his pockets.
mental belief that the uni-
verse is friendly and that God
cares for men. Living in that
sort of universe permits man
to keep faith with his fellow-
man and with himself," the
speaker concluded.
IF YOU HAVEN'T learned
to swim, then by all means get
out to ttte city pools and learn.
The. sponsors 44 the proparn,
the Memphis Park Commission
and the Bed Cross are hoping
that all adults and parents of
kids who don't know how to
swim, will take advantage of
this program. Pools where in-
struction will be given are
Gooch, 1974 Hunter; L. E.
Brown, 617 S. Orleans; Orange
Mound, 2376 Carnes; Tom Lee,
914 Peach and Washington, 1072
N. Second.
In a forceful and clear tone,
Dr. Fred Hoskins of New
York City, secretary of the
General Council of the Con-
gregational churches and co-
president of the United
Church of Christ, delivered a
stirring commencement ad-
dress.
Dr. Hoskins declared: "No
Christian is free until all 
St. ANDREW AME Men's
Day
Christians are free. He is re-
will be held Sunday,
sponsibie to carry on the
17 with the above men heed-
principles on which Christian-
ing the program. They are,
left. John Williams. co-chair-
(Bee HONORS, Pale 2) /11111A of the program and
A meeting called by the In-
surance Underwriters Associ-
ation was attended by the
president and executive secre-
tary of the Memphis Branch
NAACP and members of the
association came out of the
session fully behind the
branch's Freedom Movement,
Personnel from many of the
leading insurance companies,
North Carolina Mutual. At-
lanta Life, Union Protective
(3 branches) and Golden Cir-
cle, readily volunteered their
services in the fight.
Several members of North
Carolina Mutual had been ar-
rested for attempting to use
the facilities at the F a i r-
grounds recently. During the
last week the picket lines
downtown have shown a
marked increase due to the
presence of the insurance man
and women.
The NAACP has planned a
special meet, for a gigantic
march downtown, June 9, 10
am. at Atlanta Life Insurance
Roosevelt Ratliff, gen•ral
chairman. The church, locat-
ed at Calhoun and Avery is
pastored by the Rev. E. E.




Jobs Await The Trained
The 1961 graduating class of
Griggs Business college were
told that "employment con-
ditions are not as bad as it
might appear, despite the fact
that an estimated five million
Americans are presently un-
employed."
Speaking to the graduating
last Monday night was Thad-
deus T. Stokes, editor of the
Tri - State Defender. He told
the class "there is need for
skilled personnel in some 50
cities across the nation. Most of
the five million unemployed
are unskilled laborers and un-
em p by y able s."Headded
"there is a great need for well
trained scientific, technical and
commercial personnel."
Stokes went on to urge
"greater preparation for skilled
jobs." He said "we must become
qualified in every phase of
America's economy . . . we
must improve until we can
change the image of the Negro
worker in the minds of all em-
ployers, which is almost uni-
versally held that Negroes can
be considered only for jobs
which requires great physical
strength, and little, if any
intelligence."
He also called for politicans
to hire Negroes in local and
state political jobs "above the
menial level." Continuing,•
"the racial restrictive policy•
of what is traditionally called
"jobs-for-whites-only" must be
changed in the Immediate
future If America is to give
leadership to the Democratic
nations of the world. First it
must rectify the national in—
justice of "wasted resource"
because of complexion which
is not indicative of ability." No
nation can continue to ignore
its "potential manpower" as
America has been doing," said
Stokes.
The 20 graduates were
awarded diplomas by Rev.
S. A. Owen, chairman of the
college's board of trustees.
Stokes was introduced by the
college's director, Rev. C. J.
Gaston. Presenting the candi-
dates for diplomas was Clifton
Satterfield, director of in-
structions.
Graduting was Misses Cleola
Duff Boyland. Clara E. Cash,
Clara Mae Cooper. Jacqueline
G. Brooks, Mae Ella Burdette,
Maxine C. Smith, Mae W. But-
ler, Verde M. Madkins, Wil-
liam C. Bond, Joe E. Glover,
John E. Hill, Fred Howell,
Curtis Kendrick, Robert Mc-
Coy, Solomon D. Smith, Don-
ald Valentine, Wi Ili e J.
Cooley.
BOSTON CLUB MEETS
Boston St. Social club held
its regular meeting recently at
the home of Mrs. Leaola Wil-
son. After a brisk business ses-
sion Miss Willie Fitch drew
the lucky ticket and won a
beautiful quilt. A delicious
menu was served and enjoyed
by all. The next meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs. Alice
Bailey of 557 Boston at. Re-
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Thanks I. Ore hams "ski. Sri:mess'
laratula, agonizing itching of Pimples,
Emma eel Basins is mama like Eagle
What a glorious feeling to he free
from the embarrassment and misery
of ugly rashes, ecrema, pimples. or
tetter! Palmer's 'Skin Success" Oint-
ment gives millions the new popu-
larity that goes with clear, clean,
healthy skin.
This famous skin medicine con-
tains eleven important ingredients,
combined in a special way to relieve
agonizing itching so troubled skin
can heal ever so much faster.
There's no longer any need to be
ashamed of your skin when inter-
nationally famous Palmer's 'Skim
DEPENDABLE QUALITY SKIN
feeereve Mennen( can bap give you
the magic glow of health and beauty.
Reasonably priced at 35t. Large
economy 517/ containing four times
as much only 75#. Satisfaction guar-
anteed or your money refunded.
LOVELIER COMPLEX1044 TOO
... plus head-to-toe protection with
the deep-acting foamy medication
of "Skin Success" Soap. It beauty-
bathe: while it fights germs that
often aggravate ugly blemishes and
TO BOYS STATE — Twen-
ty-two boys from the Mem-
DEFENDER
phis area are living it up in
Bays State at Tennessee A&I
SATURDAY, JUNE 10, 1961
State university for a week. (See story for names —With-
They left last Saturday night. ers photo)
sift
LABELLE TONJOURS club
has joined the ranks of the
NAACP's Honor Guard by
paying the first installment
on a Life Membership in the
NAACP. The club composed
of professional and business
women has as one of its ma-
jor objectives contributing to
deserving charities a n d
worthwhile causes. Pictured
from left to right are Mrs.
Maxine A. Smith, Executive
Secretary, Memphis Branch
N A ACP receiving check
from Mrs. Freddie Dowdy,
president of the club. Stand-
ing. Miss Dorothy Somerville.
Vice President, Mrs. Juanita
Mitchell, Secretary, Miss
Maggie Winfrey. Treasurer,
Mrs. LeEleanor Benson, Busi-
ness Manager. Other mem-
bers not shown are Miss Gen-
eva Curry, Miss Freddie Hill.
Mrs. Sophia Ware. and Miss
Shirley King. The y ou ng
ladies of this club want it to
be known that the NAACP
can depend on their full sup-
port in all its endeavors.
Baha'i Race Amity Day June 11
While the Baha'is of the
United States observe Race
Amity Day June 11, millions
of people in the world, includ-
ing many in our own hemis-
phere, are struggling to break-
down the racial barriers that
have been set up by tradition.
Charles Wolcott, secretary
of the National Spiritual As-
sembly of the Baha'is of the
United States, asserts that the
battle waged by those who
have felt the sting of racial
prejudice is being won. That o ermany
they are riding on the swift
current of a historical trend Myles Horton, director of
that is moving toward a time,Highlander Folk school, has
most people will consider thei been invited by the German
earth "one country and man-1 government for a six weeks
kind its citizens." And this willtour of residential adult col-
come about. Wolcott says, be-!leges. He has also been asked
cause God is the prime rnroTr to serve as a consultant on citi
of this trend. zekship and general adult edo
He claims that God's latest cation for the annual Salzburg
Prophet. Baha'u'llah, came in Conference.
the mid-eighteen hundred5 Horton will represent M..
13alia•1 teachings declare "In
the estimation of God all men
are equal. There is no distinc-
tion or preference for any soul,





Continued from page 1
ity is based.
"To accept these principles
and put them into positive ac-
tion, man must accept the
I dignity of all human beings.
The current efforts for inte-
gration in the United States
are an attempt to put into
practice the principles for
which t h e Congregational
Christian Church has stood
for 100 years."
"Man are by right equal,"
he added. "When any is segre-
gated, there is not a Christian
who can be integrated; when
any are afraid, there is not a
Christian who can be secure;
when any hates, there is not
a Christian whose heart is not
rayed."
And to prove the dynamics
of these teachings, Mr. Wol-
cott points out that people
from almost every ethnic and
religious background ... every
skin color have embraced the ,
Baha'i World Faith.
perspirationPerspir" odors• - • makes you with a message for all man- Residential Adult Education
met you're nice to be near. Misses .kind. And part of the message Section of the Adult Education,
'Skill Semen" Soap. Only 2.5e.
dealt with the issue of racial Association of the U.S.A. of,.
CUE PRODUCTS SINCE MI equality. Wolcott says that the which he is chairman. I
Horton will travel to Ger-H
many immediately following!
.essions of the Danebod Sem-
inar on Residential Adult Ed-
ucation, a joint project of the I
U. S. and Canadian Associa-, I •
tions for Adult Education. Thel
Seminar meets July 16-21 ati
Danebod Folk school, Tyler,,
Minnesota.
The lecture series on Resi-
dential Adult Education has
been arranged by the Associa-
tion of Folk and Residential
schools in West Germany.
Summer Classes!
SIX-WEEK




TYPING OFFICE MACHINES FILING
SHORTHAND
Total Cost $25.00
Classes Begin June Rth—Get Your Application Today!
8:30 a.m. to 12:05 p.m.
Henderson Busmess College, 1114.
"wHein DREAMS COME TRUr
Accroditad by
Th. Commtiona for BUM MI/1, SehOnl.













The House of Fine Paint
Phone RE 5-6161
A B C Paint Store
















22 Boys From Memphis
Enjoying Boys State
Twenty-two boys from six
city and county high schools
are in Nashville attending the
annual Boys State.
The local high school boys
are expected to capture some
of the "mock" state, county and
city offices during the elec-
tion which is scheduled for
later this week. A Memphis
lad has been elected "gover-
nor of the state" four times
out of the last six years.
The 22 representatives from
Memphi s, who are being
sponsored at Boys State by
the Austress Russell Post No.
27 of American Legion, will
compete with other high school
boys from other parts of Ten-
nessee during the week-long
conference, which is designed
to teach them about state gov-
ernment.
Commander of the Ameri-
can Legion Post, Grover C.
Burson, said "we desire to see
a Memphis boy elected gov-
ernor. We sent some of the
town's best boys."
Burson has organized a club
of boys known as "Boy's State
club of Post No. 27." The club
operates under the constitu-
tion and bylaws of the post.
The major project of the club
is to study government, en-
gage in patriotic activities and
perform civic duties, said the
commander.
Among the Memphis boyi
attending are:
From Manassas high school:
James Phillips, Jack Miller,
Anderson Harden, Osborn Tay-
lor, Vance Moore, James Moss
and Billy J. Doss.
Booker T. Washington high:
Joseph B. Brooks, Charles Mil-
ler, Charles Powell and Wil-
liam James.
Woodstock Training school:
Calvin C. Hollowell and Wil-
lie E. Powell.
Hamilton high: Clarence A.
Morgan, Millard Brown and
Earl D. Brownlee.
Melrose high: Clarence M.
Walton.
Mitchell Road high: Perry
0. Withers and Clarence 0.
The conference starts Sun-
day and will continue through
Saturday.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — John
Vaio, of Oakland, Calif., deliver-
ed the valedictory address at
Colombia University commence-
ment exercises in Latin.
An english translation w a a
provided for guests and other
graduates.
Some services of the Gailor
Clinics closed last week and re-
open in July due to the vaca-
tion period of the University of
Tennessee Medical Units.
General Practice clinic closed
June 5 and reopen July 11.
Dental Clinic will close Junel
10 and reopen July 10.
All other clinics and t h e
emergency service at John Gas-
ton Hospital will remain open.
All patients are seen by ap-
pointment, which may be se-
cured by calling Jackson 3-2471
Station 335. Patients who have
clinic cards can help speed
their admission by giving t h e
clinic number to the clerk
when calling for an appoint-
ment. Patients who make ap-
pointments, but who have nev-
er been to the clinic previous-
ly should come to the clinic any
day. Monday through Friday.
between 10 a.m. and 12 noon, or





— at an economy price!
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
UNIFORM COMPANY
















on Ten Years of Progressive Service








STRAWBERRIES  qt. 29c
FRYERS - Cut-up. . . . 5 lbs. 81.59
BANANAS, Golden Ripe . . 3 lbs. 29c
TURNIP GREENS. . 6 bunches 29c
SUN-KIST LEMONS. . doz. 29c
U.
illIZI POTATOES.11Gd   5 lbs. 19c
LAMB CHOPS  Lb. 59c
LAMB STEW   Lb. 39c
ABE SCHARFF BRANCH
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6-2523
YMCA
NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
IS-Dormitory Rooms: Clean, Comfortable, Modern Furniture
Privet* Bath — Clean Wash ROO.", -- Sheerer, • • •
Weekly Rees: $6 — $10
2 Modern Swimming Pool - Year Round Swimming: 7500 ft. -
Diving — Swimming — Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting -
Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
3. Regulatior Gym Equipped wit.6 Stage: Spectators Section with
1200 meting capacity For taagues, Tournaments, Compolitiv•
Matches, Classes — Boning -- Community Programs
4 7-Large Club Rooms: Club Meetings -- Classes Forums
Conferences Teas Socials
JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:





You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
—•—
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!


































































































































































Mrs. Annie Laura Willis, she
has just been chosen one of
! the country's 10-Best Dressed
Women, according to word
horn Ebony Magazine. Bor-
rowing a few words from the
"cool cats" to describe Mrs.
Willis' wardrobe, we say "the
chick has some fine fronts .
her vines are way-out." ''She
is what's swinging." She is the
wife of Atty. A. W. Willis, jr.
der gown, belong. She is the
lady who stood with the
Deltas.
SAM QUALLS told a wom-
an that the syrup she had
just purchased in a super-
market came from Alabama.
The woman not only put the
syrup back on the shelf, she
stalked out of the market,
saying, "I don't want to buy
anything made in Alabama,
since I read about how they
MERGER BETWEEN Rust (the rioters) treated those
and Mississippi Industrial col- Freedom Riders there."
leges, located directly across JOKE OF THE WEEK: A!
from each other in Holly
Springs, Miss., will become ef-
fective Sept. 1, according to
;our carrier-pigeon. After t h e
e a& merger, the institution will be
k "IF known as Rust-Cartrell col-
lege. We are glad they are
'doing something before the FROM TOOTH ACHE TObuildings crumble to the STOMACH ACHE: A young]!round. man suffering from a abscessed
THE STORK STOPPED ati tooth went to his dentist for
the home of Prof. and Mrs. treatment. The dentist sent
Cliff Johnson and left a baby him to a drug store to fill a
son last Monday. Prof. John- prescription, which stated "do
son is a history instructor at not take more than one pill
LeMoyne college.
WHO WLL BE TAGGED?
Your guess is a good as ours.
•President Smith of Rust Col-
lege and President Rankins of
;Mississippi Industrial c o I-
-lege are also trying to find out
:who will be named president
Rust-Cartrell. Both are
osing a lot of sleep over the
'guess-who game, according to
a report from our key-hole
watcher.
THE VANGUARD CLUB
tried something new for its
-Spring Formal it was held
:on a Monday night. It was one
of the nicest of this season's
:formal dances. The "day
really does make much dif-
'terence in the attendance . .
IVIonday thru Sunday . . . if
:the invited guests really want
to attend.
I DON'T KNOW WHERE!'
:A woman said last week
"when I was younger I had
my mother buried in A ceme-
atery (pronounced semi-a-tee-
Now I don't know where to
'fri to see my mother's grave.eople are calling it cemetery
(pronounced semi-tre). She
twent on to note the change in
Pronunciation. "D ecla ration
Day. Now it is Armed Force
Day. Now just what day are
we celebrating.", 4. WHY DID HE LEAVE? . . .
Why did Noah Bond leave the
Delta Dance so early. And
/why did a certain second
teacher look so disap-
pointed after his departure.
WHO IS THE DENTIST
;fhat is reportid-to,have said
he had a full-grown mule in
ihis house as a house-pet. We
;will have to see this to believe
t.
t ACCORDING TO the "eye"
some fast manuevering was in
'evidence when Anthony
rateo was selected as the per-
!on recommended by the
Memphis Tennis association, WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
lo the City Recreation depart- Sen. Jacob K. Javitz, R-N.Y.,
tient as a tennis instructor for proposed Sunday that Vice
the public court this summer. President Lyndon B. Johnson
there appeared to be two make a stumping tour of the
Wong men, each pushing a South to calm racial tensions
iandidate. Charles Craft's and persuade southerners that
sacker failed to elect him, integration is the law of the
LESS CALLS are coming land.
jn about NEA memberships. Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-
Dues must have been refunded Ariz., also called for "moral
Or teachers are out of town persuasion" rather than force
'attending summer sessions, to bring about integration. But
We'll tell you more about this he did not specifically endorse
'next fall. a Johnson tour.
". DELTA SORORS looked The GOP senators expressed
yery striking in the;r all-white their views or a TV program.
waltz-length formal gowns They supported the Kennedy
'during their Spring forma. Administration's use of U. S.
Vance recently. Some   
people Marshals in the "Freedom
are wondering to which soror- Riders" violence. But Gold-
it'', the lady, in the long laven-. • water said he would have op-
posed the use of troops.
every six hours. The patient
took the 22 pills in the pre..
scription at one time. That is,
not all. He also took a BC,
aspirin, pain killer, achromy-
cM and darvon. Minutes later
he fell out while at a service
station.. He told attendants at
the gas station about the pills.
They called the dentist, who
rushed him to John Gaston
hospital and had his stomach
pumped. The dentist asked
him "what are you trying to
do . . . kill yourself?" The
patient replied from his hos-
pital bed very feebly, "no, I





school held its closing program
"A Night On The Caribbean"
last Friday. The cafetorium was
beautifully decorated.. Real
souvenirs from the islands were
Day," changed to Memorial also used. Those souvenirs and
the varied colored lights en-
hanced the beauty of the stage
setting and made one feel he
was really on a boat cruising
in the Caribbean.
Each grade gave a synopsis,
and interpretive dance, or some
feature of the island which he
represented. A large audience
witnessed the presentation.
Charles W. Homer is princi-
pal of the school.
•
business man was overheard
saying "the reason that the
Freedom Riders have taken
Memphis off of their list of
city-to-visit is they are afraid,
that city policemen will steal
their luggage.
SYMBOLS OF BEAUTY
are youthful ballerinas (left
to right) Gail Duhamel. La-
V•r ne Ligon and Sherrill
Lucas, teen-agers of Wash-
ington, D. C., whose inter-
pretation of Tschaikovsky's
"Serenade" for String Or-
chestra stirred the emotions
of some 2700 spectators Fri.
and Saturday nights at
Washington's Lisner audi-
torium. The attractive danc-
ers participated in the an-
nual production of the
Jones-Haywood School of
Ballet which was presented
for the benefit of the Ply.
Lowenstein Foundation
Awards To 2 Seniors
A graduating senior girl The William P and Marie
from Carver high school, and
the valedictorian at Mt. Pis-
gah high school were the first





There is a reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will lik• our cour-
teous treatment and desire to
help you.
-Open Thorniest and Priclot
Nights Until 8:U0 P M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
pixie VINArriCA
Ham. Owned Hama Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
-sti. like to toy yes YO your
loan regattas...
learnt:sad and Supervise( by
the State Department of
Insurance and Banking
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA. 5-1351
152 Madison, M. 5-7611
Urge Lyndon To
Help Calm South
R Lowenstein Foundation was
set up by Mrs. Marie Lowen-
stein in honor of her late hus-
band, William P. Lowenstein,
stein Foundation scholarships. one of the founders of Perel
The co-ed, Miss Louise and Lowenstein.
Blocker of 165 Vaal St., wok Judges for the Negro stu-
a four-year scholarship. She
will receive $400 a year. She
plans to enroll at Dillard uni-
versity iin New Orleans. She
was valedictorian of her class.
Alvin Brooks of 1194 Bridge-
water st , in Cordova, won a
one-year scholarship worth
$400. Valedictorian of his high
school class, he plans to at-
tend LeMoyne college this fall.
First alternate for the schol-
arship is Miss Ardie Sue My-
ers of Lester high school. Sec-
ond alternate is Miss Nellie
Crigiar of Mansassas high
school.
The Lowenstein Schola r-
ships will be given annually
to both Negro and white high
school seniors. All city, coun-
ty, private and parochial
schools are eligible to submit
one applicant each.
RUGBY, England — (UPI)—
Dennis Spencer, 224 pounds,
and Jack Shelvey. 280 pounds,
began warming up Monday f o r
their fried egg eating contest
June 21.
Each ate 30 eggs.
dents were: Dr. Hollis Price,
president of LeMoyne; Dr.
Charles Dinkins. president of
Owen college; Dr. B 1 a ir T.
Hunt, member of Shelby
County Board of Education;
and Thomas J. Willis, vice




periods convicts at Minnesota
State penitentiary may wear
Bermuda shorts in any color but
blue.
Warden It Tahash ex-
plained that blue Bermudas are
reserved for guards.
Insects probably outweigh all
other animal matter on the land
areas of the earth.
WITH HIGH HONORS —
Mrs. Sara Lee Lewis. who
was graduated "with high
honor" from LeMoyne col-
lege last week, is congratu-
lated by President Hollis F.




Starting Saturday, July 1
1:30 p.m. Post Time
been presented for the de-
gree by Dean Floyd F. Bass,
center. Mrs. Lewis majored
in sociology. There were 91
in the graduating class, larg-
est in the history of Le-
Moyne. — Withers photo.
mouth Congregational
church. Miss Lucas also had
a leading role in the Ste-
phen Fester Suite.
REAL ESTATE DIGEST
By Jesse L. Williams
"There is gold, and a multi-
tude of rubies: but the lips of
knowledge are a precious
jewel" Proverbs 20, Chapter,
15 Verse.
Ownership of real estate has
always been one of the strong-
est bulwarks of private enter-
prise, It is significant that, in
the countries which have fall-
en under communist rule, com-
munization of farms and own-
er-occupied homes have been
among the last changes made
by those in political and eco-
nomic control.
One of the beckoning causes
of can- faith in real estate own-
ership, particularly of residen-
tial property, is the not too
well analyzed belief that real
estate will pay for itself. In-
vestment in rental property,
and particularly in single
houses, is not always the
source of great profit that is
sometimes pictured.
Nevertheless, the common
feeling that the landlord takes
an undue share of the ten-
ant's income has resulted in
many shifts from tenant to
owner status.
In the purchase of residen-
tial property the owner-occu-
pant accomplishes a double 011bri's Distilled London Dry Gin. 90 Proof. 100% Grain Neutral Spirits. W.& A.purpose. In the first place, he ggbey, It& Cocinnalt. Ohio, Distributed by National Distillers Productsacquires a home for his lam-
ily. The ftnanctng presumably
will be arranged in such a
manner that the purchaser can
pay off the mortgage from in-
come.
With the liquidation of his
mortgage as a goal, he now
has a second purpose an out-
let for his savings that will be
safe and will afford a reason-
able return. If the mortgage is
modern in its term s, it will
probably permit prepayments
at the option of the mortgagor.
By taking advantage of this
optio n. the mortgagor will
have an outlet for his savings
that is safe and that will more
than a competitive investment
return. Under the most fav-
orable circumstances, barring DDT.
a substantial windfal 1, the
mortgagor will find need for
all his savings for several years
to pay off his mortgage.
ARTHUR BRISBANE:
Get a good piece of real
estate, buy it wisely, pay for
it, and it will keep you.
Buy your house, get it paid
for, as quickly as you can.
Above all, buy what you know
you can pay for, and have
the satisfaction of seeing what
you own grow in value, and the
infinitely greater satisfaction
of leaving your wife and chil-
dren, when you must leave
them, with a roof over their
heads that they actually own.
The Boston convention of
the National Association of
Real Estate Brokers, Inc., will
be at the Sheraton Hotel,
Boston, Mass., Aug. 18 to Aug.
23:' 1961 inclusive.
Louisiana farmers are saved
$2 million a year by treating
stored sweet potatoes with
I i
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thick rubber sole. In
blue or brown. You'll









Some sleeveless and short
sleeve sty/es. Beautiful
prints. Sizes 10 to 20
















CLIP THIS COUPON NOW1
FABRICS 'iEnW 8: di'. ilia H




A TRI-STATE DEFENDER SPECIAL
Ladies' White Percale
Reg. $1.00 Slips
Sanforized, Easy • Care Percale with
dainty embroid•rect edges. You'll want





























A great variety of netw sport
shirts that you can really stock
up onl Cotton Knits and Broad-
cloths in white or
A great variety of new sport
shirts that you con really stock
op onl Cotton Knits and Broad-
cloths in white or colorful plaids,
stripes and novelty patt•rat










Reg. SI 49! 8-o: Sonforiximi Denim
with populor white ditching, zipper, all
sizes.
SPECIAL! GOOD CUALITY




















Reg. 29c. White, Pink,
Blue and
Maize
Size 6, 16c7 Only
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RACING SEASON STARTS
FRIDAY NIGHT, JUNE 23
POST TIME - 7:45 P.M. RAIN OR CLEAR , ACRES OF FREE PARKING
K-9 CLUB . . . NOW OPEN
Entrance - West End of Track - New Concessions - Areas
Southland Greyhound Park
AMERICA'S NEWEST AND FINEST TRACK' ON HI-WAY 61 ADMISSION 25r
MATINEE RAM
Starting Saturday, laily
1:30 p.m Post Mae
e
PAIGE
world. Anything shorter is
wrong and drastically wrong.
Our are, the results of
blessings handed down to us
by God. Our lives should be a
continuous series of actions
showing to God that we thank
Him for these blessings we re-
ceive from day to day. We can
not forfeit all of our opportuni-
ties to do good over the idea of
inactivity. Today—as never be-
fore we must be active. We
must be up and doing.
This action and up and do-
ing must he far more vital
than it has ever been before.
Each one of us must find
something for which we can
stand and having done that
stand for it with all of o u r
This poem — "It's lip To might. This is the only solution
You" should provoke thought for each of us.
from many or in fact all of us.
Day by day we are entrusted
with not only days but talents,
influence, power, prestige and
the like. All of these can be
used to the upbuilding of God's thry fact that each of
kingdom. The question what a will fight as we have never
we did with each of them fought before to find the real
poses questions that only v..:e meaningful things of life and
can answer. At the end of each
Page 4
By HERBERT L. BUGGS
Vernon IBaptist church. All
proceeds will go to the
church's Boy Scout organiza-
tion. Rev J L. Netters is'pas-
tor.
Cli/UST TEMPLE
Rev. James Stuart, jr., of
Temple Church of Christ Holi-
"I love the prosperity of
Zion, be it promoted by
Catholic. by Protestant or
by Christian Science." —
Mary Baker Eddy.
LANE AVENUE BAPTST
The fourth Sunday of each
month is youth day at Lane
Avenue Baptist church. If you
want to witness young people
dedicated to church work, go
to the church. Rev. J. W. Wil-
liams, jr., is the speaker for
the next scheduled meet. Rev.
J. W. Williams is pastor.
TEMPLE CHURCH
Temple Church of God in
Christ has its young people
willing workers service every
Wednesday night. Service be-
gins at 8 p.m. The young peo-
ple's endeavors are: The Unifi-
cation of Holiness, to increase
spiritual strength, to stir pure
minds, to stimulate more life
in service, to educate in scrip-
tural knowledge, to keep the poetry category of the Read-
unity of spirit and to live holy. sionary Baptist church, 183 er's Digest-United Negro
Elder C. H. Mason, jr., pas- Joubert ave., will conduct the 
- - -----.-
MT. VERNON
There will be a Man for Boy from June 12 to June 23.
church annual revival. Revival wh 
begins 7:30 p.m, each night
tor.
dinner Monday. June 12 at Mt. During the revival the
each day at 11 am.
church will conduct services .  Pastor AnswersSome of the subjects to be Fight'.p
spoken on are: The Man Who;
Defeated Death; The Valley of
the Dry Bones: The Last Re-
sort, and The Valley of Sal-
vation.
Have you made someone hap-
py, or made someone sad.
What have you done with
the day that you had?
God gave it to you to do just
as you would
Did you do what was wick-
ed, or what was good?
Did you hand out a smile, or
just give 'ern a frown,
Did you lift someone up—or
push someone down?
Did you lighten some load,
or some progress impede,
Did you look for • rose, or
just gather a weed?
What did you do with your
Beautiful day.
God gave it to you. did you
throw it away.
—Author Unknown
ness, 907 S. Lauderdale, would
like for everybody to know,
that the church revival began
Monday night, June 5. It is
being conducted by Rev. A.
J. Terry of Canton, Miss.
They are also having noon-
day service during the nightly
revival.
ST. ANTHONY
Mass is celebrated every
Sunday at 7 a.m. and 9:30 a.m.
at St. Anthony's Catholic
church, 1100 Volentine.
Father Hugel is church cler-
gyman and parish director.
Father Schmid is assistant. On
June 5, Father Schmid left
for West Germany to visit his
family and will return the lat-
ter part of August.
We pray that Father will
have a safe and happy vaca-
tion.
OAK GROVE BAPTIST
The Evangelist pastor, Rev.
J. E. Clark of Oak Grove Mis-
. Today. Sunday Schools
throughout the United States
discussed the idea of making
life meaningful. We have come
to the crossroads of life. It is
make them a vital part of our
day we should ask ourselves a ,
personal question, what did I aves•
do with the just departed day?
ques-
tion what we did with the day . G
equally important is the clues-, 
ary LeaderNot only is it a grea
t 
tion what we did with our-
selves. Did 
to creep into our lives
we allow little'
things At
1 and thwart many chances for:
I doing something worthwhile. I C
' This is true in far too many in-1 hrist Temple
stances. These are no times for,
f letting little things to creep into) Christ Temple Church tea-
our lives and cancel the influ- tured a speech by one of its
ence we should exert a n d. visiting National Missionary,
a should maintain for the good of'v - .Mrs. A. Gatlin of Gary. Ind.
I all concerned.
1 Today as never before weIlast Sunday
. She spoke on the
need people of influence . topic "Love." Also attending
t Not only must they have in-Ithe program were two former
fluence but this influence must'pastors of the church. Rev. 0.
$ be positive. Never before in the A. Askerneese of Washington.
4 history of mankind has t h s,D. C.; and Rev. C. L. Carhee,
been so important! of Los Angeles. Cal. Both werei
Each man must see himself attending a seminar at Jack-
or control must be used for the, The deacons and laymen of
as a steward. All that we have son. Miss.
extension of God's Kingdom. the church have made plansl
Whatever the state of human for their annual celebration
existence we are partly to for Sunday, June 4 at 3 p.m.
blame or to be commended. The Chairman for the deacons is
way that we use our lives and James Walter. Thr affair is
our properties must be used in open to the public.
such a manner that we will) Rev. W. N. Redmond. pastor
glorify the whole cause of man-)of Burns Methodist church of
kind. Our sole reason for be- Oxford. Miss., is expected to
ing is wrapped up in the fact' be the featured speaker at a
that we must use all that wel program at Temple church
can for the betterment of this' June 11 at 3 p.m.
MEMPHIAN CLICKS--New
York, Thurmond L. Snyder
junior at LeMoyne college
receives a check for $350. the
prize for first place in t h •
y Pastors In Freedom
(Third In a Series)
By The Rev. J. H. Mickle
Pastor, 2nd Congregational
Question: Why are ministers
of the Gospel of Jesus Christ
(Christian Ministers) support-
ers of and participants in the
Freedom Movement?
Answers: 1. From the Gospel
of Mark—Chapter 12, verse 28
and following:
"Then one of the scribes ap-
proached him. He had been lis-
tening to the discussion, a n d
noticing how well Jesus had
answered them, he put this
'question to him: 'What are we
to consider the greatest com-
mandment of ' all?' 'The first
and most important one is this,'
Jesus replied, 'Hear. 0 Israel:
The Lord our God, the Lord is
one: and thou shalt love t h e
Lord thy God with all thy
heart, and with all thy soul,
and with all thy mind, a n d
with all thy strength. The sec-
ond is this. 'Thou shalt love
thy neighbor as thyself. No
other commandment is greater
than these."
2. We want to recapture the
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups




248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Allinsphos. Tennessee
Mokev What You Ask For And




gelist Mattie J. Thomas of
967 S. Wellington, alights
from an American Airliner
on her return from a tour of
the Middle East and Eu-
rope. She attended the
DEFENDER
College Fund campaign. Sny-
der plans to continue his
English studies at a universi-
ty after graduation from Le-
Moyne, and eventually, to
teach. He has been invited to
American dream, and build it
into reality. It is the dream of
a land in which none shall be
afraid — in 'which none shall
hurt or hate or hinder another
---where the worth of a man is
written in the character of his
face and the deeds of his life—
where the door or opportunity
swings wide to the humblest
son of Adam. It is a dream of
peace and plenty and opportu-
nity, and of the struggle for
happiness which is true happi-
ness itself.
3. We believe "The viola-
tion of human dignity or of any
citizenship right by discrimina-
tory segregation is wrong
whether the violation occurs in
public or private facility, in in-
trastate travel, interstate tra-
vel, or any other circumstance."
4. We feel strongly "that the
Federal Government is obli-
gated to insure the primacy of
federal laws over state laws
and customs wherever the lat-
ter are in conflict with t h e
United States Constitution."
5. We are moved to declare
that "the Southern Negro is not
satisfied with present arrange-
World Pentecostal confer-
ence held in Jerusalem, Is-
rael. Miss Thomas also visited
Amsterdam. Holland, Cairo,
Egypt. Jordan and Rome,









SATURDAY, JUNE 10, 1961
" Star-Studded WDIA Show Presidents To
All For Charity July 1 
Confab Here
submit poems for considers.
tion in a planned anthology
of the New Negro Poets to be
edited by Langston Hughes.
Snyder resides at 2299 Shale
ave.
ments which restrict his nor-
mal travel, educational oppor-
tunity, economic security, or
any right guaranteed by the
United States Constitution."
6. Jesus said: "Come to me,
all whose is hard, whose load
is heavy; and I will give you
relief. Bend your necks to my
yoke, and learn from me for I
am gentle and humble-hearted;
and your soul will find re-
relief. Bend your necks to my
bear, my load is light."
It'll be a "Down Home Re-
union" as WDIA presents its
sixth annual Starlight Revue
at 8 p.m. July 1.
All proceeds will go to help
needy children, including their
recreational and scholarship
needs. ,
The Revue, formerly held in
,Martin Stadium, will move in-
doors this year to the cool com-
fort of the Auditorium.
Part I of the Revue, as al-
ways, will be a joyous gospel
program. WDIA has lined up
another stellar array of sacred
songsters for this year's chari-
ty show.
Included are the Soul Stir-
erg, the Caravans, the Zionet-




The Walker Memorial Chris-
tian church has made plans to
celebrate annual Women's Day.
Sunday, June 11. The keynote
speaker for the 11 a.m. serv-
ice is Mrs. Lillian Bronghers
of the Temple of God and
Christ church. -
Main speaker for the 3 p.m.
program is expected to be
Mrs. Gussie P. Young of Avery
Chapel AME church. Chair-
man of the celebration is Mrs.
Hattie Geogery. Pastor of the
church is Elder G. A. Evans
Quartet, the Dixie Nightin-
gales, and Willie Morganfield,
Theo Wade and Ford Nel-
son of the WDIA staff will be
on hand for their usual com-
edy-filled introductions.
Part II of the Revue will be
a blockbusting popular pro-
gram. Although the full cast
will be announced later, A.
C. Williams, WDIA promotion-
Prelidents of colleges and
universities supported by the
American Missionary Associa-
tion of the Congregational
Christian Churches will meet
this Thursday and Friday at
LeMoyne college.
Dr. Hollis F. Price, presi-
dent of LeMoyne, said a pic-
nic on the campus will be held
Thursday at 5:30 p.m. for the
visitors and members and fami-
al consultant, promises that lies of LeMoyne's faculty and
many favorite national and lo-
cal headliners will appear for




ST. AUGUSTINE, Fla. —
Florida Normal and Industrial
Memorial college announced it
has received a $1,000 grant
from U.S. Steel Foundation of
New York City.
President R. W. Puryear
said the gift was a part of the
foundation's national program
of aid to education through
grants to 732 liberal arts col-
leges, universities and institu-
tions.
Puryear said the grant to
Florida Normal was made
through the United Negro Col-
lege Fund.
staff.
, Coming to Memphis for the
meeting are Dr. Stephen J.
Wright, president of Fisk uni-
versity, Nashville, Tenn.; Dr.
J. J. Seabrook, president of
Huston-Tillotson college, Aus-
tin, Tex.; Dr. Arthur Gray,
president of Talladega college,
Talladega, Ala.; Dr. Albert
Dent, president of Dillard uni-
versity, New Orleans, La.; Dr.
A. D. Beitbel, president of Tou-
galoo college, Tougaloo, Miss.;
Dr. Wesley Hotchkiss, gener-
al secretary of the American
Missionary Association, New
York City; Mrs. Ann Hedge-
man, special consultant to Dr.
Hotchkiss, also of New York
City, and Dr. Herman Long,
director of the Race Relations
Department, Fisk University,
Nashville, Tenn.
The presidents will discuss
several items, including plans
for observing the centennial
year of the American Mission-
ary Association, founder of
many schools in the South dur-
ing the Reconstruction Period,
Your Church
Can Benefit From
GROUP SAVING OF VALUABLE
Quality Stamps!
Inquire at your church about starting
a QUALITY STAMP SAVINGS CLUB. In short
time your church can add comforting
accessories!
Yes Madame,
Bright with the June flowers and
sunshine, gardens are popping up
on every vacant lot—radishes. on-
ions, and greens are first to make
their way to the supper table. For
something different but odd as the
times, try using the most wonderful
meal—Jack Sprat's cream style corn
meal and make corn dumplings to
serve with that vegetable dinner to-
night. They are just as good when
cooked in lamb stew.
Try them and you will say "so
simple but oh, how good!"
JANA PORTER
TALENT FROM the various
high schools, including Car-
ver high of Brownsville, Tenn.
was evident on a recent Big
Star Food Stores of Mem-
phis and the Mid-South Talent
time. The show comes to Mid-
South listeners each Satur-
day over Radio Station WDIA,
the south's most powerful ra-
dio station. Special guests on
this show were Marshal and
Marshalnettes from Bruce
high of Dyerburg, Tenn. An-
other group was from Mitchell
high. The Big Star show ex-
tends a special invitation to
groups such as the above.
CORN MEAL DUMPLINGS
One cup lack Sprat Cream Style
corn meal
Scalding water
One-half tsp. baking powder
One-half tsp. salt
One tsp. chopped chives
Sift together dry ingredients, add
chives, then enough scalding water
to make a thick gravy mixtures.
Spoon Into boiling turnip green li-
quid; cover and cook for 15 minutes.
Serve with vegetables, as bread of




The show gives ample oppor-
tunity to kids all over the
Mid-South as well as to ta-
lent inside Memphis. This
show h a s paraded many,
many excellent examples of
typical talent in the Mid-
South area such as the above.
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'Yosemite's Dazzing Brilliance
The Answer To A Rare Vacation
A hunter named William
Penn Abrams trailed a bear
deep into the Sierra Nevada
Mountains of California one
October day in 1849. Losing
his way, he penetrated a
strange and awesome valley.
In his diary he described, "a
valley enclosed by stupendous
cliffs rising perhaps 3,000 feet
from their base . . A water-
fal: dropped from a cliff below
ree jagged peaks into the
alley, while further beyond,
a rounded mountain stood .
as though it had been sliced
with a knife as one wo,
slice a loaf of bread."
From these details it is a,
sumed that Abrams may have
been the first white man to
view the incredible valley now
known as Yosemite. Abrams
discovered a valley roughly
seven miles long and a mile
wide. Today It is but a small
part of Yosemite National
Park which surrounds the
valley with 1,200 square miles
of forests, meadows, lakes and
mountains.
The valley is a spectacular
product of glacial action.
Through millions of prehis-
toric years, the Merced river
cut a deep V-shaped canyon
it the Sierras. Came the icee, and successive glaciers
ground their ways down the
valley, polishing its rock sides
and changing the V shape to
a U shape.
A few years after Abrams'
visit, in 1851, another "discov-
ery" took place, and the val-
ley received its present name.
The Mariposa Battalion of the
California state militia rode
into the valley in pursuit of a
tribe of Indians known by the
name of U-zu-ma-ti (grizzly
bear). Half a dozen phonetic
tries later the tribe name had
become Yosemite, which name
was given the valley as well.
These early visitors soon
spread word of the valley's
beauty, and in 1864 President
Lincoln signed an act of con-
gress giving the valley and
surroundings to the State of
California as a public recrea-
(Ann area. In 1890. Yosemite
VI alley and its surrounding
lands became a National Park,
preceded only by Yellowstone
(1872) in our 'National Park
system.
Yosemite Valley's familiar
landmarks have been cata-
logued and photographed in-i
numerable times without di-
minishing their grandeur. En-
tering the valley from the
west, the granite profile of
El Canaan rises perpendicu-
larly on the left to a height
of 3,604 feet from valley floor,
which is 4,000 feet above sea
level. Across the way the
three Cathedral Rocks from a
promontory from which tum-
bles delicate Bridalveil Falls.
Proceeding eastward through
the valley, the Three Brothers,
nt in el Rock and North Dome
illnkpear. A swing to the north
reveals Yosemite Fells, the
nation's highest. The upper
falls drop 1,430 feet, and the
lower 320 feet. With the cas-
cades between, the fall from
top to bottom is 2,425 feet.
Dominating the valley's east-
ern horizon is the distinctive
outline of Half Dome, stand-
ing as Abrams SAW it "as
though sliced with a knife RS
one would slice a loaf of
bread."
ELEVEN NIAGARAS
The heart of the National
Park is the seven-rime-long
Yosemite Valley, a grass y,
parklike floor walled-in by
towering cliffs, domes and
pinnacles. Its most celebrated
spot is the rock over which
the Yosemite Falls tumble
their white torrents in spring
of their graceful, swaying rib-
4yons in the drier summernonths. The Upper Falls leap
1,430 feet, which equals nine
Niagaras, to which the Lower
Falls, with 320 feet, add two
more Niagarae. With the inter-
vening cascades, the total leap
covers almost half a mile.
Among the other "falling wat-
ers" the Ribbon Falls have a
sheer drop of ten Niagaras,
with 1,812 feet, and Nevada,
Vernal and Illilouette Falls, as
well RS Bridalveil, have their
own beauty, ranging from the
graceful to the spectacular.
These natural beauties can
be seen and photographed in
a day, though that Is scarce-
ly being fair to yourself or
Yosemite. The valley Is 211
miles from San Francisco or
Oakland, 313 miles from LOS
lip
Angeles. United Air Lines
flights up and down the Pa-
cific Coast stop at Fresno,
Merced, Modesto and Stock-
OF ALL THE great scenic country's greatest attr ac-
spots in the country. Yose- lions. While the valley prop-
mite Falls has won recog- Cr is crowded with visitors.
ninon. admiration and inter- lovers of lonely nature can
national fame as one of our find, within the park limits.
TRAVEL TIPS
for WOMEN
(Europe still leads the world
as the ideal foreign haven for
honeymooners, June weddings
are 'still the choige of lovers.
In a series of three articles we
will tell prospective couples
how easy it is to plan a honey-
moon in a foreign romantic
setting, the many places to
visit and the low-cost budget
required.)
For sheer glamour. Europe
leads the world as a honey-
moon frame. The cities glitter-
ing with excitement and color,












The westerly winds stream-
ing across the warm Atlantic
Drift, the east-west slant of
the guardian mountain ranges
make the climate so inviting
en langor or sparkling with
crystal freshness may be found
at any season of the year.
The ideal honeymoon
should take place in such a
setting that, when sentimental-
ly recalled in after years, all
remembered details will be
pleasing. The 21 member
countries of the European
Travel Commission abound in
such backdrops. Nature has
supplied beauty with a lavish
hand: European skill, patience
and sophistication have con-
trived the little luxuries, the
lighthearted diversions that
can add so much. Honeymoon-
ers from overseas benefit au-
tomatically from the fact that
Europeans on wedding trips
are very exacting and insist
upon facilities to pamper every
whim and fancy. All the world
may love a lover, but nowhere
is romance taken as serious-
ly as in Europe.
HONEYMOONS ON A
BUDGET
Since love — more's the
pity — must usually count the
cost, European rates (especial-
ly during the September-April
"Thrift Season" or in the less
widely-known places) can be
a great boon. By checking
with an experienced travel
agent and taking advantage of
such bargains as off-season
steamship fares, air excursion
rates and the airlines' family
rate (a wife, however new, is
"family"), newlyweds m a 3,
take a transatlantic holiday as
inexpensively as they could
honeymoon in c o m fort at
home . . . and may even be
able to splurge a little.
Many luxury places In Eu-
rope offer a double room with
bath and balcony for as little
as seven or eight dollars a
day. Approximately forty dol-
lars per person per week (with
meals!) is the current rate at
Ireland's palatial Ashford
Castle, a honeymooner's para-
dise set deep In the heart of
the "Quiet Man" countryside.
Even such lavish resort cities
as Monte Carlo give special re-
ductions and other entice-
ments to newlyeds. More de-
tails on this a bit later.
Once the honeymoon date
is set — with Europe as the
wise destination — the pros-
pective bride and groom are
confronted with a pleasantly
bewildering array of alterna-
tives both as to where to go
and how to get there.
The time of year plus inci-
dental interests may tip the
scale in favor of the castled
Rhine, the Alps, the sensuous
beauty of Andalusia, the pas-
toral Charm of the lowlands or
the rugged isolation of the isle
of Skye, the half-Viking He-
bride or the dramatic fjords
of Norway. Basically, however,
the problem is to pick one or
two retreats for longish stays
and to plot the most engaging
route going and coming.
A way DEPARTMENT




many untouched squa r•
miles of high country, the
noblest forests, the deepest
ice-carved canyons.
Chicago Offers Array Of
Subjects For Shutterbugs
A visit to Chicago is a visit
to remember.
Winter or summer, day or
night, indoors or out — few
hosts offer so many attractions.
Whether you like football or
oil paintings, ice hockey or night
clubs, gourmet eating or jazz
music, opera or legitimate the-
atre, historical sites or just
footloose sightseeing, Chicago
has something for everyone.
Served up from the vast re-
sources of America's second
largest city, there seems to be
no limit. This is reflected by
millions of personal photographs
which out-of-towners snap, the
nearest thing to "packaging"
a pleasure to share back home.
A spectacle such as the famil-
iar water tower (shown in
photo) has identified Chicago to
the world through travelers'
snapshots.
ARRAY OF CONTRASTS
To cameraman and artist
alike, Chicago presents a pic-
turesque array of contrasts:
Glass and steel apartment build-
ings loom above gaslight era
brownstones. Super highways
whiz past tranquil beaches.
Parks heavy with foliage pro-
vide a meadow-like respite from
urban brick and stone, just as
big city sophistication is temp.
ered by small town folksy-ness.
And futuristic skyscrapers seem
only to heighten the quaintness
of a structure like the water
tower.
Medieval in appearance, Chi-
cago's water tower stands on
north Michigan Avenue, amidst
the city's "Magnificent Mile" of
luxury apartments and exclusive
shops. The tower was built of
stone in the Civil War period to
house one of the nation's "most
modern" of water works. Today
it stands as a relic. It is one of
the few structures to survive
the great Chicago fire of 1871
that raged for three days. de.
stroying nearly all of the city.
WATCH LENS SETTING
Buildings and people are chief
picture subjects on city streets.
One serves as a dramatic set-
ting for the other. But combin.
ing the two raises some thought
Travel Agency Moves In With
Defender Public Service Bureau
In order to provide a better
and more extensive service in
all phases of the travel field,
Welcome Travel Service has
moved its agency to larger and
more beautiful quarters lo-
cated on the ground floor of
the Chicago Defender build-
ing, 2400 S. Michigan ave. The
new telephone number is DA
6-1800, or you may call the
Defender number CA 5-2400
and be connected through an
extension.
In accordance with the poli-
cy of the Defender to provide
every possible service for its
readers, the creation of a Pub-
lic Service Bureau, combined
with the extensive facilities of
the Welcome Travel Service,
was agreed on by Defender
Publisher John Sengstacke
and Fred Avendorph, presi-
dent of the agency.
The addition of this service
to Defender readers will pro-
vide the convenience and fa-
cilities for obtaining air, rail,
ship and bus tickets; folders
and descriptive literature on
vacations to all parts of the
world; a complete road map
and tour service for motorists;
booklets and guides for hotel
and motel accommodations; in-
formation on resorts, national
parks and vacation areas.
Other features planned for
f uture operation will be a
travel club, an automobile
club, and complete service for
obtaining insurance of all
kinds.
tCm. Calif. It is a short drive
by rented automobile from
any of these points, with Mer-
ced the closest. Scheduled pub-
lic transportation is available
from Merced all year and
from Fresno and Lake Tahoe
during the summer.
But to see the valley, is
merely to scratch the surface
of the park. Beyond the rock
bastions are countless acres of
gentle subalpine meadows,
ageless forests of Sequoias and
mountain summits offering a
hundred valley views or the
quiet pleasures of the out-
doorsman-fishing, camping.
hiking and riding. Living ac-
commodations include resort
hotels, rustic lodges, cabins
and camp sites. Golf, tennis
and swimming pools are at
hand.
Yosemite is a year-around
park with well developed ski
runs at Badger Pass attracting
most of the winter trade. Its
most popular season is from
early spring until fall. Water-
falls, roaring white in Mr,
sometimes decline to a trickle
in dry September, but their
loss is compensated by the
colors of autumn and scarce-
ly noticed i n the spacious
panorama of the valley.
Work Span Longer
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
average length of working life
for American males has in-
creased bymore than one-third
since 1900, from about 31 to 42
years, the Health Information
Foundation reports.
Tobacco Taxes
NEW YORK (UPI) — Tobac-
co is the most heavily taxed of
all agricultural products, tic.
cording to Tobacco News, The




Travel Service will offer sug-
gestions on bow to plan a
trip or vacation by plane,
sin, ship, bus; tips on what
clothe.. to take and now to
pack; furnish you with folder
and literature on all parts of
the world, and advise you
of things to buy, :Wogs to do,
and places see. For n :or
trip routings include 25 cents
for cost of handling. Address
all inquiries to Travel Edi-
tor, Chicago Defender, 2400
S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
It's easier — faster — more lent
when you leave the details in export hands 1
Whether you're headed for Indianapolis or India,
your trip preparations go faster when they're handled by an
expert travel service, such as WELCOME. We know all the
right planes, trains, houses, boats to At your convenience hest
-and we confirm your space, deliver your tickets, get your
hotel room at your destination. Thus, you save time- -anil
I. you're sure.
Experienced travelers regularly depend on Travel Agency
service. South Side business and professional leaders men
whose names you know have been "leaving the details to
WELCOME" for the peat four years.
We've arranged round-thesworld personal tours-- and delivered the
ticketa for a.two-hour trip to Detroit. We've taken happy hundreds on
WELCOME-arranged group .tours, with every detail of comfort and
convenience expertly handled to make travel a t?leasure not a task.
WELCOME service is complete. We are in contact with fine hotels
and resorts all over the world -know where you can go for the most
fun. with the least bother, on your budget. Check thin list of our
regular serviceR:
PLANE TICKETS • TRAIN TICKETS • BUS
TICKETS • SHIP TICKETS • HOTEL RESORT
RESERVATIONS • SCHEDULE INFORMATION •
TRIP TOUR ADVICE, FOR BUSINESS OR PLEASURE
Don't tight Loop parking and traffic congestion - drup in 111 .11r
Sutherland Hotel lobby office, or phone, for all the farts AM{ k•iihpel
you need. Then pick up yore tickets just As handily. Let WELCOME








STANDING LIKE a medieval
castle amidst Michigan Ave•
flue's "Magnificent Mile" of
luxury apartments and exclu-
sive shops, Chicago's water
tower pros ides a dra m stir pic•
tore subject for a couple visit.
lag the Windy City. The water
tower survived Chicago's
great fire of MI and became
an attraction for cameramen
and artists alike,
as to lens setting. People move.
So do buses and cars. Your lens
must be set fast enough to avoid
blurring movement. Yet a dark.
colored building requires an ad-
ditional 1-2 stop more than nor-
mal.
Light-colored buildings such
as those found in southern cities
require 1-2 stop less than normal
exposure. Althongh the water
tower was light-colored, the sun
was not particularly bright, so
a normal setting was used.
Trolley lines and other wires
must be watched in shooting
city pictures. When you allow
enough distance to include the
top of a building in your viewer,
make sure no obstruction is
dangling across your line of
sight.
When filming with a movie
camera, you may want to pan-
oram to show the height of a
building. Pan very slowly,
starting from the bottom of the
building and pan upward.
Buildings often require slant-
ed lighting to accentuate the
texture. The stone work of the
water tower is brought out
sharply by allowing the sun to
reach a position to the far left,
as the shadows beneath the
couple's feet indicate.
The fun of sight-seeing is
doubled by taking home a per-
manent record Of the sights you
saw.
PINEAPPLE JUICE
Hawaii packs nearly 20 mil-
lion cases of pineapple fruit and
juice each year. Northwest
Orient Airlines, which advises
Its tourists there to visit a can-
nery, says this is nearly the
entire world's supply.
by Fred W. Avendorph
TRAVEL EDITOR
(Editor's Note: Third of a series of five articles on the mechan-
ics of organizing a Camping Club. Outdoor camping clubs
have been organised in all parts of the country and form a nu-
cleus of companionship for families and individual friends
which helps to build better human relationships.)
,FORMAL ORGANIZATION
The Steering Committee must now get busy and make
preparations for the formal organization of the club which can
be accomplished at the second meeting. The steering come
mittee should cover the following points:
1. Decide whether the club should be an association or
corporation.
2. Adopt a name for the club.
3. Draft a set of by-laws.
4. Prepare a slate of directors to be nominated to serve on
the board of directors and a slate of officers of the club. These
slates will be placed in nomination at the second meeting of
the club and will be voted upon.
5. Prepare a future program of the club. This will in-
volve charting the future activities of the club and the ap-
pointment of committees to arrange and plan for these
activities.
6. Develop a budget for the program plans and decide on
the amount of dues.
7. Prepare an agenda for ihe second meeting.
First of all you must decide whether your club should be
organized as an association or whether it should be incorpo-
rated. 1r either case as a membership organization it will
probably qualify for a non-profit status.
The association type of club is the more simple, the more
inexpensive to establish and may prove to be easier to ope-
rate. Many recreation groups throughout the country are orga-
nized in this manner. On the other hand the association
offers no protection against the personal liability of its mem-
bers for acts of the association.
The col poration's main advantage is the cloak of protec- 
•
tion which it furnishes to its members, officers and leaders.
This cloak guards them from personal liability for the acts of
-the corporation and makes their personal assets immune from
the satisfaction of corporate debts. The corporate form or
organization also offers it perpetual existence with a consider-
able amount of flexibility in that it is easy to transfer in- '
terests, duties and responsibilities. The corporation, however,
will probably prove to be more costly to operate for -there are .
filing fees, taxes and certain other expenses.
Before establishing a club it would be a good idea to have
a talk with a local lawyer who will help you to resolve your
problems.
Whether your club is an association or is corporation it
will be racessary to adont a set of by-laws. These are the
rules and regulations according to which the club operates. A
proposed set of by-laws is included under a separate heading.
These should be regarded as basic and should serve as a 
guide
in formulating the bylaws for your club. You may 
find that
these by-laws will meet your requirements with a few 
changes.
"VEETABLE TREES"
Hawaii's trees are almost as
intriguing as its flowers. North-
west Orient Airlines advises its
camera-carrying passengers to
"Shoot" the Potato Tree, the
Sausage Tree and the African
Tulip Tree. The Potato Tree is
an aristocrat found in the priv-
ate gardens of the wealthy, in
addition to nurseries. Odorless
by day, it is fragrant at even-
The Sausage Tree is con-
sidered a clown. Its absurd fruit
looks like a foot-long baloney.
The Tulip Tree hears thousanhs
of vermillion-toned "tulips" on
its topmost branches. Practical
jokers delight in the buds. They
nip off the tip, ask a victim to
smell the opened end and then
press the bud. Result: a surprise
spray.
Send now for your free copy of this
illustrated brochure ,with details of
OUT famous 12and 16-day escorted
Luxury Tours to California end
Canadian Rockies at a cost that
soothes your budget. Is. Chicago
July 1-5-22-29; Aug. 5-12-19.
WELCOME TRAVEL SERVICE
44511 SOUTH DINIXTL, CHICAGO, HAINOlf
ANHERSEK BUSCH. INC • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • MIAMI • TAMPA
. . . eaning corn-vealed in a Police Department.• • The Police Departments con- plete break down of law en-
forcement, and every man forsists of all kinds of human
being . . . just as the ministry himself . . . "revolution" . .
"war" . . and others.The word summit might usefully be ex- stages of diplomacy. does.
With thought, it will be re- The basis for all civilized  punged from the diplomatic lexicon be- Indeed both trips have become neces- membered that in Memphis as societies is order . .. maintain-fore President Kennedy and Premier designated individuals.'sary because negotiation at lower levels in most places police officers, ed byKhrushchev meet at the end of the week, has got nowhere at all. Just how neces- especially in the lower ranks, fenr 
tchaelltUognittehdemSta,potesitowe,e .pre-
To describe the conference in Vienna as „ is shown by the fact that they have a
are paidberesultlo w  l s  adequatethe  io hs
ac,i; not the Gestapo, the NKVD,taking place "at the summit" does vi- led the Pr ?sident to break his self-imposed policing can't usually comand secret police, and other names'olence both to the topography of the Da- rule, already cracked by the excursion to the long attention of the high_ denoting terror organizations lnubian plain and to the events that have Canada, to spend his first six months in est type of men. When a man . . . the kind folk are justifiedled to the meeting. office at his desk in Washington. 
becomes a law enforcement in resisting in any way possi-
The image of the summit, so dear to officer in the average Amen- ble.
THOSE WHO LIVE IN—. SHOULDN'T...
°JUDGE NOT,THAT YE BE NOT JUDGED
Ncartoonists, has come to be dangerously o doubt it is inconvenient for leaders
misleading. It implies a deliberate and democracies that the line of least resist-
carefully planned ascent, preceded by
a ance should take the form of personal in-
conquest of the lower slopes of the diplo-
tervention by the great men themselves.
matic mountainside and culminating in a
But events of the last four months—the
novel, if slightly breathless, view of the 
efforts of President Kennedy, so swiftly
surrounding scenery The metaphor has stulified, to delay an encounter with Mr.. 
come to have a life of its own. Khrushchev — suggest that occasional
mIn fact, Mr. Kennedy's ventures in di- eetings of this kind have unavoidably
bplomacy both his visit to President de ecome part of the duties of a head of
Gaulle and his talk with Mr. Khrushchev government.
—require a different image. The proper Clearly no one but President Kennedy
picture is not that of a mountain, but the has the slightest chance of persuading
lowlier one of a river. Gen. de Gaulle to come to terms with his
allies over the differences within theThe participants have suddenly found
themselves swept together in midst:earn Western community.
by the current of events. They approach Neither Mr. Gavin, the American Am-
their meeting, not as the climacteric of an bassador to Paris, nor Dean Rusk, the Sec-
ordered progress, but as an effort to retary of State, has managed to discover
steady themselves before the stream through conventional methods of diplo-
sweeps them on. macy whether the General is willing to
To look at the week's events in h allow Britain to enter the common markettis
light, instead of as an adventure in moun- or whether he will compromise on his
taineering, is the only way to make sense demands for nuclear sovereignty.
of them. Neither Mr. Kennedy's visit to Yet Mr. Kennedy's policy on many
successful negotiation at the preliminary other matters waits upon the answer
Paris nor that to Vienna is the result of to these questions.
A Republic In Name Only
A.B.C. I The NewT t t Defenfier
"The South's I ndeponstarst W *ably"
A.B.C.
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Congratulation Graduates
We extend our congratulations to
the thousands of high school, college
and university students who wore .. . or
about to wear . . the cap and gown,
which mark the accomplishments of an
educational plateau. We urge the high
school graduates to continue through
college if possible. To those high school
graduates who find it advisable to not
attend college, we urge you to prepare
yourselves for skill work.
We also commend the parents, the
husbands and the wives of the graduates,
mostly college and university who, no
doubt played a major role in the grad-
uates achieving their goal.
NAT D. WILLIAMS
OFFICER! OFFICER!
Now is the time for all smart
Memphis Negroes to come to
the aid of the local Police De-
partment.
That may sound like a puz-
zling statement coming from a
supposedly sane Negro of long
residence in this community.
But suppose another look IS
directed at the above state-
ment . . in the light of rea-
son, common sense, and time-
liness.
Recent exposes of some mem-
bers of the Memphis Police De-
partment as burglars in uni-
form and the like have loosed
The future of you graduates, to a an anvil chorus of "I-told-you-
large measure, is up to you. Most of you
have three invaluable assets to start said they
sthe time" . . or, "I always
with. You have youth, health and the 
wuz a bunch 'o no.
ability to think. Your future can lae 
good so-and-so's" . . or, "That
goes te show you just what
who knows yottr boss" . . . or,
"I'm a friend of the Mayor." A
lot of Negroes have that same
attitude toward law officers.
Ask any local Negro officer
. . if he's been on the force
any length of time, he most
surely has encountered a fel-
low Negro who has a case of
"Big I" with any Policeman
who will put up with it.
Then, there's another Negro
attitude which is much Ameri-
can in its expression. Only
among Negroes it is just now
beginning to emerge in any
disturbing proportions. And
that's the trend to use violence
toward police and resisting ar-
rest. Mobs operate on that
basis. Gangsters do the same.
Negroes, like mob members
and gangsters only make mat-
ters worse when they resortbright and challenging. Or it can be dull to violent resistance againstwe're up against with theseand full of strife. The choice . . . by and Memphis cops." the Police. That leaves plenty
large . . . is up to you. The determining EASY TO SAY of room for the non-violent re-
factor will depend upon the vigor with And all that and more is sisthrs against unjust laws and
which you choose to take advantage of easy to say .. !without thought. the like . . . but the concern
here is about those whose copopportunities. Or how well you will take But with thought talk becomes
hatred leads them to try force.your disadvantages and convert them less easy . . . or it changes
will RESORT TO FORCEinto advantages. Life will mete out a gen- drastically. First thing one Resort to force against es-admit is that Memphis is noterous portion of both. 
tablished law and order has aGood luck to you. May the best the first nor only city in which
such corruption has been re. variety of names. Such namescome your way. as anarchy
Kennedy's Visit Abroad
come there is no place for a
Negro to be a Negro without
being marked for shark? Huh?
WHY IS IT THAT IT TAKES
Negroes—freed from slavery—
nearly a hundred years NOT to
get equal rights, when Hungari-
ans freed from tyranny—so our
white folks say—can come
over here and GET equal rights
in a hundred minutes, no soon-
er than they step off the boat?
Huh? How come "all deliberate •
speed" don't apply to them,
too?
AND WHAT IS THE WHY
AND WHEREFORE and this,
that, and therefore of the here-
unto, herewith, and hereby de-
creed promulgation that there
be no more restrictive coven-
ants in this nation—since Ne-
groes cannot even yet rent, buy
or bribe a stone on the curb of •
the street in a million neigh-
borhoods in this U.S.A. today if
you are black? Huh? Whyforee
and wherefore?
AND WHAT DO WHITE
FOLKS pass all these laws for,
if nobody pays them no mind
and they don't even send a copy
to colored folks, And if it wasn't
for the papers vvho uld wo ,everANSWER TO QUESTION
The answer to that question, American Legion officials have help having a bad opinion of the can be a fish without getting once




The Union of South Africa, following a standing, is a state in which the supreme given by Negroes, would 
be called off a Memorial Da
T eing unted, or a buffalo a buf- AND WILL ATOM B 0 M ismassive constitutional referendum last power rests in the body of citizens en- 
useful to Negroes themselves. rade because of a controyverPas;
TO BE and what IS in' this lifefalo without being shot. how SHELTERS be Jim Crow, too?
law?
COME WHAT OUGH
hooked,h  a bird a bird without Huh?
October, has lifted itself to the status of titled to vote and is exercised by repre- oltutlwinoesuldof 
help them see the over alleged segregation.
Nneghrasoeise aarte_ Food. Robert r Steele, commander, of _ _
Cornwell American Le-a republic. That changes nothing so far as sentatives chosen directly or indirectly titudes. Too many gion Post, said the parade was
the native Africans are concerned. by them. so American until they natural- cancelled because publicity overly reflect the traditional white
The brutal r a c i a 1 policy known as This definition is partially met. Only the segregation charges threat-American attitude toward law ,,„
Apartheid remains just as severe and in- white folk voted for the constitutional enforcement officers. . . a kind ethn`u to destroy the solemnity of :
human as ever. Twelve million colored change, and they ar? in minority. This of contemptuous tolerance. . .
the occasion.
decision to call the parade
people, as before, have no voice in the travesty coupled with South Africa's a kind of, "He's all right to off was reached at a joint meet-gov rnm nt, ave around as long as h ' mg of the Cornwell Post and
. authority for long-term foreign
and no vote. Apartheid became so revolting to t h e crossing . me. . . When he cross- John Roan Post a Negro unit. 4,...,444..4
It is a republic which means to preserve United Arab Republic that it has severed es me . . . no matter what 1 ' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.! aid commitments, said at leastThe controversy arose when
at gun-point the right to segregate, hu- diplomatic relations with South Africa. do . ,,. he's getting d OW n President Charles H. Wesley said
miliate and "stifle the black men and worn- We hope that other states will not be wrong. predominantly Negro Central
And that has long been an State College would not partici-
Americatn attitude . . . one
"I know someone 
charged,patein  weaspseargareeg,ated.  e
en who compose the overwhelming ma- long in registering their disapproval. They
th  d which,h
jority and • to w h o m, historically, the should withdraw recognition of the new based on
country belonged. ..,. republic until it conforms with the prin
A government which denies a major ciple of human rights and equality. The
segment of its people the ballot box, is Western Powers, especially the United
only a sham, a spurious imitation. A re- States should not hesitate to take that




IF WE WAS TO CHANGE is so far apart the two hardly
BLACK SHEEP to white sheep, ever meet?
blackmail to white-mail, black- WHY DOES SATURDAY al-
list to white-list, also back-as-sin ways come so late—when Mon-
to white-as-sin, and back-ball to day comes so soon?
white-ball, who would be be- IF SPEED MEANS GOING
hind the 8-ball then/ FAST and DELIBERATE
SINCE A DOLLAR WON'T means going SLOW, what is
DO what it used to do. why ALL DELIBERATE SPEED?
should a man have to do as DO YOU FOREIGNERS
Latter to the Editor-
"OTHER" SOUTH
Dear Editor:
Mob attacks on but riders
in Alabama must in dicate
some mighty twisted think-
ing, when you stop to consid-
er the bus load of Nazi's, dis-
playing swastikas, who drove
through the same state in no
apparent danger. n order to
portray the "other" South, my
son, a Little Rock Central high
school student, and I, wrote
the book "This Is What We
Found. A letter from a South-
ern Senator also reflects the
thinking of the "other" South.
"You and your son are to be
commended for your success-
ful effort to bring reason and
charity to a discussion of the
too often emotion blighted sub-
ject of the American Negro,
and, hi my judgment, your
brief but significant hook de-
selves to, and will be read by
a large and thoughful audi-
ence. Signed F.stes Kefauver."
We envy the people of Ten-
  political leadership
such as this. The people in Ala-
bama and Arkansas have been
less fortunate.
Our hook is at most local





SIGNS OF THE TIMES
Dynamics Corporation of
America. producer of electronic
and electrical equipment f o r
military and public use. ex-
pects to increase employment
this year. Orders in the first
four months of 1961 totalled
$21.8 million, more than triple
the $6.5 million orders during
the same period last year.
Stock is selling 17-la at the
American Stock Exchange. The
company earned 50c a share last
year and paid no dividends. Dy-
namics stock has great growing
potential.
Beware of rumor spreaders
and don't follow the herd, nor







can community, he finds him- But American view their
self set much apart from the arms of the law in the light of
rest of the community. Folk of being useful public servants
long association begin to be. • . not "the enemy." It is un-
come distant and rather stand- fortunate that too many Ne-
offish. . . some down right hoe- groes have been conditioned to
tile. view policemen . . .especially
And one of the toughest par- white ones . . as "the enemy.
adoxes of modern America is Memphis Negroes now have an
the reluctance of most Ameri7 opportunity to indicate to top
cans to pay decent salaries to officials . . now that they are
law enforcement officers. . . re-vamping the local Depart-
with the possible exception of ment . . the kind of men they
the FBI . . . or the exception would like to see on the Po-
of officers above the rank of lice force. . . and the kind of
captain . . . no matter how treatment they feel is fair
much of his life and safety he Commissioner Claude Armour,
risks, head of local police, has long
And this is no apology for indicated that he is "for" first-
the Memphis Police Depart- class, impartial law enforce-
ment It needs none. This is an ment. Maybe he can use more
effort to suggest a line of help just here in getting it
straight thinking. From one Ne- provided strong public senti-
gro point of view, now is the treatment they feel is fair.
time. . when there is an ob- ment including Negro supports
vious clean-up of the local Po- him. Now, how 'bout that!
lice Department going on . . 
point of view about the police
now is the time for the Negro 
to p s Parade
department to be put out to
In Ohio OverIn the first place, one reason- _
able question is: "What kind of
groes like to see in Memphis?" 
SegregationPolice Department Would Ne-
:ause a stock suddenly starts
surging upward. The stock may
not rate the sudden boom. Even
if it should, wait a while till
prices drop again — and buy
then. But only after you have
checked thoroughly into t h e
stock.
Last week, there was a rush
to buy Schenley Industries. The
management told security ana-
lysts that it is planning a heavy
promotion campaign andthus
created a bull market. As a re-
sult. Schenley stock hit a high
of 34 7-8. compared to a recent
low of 21 3-4. If you bought
Schenley stock when it w a s
low, it may be advisable to sell
and realize a profit
The same Week saw the stock
in Continental Motors doing
tricks, with 42.200 shares traded
in a single day. The stock went
toll 1-2 frorn a low of 7 earl)
in the year. Last year. the com-
pany earned 43c a share a
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much work as he used to do—
to get a dollar that won't do
what it used to do?
I WONDER HOW COME
they don't have lady pallbear-
ers—since women do everything
else?
SINCE TAXATION WITH-
OUT REPRESENTATION is ty-
ranny. what black man is rep-
resented in Mississippi?
SINCE THEY GOT BOOK-
OF-THE-MONTH CLUBS f o r
them that likes to read, how
come there is no BAIL-BOND-
OF-THE-MONTH CLUB f o r
them that fails to heed?
IF A COLORED MAN is good
enough to ride a train, how
come he is not good enough to
drive an engine, and if he is
good enough to buy a ticket, how
come he can't sell one?
IF THE LAW HAS A BAD
KNOW that both ends of the
American rainbow end in an
ocean—so you have to dive to
get that pot of gold?
DON'T YOU KNOW THE
BEST THING to do in case of
an atom-bomb raid is phone
the liquor store to send over a
fifth/
WHEN YOU WAKE UP some
morning and find your own self
dead. will you still be saying.
"I can't get started without my
coffee?"
HOW WILL WHITE FOLKS
manage to draw the color line in
the other world, when up there
we will all be washed whiter
than snow?
IF THE U.S.A. GOVERN-
MENT can set aside all kind of
National Parks, Wild Life Re-
serves. and Game Preserves
where an elk can be an elk
Notwithstanding ! Plan Is Outlined •By •• WASHINGTON — MPH —
• Treasury Secretary Douglas
Thaddeus T. Stokes • Dillon, seeking Congressional•
A BADGE OF HONOR
Each year at this time —
commencement time—colleges
and universities confer honor-
ary degrees upon a number of
persons, supposedly for
notable accomplishment in
some area. It is right and fit-
ting for academic institutions
to single out persons to honor
for outstanding achievements.
It is a sgd state of affairs when
academic institutions cannot
find someone upon which to
bestow honor. It is equally as
sad when there isn't any per-
son worthy of honor.
I don't think a college or a
university should take lightly
the act of bestowing honorary
degrees. I think the recipient
of such honor should merit it
beyond one iota of doubt.
This is not always the case.
Evidence reflect that too
many honorary doctorates are
thoughtlessly conferred with
less judicious consideration
than employed in awarding a
Boy Scout pin. This leaves a
had impression upon me. It
does not truly bring honor
to a recipient, whose achieve-
ments are questioned in light
of what the honorary degree
should signify. The awarding
institution's !tense of evaluation
can possibly come under
scrutiny . . . thus, dishonoring
itself Public opinion does not
lend its blessings to the confer-
rer. Both the institution, college
or university, slid the recipi-
ent of the honorary degree
does a disservice to them-
selves. Moreover, a disservice
Is perpetrated upon previnus
worthy recipients of honorary
degrees from the institution
as well as those who are like-
ly to be future recipients.
MARKET PLACE
An honorary degree, cita-
tion, award and such must
have merit to be worthy of
presentation. When any one of
the three is presented where
it is not merited then it is di-
vested of value of honor, which
leads me to say, it is better
to dispense wth the entire
ceremony, permitting the in-
stitution to maintain profes-
sionalism.
The foregoing bespeaks of
some of the reasons the pub-
lic is lead to believe that some
honorary degrees are conceiv-
ed by the Body Politics and
nurtured by Commercial ma-
nipulations . . in other words
a person is elected to a public
office, a college or a univer-
sity, usually of questionable
academic rating, confers a de-
gree upon the newly elected
public officeholder, hoping to
incur political favors from the
office-holder. In another case,
a man will let it be known
that if an honorary degree is
forthcoming he will make a
contribution to the institution.
The contribution is usually
cash. The degree is conferred.
In essences, the entire ma-
nuever antnilett the aspects of
Selling Honorary Degrees in
the public market place. And
if honorary degrees can be
purchased as a commercial
item, then, supposedly
"earned" degrees can also be
in the same market place.
I PM almost sure that the
originators of the "honorary
degree- citation would frown
upon the decay which has
New U.S. Spendints,
four out of every five U.S. Aid
dollars would be spent in this
country.
Dillon's use of an 80 per
cent figure before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee
was the first specific estimate
by the Kennedy Administra-
tion of the share of Foreign
ices.
Economic Aid which could be
spent for U.S. goods and serv-
Continuing a policy initiat-
ed under former President Eis-
enhower, President Kennedy
has directed that Foreign Aid
Funds be spent as much as
possible in the U.S. rather
than other countries.
Treasury sources said it is
probable that closer to 90 per
cent of Foreign Aid Funds can
be spent in the United States,
been permitted to creep into
the ivy-covered-halls of high-
er learning.
I am sure they would ask a
candidates for such honors to
measure up to a certain level
of achievement. Among the
questions that require thorough
examination are: What are
the person's accomplishments?
Are they an elevation of the
academic world or mankind
in general? What are his con-
tributions? What is his scho-
lastic standing?
Let us keep these honorary
degrees a badge of honor.
Portables Popular
NEW YORK (UPI) — of the
20.4 million radio sets sold in \lir
the U. S. at retail in 1980, more
than S million were portables,
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WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Dr. Robert C. Weaver, the new
federal housing chief, is a gen-
ial, urbane intellectual who
has at least two claims to dis-
tinction.
I. He holds more degrees
from Harvard (three, includ-
ing a Ph.D. in economics)
than anyone else in the top
echelon of the Kennedy ad-
ministration.
2. He already occupies the
highest federal post ever held
by a Negro, and may soon be-
come the first Negro cabinet
officer in American history
Weaver heads the Housing
Ond Home Finance agency,
which administers the federal
government's multi-billion dol-
lar housing and urban renew-
al programs. President Ken-
nedy submitted legislation to
Congress last month to ele-
vate Weaver and his agency
to cabinet status by creating
a new Department of Urban
Affairs and Housing.
As a former chairman of
the NAACP, Weaver has been
prominently identified with
the Negro's struggle for equal
rights. But he was not tapped
for high government office
merely as a representative of
his race.
He has been professionally
involved with housing prob-
lems for 30 years, and is wide-
ly regarded as a leading au-
Ohority on urban renewal. Be-
fore Kennedy called him to
Washington, he was a member
of New York City's Housing
and Redevelopment board, and
formerly had served as New
York state rent administrator.
WIDE RANGE
In an interview that touched
on a wide range of his con-
cerns, from segregation to slum
clearance, We proved
himself a poised and affable
man who believes strongly in
racial equality, but doesn't
wear a chip on his shoulder
about that, or anything else.
He is a tall, heavy-set man
of 53, almost entirely bald,
with a thin moustache and a
light brown complexion. He
chain-smoked ci ga r et s
throughout the interview.
Did he feel that Negroes
are making rapid strides to-
ward full equality of oppor-
tunity in America?• 
"I think the pace of progress
has accelerated during the
past few years," he said. "But
it still isn't fast enough.
"It's easy for a person in
my position to think that the
millennium has arrived for
everybody else, too. But of
course, that just isn't true."
As an NAACP official,
Weaver urged a ban on seg-
regation in all federally-aided
housing. What did he intend
to do about that, now that he's
head of all federal housing ac-
tivities?
"My responsibility is to car-
ry out the law," he said. "Per-
sonally, I still feel strongly
that any housing that has pub-
lic assistance should be avail-
able to all citizens on an
equal basis. But it would re-
quire an act of Congress, or an
executive order of the Presi-
dent, to accomplish that."
UPI Housing Columnist Ed-
ward Cowan, who participated
in the interview, said there
have been reports that Presi-
dent Kennedy may issue such
an order after the administra-
tion's massive new housing
bill is safely through Congress.
Was that true?
"You'll have to a sk the
President that question," Wea-
ver said, choosing his words
with the care of a man who
is picking his way through a
political minefield. "I would
expect the administration to
carry out its campaign prom-
ises, but the timing is for the
President to decide. I have not
discussed this matter with him
since I've been in this job."
HANDSOME OFFICE
Weaver's office, where the
interview took place, is a
handsome modern room with
paneled walls and an all-glass
ceiling with diffused floures-
cent lighting. It is on the
sixth floor of a commercial
office building on K street in
Washington, which was taken
over by the government in its
never-ending search for more
office space.
When the questioning swung
around to urban renewal,
Weaver relaxed and tilted back
in his big leather chair.
"In trying to help save the
city. I'm working on some-
thing I really love," he said.
"I'm a city boy at heart. I
Was born here in Washington
— in a section called Brook-
land, which was then way out
in the suburbs. I got suburban
life out of my system early.
We had a big yard, and the
lawnmower and I were in
close communication at a ten-
der age.
"To me. the central city is
the most vibrant and exciting
place in the world to live. You
are near theaters, concerts,
museums, all that, and you
also have a degree of anony-
mity which I particularly
like."
Weaver knows better than
most people that traffic con-
gestion, property deteriora-
tion, and other problems are
causing serious difficulties for
the downtown areas of metro-
politan complexes. But he
pooh-poohs dir e prophecies
that the central city is
"doomed."
"In every generation, you
hear these cries about the city
going to pot," he said. "I read
in a history book the other
day that ancient Rome had
such a severe mass transpor-
tation problem that one of the
Caesars prohibited chariots in
the streets during certain
hours.
"I think there's a lot of life
in the central city yet. Urban
renewal programs, aided by
federal funds, are now un-
derway in 475 American cities.
The administation has asked
Congress to provide an addi-
tional $2.5 billion for urban
renewal projects over the next
four years. We're waging an
offensive against blight, and
we're getting results."
SOME COMPLAINTS
A reporter observed that
there have been complaints
that urban renewal is a pro-
cess by which slum-dwellers
are deprived of the only hous-
ing they can afford in order
to clear ground for high-rent
apartment houses.
"The law provides protec-
tions for people who are dis-
placed by urban renewal proj-
ects," he said. "They are sup-
posed to be relocated, with
public assistance, in good-
quality public or private hous-
ing which they can afford.
This has been done in the vast
majority of cases, but there
have been some in
when the law wasn't carried
out as it should be.
"We are going to be much
tougher in the future about
enforcing this requirement
than we have been in the
past.
"It's true that a great many
of the urban renewal projects
to date have consisted of bull-
dozing away all of the exist-
ing housing in order to clear
ground for high-rent resi-
dences. But the new housing
bill now before Congress
seeks to remedy that in. two
ways.
"First, it provides federal






Dear Mine. Chante: I would
like to meet a nice lady between
the ages of 18 and 25 years old.
Not over 55 inches tan and not
weighing more than 130 lbs.
Looks, race and color do not
matter—but she Must be neat
and clean and want love, securi-
ty and marriage. I am 35. 5 feet,
5 1-2 inches tall, weigh 135 lbs.
light complexion. If not sincere,
please do not write. Eddie Car-
ter. 5628 S. Calumet ave., Chi-
cago 37, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: A friend
of mine found a wonderful mate
thhmugh your column. Maybe
you can help me too. I have
lived in Chicago one year. I am
a gentleman 36 years old. weigh
162 lbs. 5 feet, 9 inches tall,
brown skin, not interested in
looks, just honesty. Richard L.
Davis, c-o Luthern Salvage, 1950
W. Madison, Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am in-
-N;e1-swe 
•• terested in corresponding with
a nice lady Who is interested in="Atiee-:
getting married. Race does not
matter. I am 50, 5 feet, 8 inches
•tall, 165 lbs. with brown hair
--- and blue eyes. Arthur Robbins,
400 S. Ritter ave.. Indianapolis,• Ind.
of long-term FHA loans — to
encourage renova lion and
modernizing of homes in
neighborhoods that are old
enough to need rehabilitation,
but not so far gone that they
need to be torn completely
down.
"Second, it authorrtes long-
term low-interest loans for
central city housing to be sold
or rented to people of mode-
rate income — the millions of
families whose income is too
high to qualify for public
housing, but too low to afford
an expensive apartment or
home."
CLASS LOSS
Weaver believes that one of
the most serious sociological
problems facing the central
city is "the loss of the middle
class" which has been driven
to the suburbs to find hous-
ing it can afford.
"We are not anti-suburb,"
he emphasized. "What we're
trying to do is to give people
a real choice — to enable mid-
dle class families to return to
the city if they wish to do so."
We r's nomination en-
countered more opposition in
the Senate than any 8f Presi-
dent Kennedy's other nomi-
nations. His long association
with the NAACP did not sit
well with southern senators.
He was questioned extensive-
ly at senate hearings about his
associations some years age
with three organizations which
later were listed by the jus-
tice department as communist
fronts. His explanation — that
he got out before the com-
munists took over — was re-
inforced by a letter from
President Kennedy stating
that he had reviewed a full
FBI report on Weaver and
had complete confidence in
his loyalty and integrity.
Since he took office, Weaver
has received little criticism.
Housing industry trade pub-
lications have commented fav-
orably on his firm adminis-
trative grasp of the complex
problems handled by his agen-
cy,
He has set up bachelor
quarters in a plush apartment
house in the heart of Wash-
ington's southwest urban re-
newal project ("I'm putting
my money where my mouth
is," he explained) while his
wife remains in their New
York apartment on Central
Park West. Mrs. Weaver also
has a Ph.D, and is on the
faculty of Brooklyn college.
"She visits me in Washing-
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I do hope
you can help me find a nice set-
tled gentleman who is interested
in a nice kind lady. Would like
for him to be in his 50's or over.
.1 am 50. 5 feet, 3 inches tall,
weigh 153 lbs. light complexion.
Like clean sports and 'attend the
Baptist church. If not sincere
please do not write. MISS H. L.
Johnson, 5716 S. Wabash ave.,
Chicago 37, III.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am ask-
ing you kindly to help me find
a gentleman pen pal. I am 30
years old. Will answer all mail
-and exchange photos. Miss Mary
Cunningham, 45 Hill ave., Low-
er Hi)], Kingston, Jamaica,
B.W.I.
Dear Mme. Chante: I a ii
writing this letter in hopes that
a quiet, refined business man
who is seeking a wife will see
same. Will consider a gentleman
in service if he is to be released
or retired soon. Also a man that
is employed by the city or gov-
ernment. Age 35 to 50, tall, neat,
fashionable dresser and a Chris-
tian. I am not seeking wealth.
but the gentleman should be fi-
nancially able and willing to pro-
vide a home for a wife. I am a
college and business college
graduate, quiet, refined and con-
sidered intelligent. Age 34, 129
lbs., tan complexion. Miss L.
Wesley, 5720 S. Park, Chicago
37, Ill.
• • •
Dt'ar Mme. Charae: I am a
regular reader of your column
and hope you will print my let-
ter. I am 20 years of age,
brown hair and eyes. 5 feet,
6 1-2 inches tall and weigh 119
lbs. Would like to hear from
gentlemen who are lonely a n d
sincere. Will answer all letters.
Miss Ola Mac Byards, P.O. Box
2263, Jackson, Miss.
• • •
Dear Mine, Chante: I am a
constant reader of your column
and hope you can help me as
you have others. I am a young
man 31 years of age. 5 feet, 1
inch tall. 105 lbs. Like to attend
church. Would like to meet a
young lady about 25 years of
age. weighing between 115 and
120 lbs. 5 feet tall. Looks do not
matter. I will answer all let-
ters and exchange photos. Please
send .photo with first letter
Daniel Davis, 5728 Indiana, Chi-
cago 37, III.
• a •
Dear Mme. Chante; I would
like to meet a sincere and hon-
est gentleman between the ages
of 45 and 55. Have two chil-
dren. I am 47, brownskin. 130
lbs, 5 feet, 2 inches tall. Please
send picture with first letter.
Would enjoy receiving mail
from all over the world. Jane
Johnson, General Delivery,
Main Post Office, Chicago, Ill.
WILL TERRY MOORE of
Selmer. Tenn., completing
his sophomore year in civil
engineering at Tennesse A.
and I. State university, has
just received notice of his
appointment to West Point
Military academy, and is
being congratulated by Pres-
ident W. S. Davis. The first
Tennessee A. and I student
to be admitted to West Point,
Moore was recommended by
Sen. Albert Gore. He will
report to the academy July
2. Will Tom Moore, the ap-
pointee's twin brother, is
also a student at A. and I
where he too is majoring in
civil engineering,
ton one weekend, and I visit
her in New York the next
weekend," Weaevr said.
The Weavers have a son,
Robert. in, 21, whn lives in
New York.
HARVARD MAN
Weaver was born in Wash-
ington in 1907. the son of a
postal cler k. He graduated
from Harvard with honors,
and went on to take his M. A.
and Ph.D there. Shortly after
he acauired his doctorate,. the
Franklin Roosevelt New Deal
was launched in Washington,
and Weaver WAS brought in as
a member of the an-called
"Black Cabinet" of race re-
lations advisers. He began in
1933 as an aide to Interior
Secretary Harold L. Ickes, but
soon moved over to the hous-
ing division of the Public
Works administration.
After serving more than 10
years in various federal ;agen-
cies, mostly on housing prob-
lems, he took a municipal
post in Chicago, and then
went into college teaching,
with faculty stints at North-
western. Columbia and New
York university. When for-
mer Gov. Averell Harriman
of New York appointed him
ent administrator, he became
the first Negro to hold a cab-
inet-level post in the state
government.
Now he's in line to repeat
_the achievement on the fed-
cell level.
Bapts. Laud JFK On
School Aid Stand
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — (UPI) —
The Southern Baptist con-
vention has reaffirmed its po-
sition against federal aid to
denominational schools.
The convention, which last
year .warned against electing
a Roman Catholic to office,
commended President Kenne-
dy for his stand on disallow.
Ine federal aid to parochial
- schools.
Trey praised Kennedy for
his "insistence that the Con-
Aitution of the U.S. be 1'01-
fr>wed in the matter of not
nving federal aid to church
,hools."
In other convention action.
”44 • I was apir.ovcd th:it
nuthern Baptists scieiesries
he rermosted to eccept, imb-
belY and openly, cni(iiitied
dente of any race.
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Ala.—Agriculture is not re-
stricted to farming alone—and
city boys realize it because
they are robbing farm boys
of "good jobs" in the field,
according to Dr. A. P. Tor-
rence, associate professor of
agriculture at Tuskegee Insti-
tute.
Speaking before some 700
persons at the 35th Annual
State Conference of the New
Farmers of America (NFA)
here last week, Dr. Torrence,
in pointing out the broad op-
portunities in the field, said:
"In agriculture . . . you
can wear the overalls of a
farmer or rancher, the white
coat of a scientist, the blue
suit of a businessman, the cap
and gown of a college profes-
sor, or you can use the slide
rule of an engineer . ."
FILL JOBS
Despite the "natural ad-
vantage" of native farmers to
fill these jobs, city boys are
taking them, Dr. Torrence said,
while "farm boys — such as
yourselves — are being left
out."
Describing agriculture as a
"highly specialized, constant-
ly expanding industry," Dr.
Torrence, who is co-author of
the book, "Leadership in Ac-
tion for Rural Communities,"
challenged NFA members not
to "let this condition to con-
tinue to exist."
To meet the challenge, he
urged them to "prepare your-
selves through a good college
education."
REWARDING LIFE
Although tending crops is
important and offers "oppor-
tunities for rich and reward-
ing life," Dr. Torrence said
young farm persons should be
awakened to the fact that
farming is "but a small part
of the broad field of agricul-
ture."
Financial security is also a
bright aspect of the field, Dr.
Torrence said. "If you went.
to make money," he quipped,
agriculture comes second to
few fields.
He said that government is •
"looking daily" for qualified
persons to accept jobs over-
seas that pay anywhere from
$8,000 to $15,000 annually.
"While the absolute num-
ber of persons required actual-
ly to do the farming is de-
creasing, the number of col-
lege-trained persons needed
anpually to perform jobs . . .
is increasing," he said.
Answering specifically what
major fields of learning are,
related to agriculture, Dr. Tor-
rence recited a list which in-
cluded the biological sciences,
mathematics, English, journ-
alism, the social sciences, en-
gineering and education.
Today, he said, 40 per cent
of the working population in
America is employed in some




NEW YORK—For the third
consecutive year, the Reader's
Digest Foundatoin will create
scholarships at ten member
colleges of United Negro Col-
lege Fund through a grant of
$11,000 to the Fund.
Individual recipients of the
scholarships will he selected
by the executive staff of the
UNCF.
The three-year grant was
announced in 1959, creating
scholarships, with two at each
of 33 member colleges, with
each college receiving $1,000.
The grant of $33,000 was di-
vided into three years.
HELPS MANKIND
Reader's Digest Foundation
was established in 1949.
Among its stated objectives
is "to help youth make the
best of its educational oppor-
tunities." The Foundation de-
rives its income from Reader's
Digest, which is published in
30 editions in 13 languages.
Colleges to be granted schol-
arships during 1962 are: Ben-
nett college, Greensboro, N. C.
Clark college, Atlanta; Gam-
m n n Theological Seminary.
Atlanta; Johnson C. Smith uni-
versity, Charlotte, N. C.; Lane
college, Jackson, Tenn.; Le-
Moyne college, Memphis;
Morehouse college, Atlanta: St.
Paul's college. Lawrenceville,
Va.: Shaw university, Raleigh,
iNe, 
Texas.
.r C.,and Texas college, Ty-
FAMU ROTC HONOREE—
Cadet Lt. 0. L. Johnson gets
eongra bile)" ons from Major
ri-inarel George T. Duncan
(left), commanding officer,
IV U.S. Army Corps, Birm-
irigham. Johnson was the
recipient of this RI:parlor
Cadet Ribbon for the third
year during the ROTC
Awards Day Ceremonies at
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THE TEAIL GOwN THE
CANYON wit..L.OL-T
Ant fAr AMIN) OF miu.y
Ang, cvana. IN THAT
SLOW ORE WAGON!
I STILL. WISH ROY MAO STOP WORRYING,COME ALONG MUFTErAD DOLEFUL 'IF
OF YOU, MILLY/Ti415 OX GAFFEY TRIES
15 MANS WORKLITS TO 9VP1)5,1-.I'LL
DANGEROUS TOOI SLOW
OF HOLEG.'
THEM MULEI 15 SPOOKeO,
/An-LY!COMETH1N&










"Haven't you anything new' My boy friend's Irn•











c0/../..AP6E ANY SECOND. IF
YOU 010 TI411 JO. R10111 1
.1 BROUGHT A
PENCIL AND PAPER
ALONG, IN CASE ONE
ASKS FOR MY
PHONE
SHE waNr5 ME TO
CHANGE THE PICTURES
ON THE MANTEL
 By BENNETT CERF 
A FORMOSAN PUBLISHER sends this
1-3,- every manuscript he rejects:
"Your manuscript has filled us with
Were we to publish it,
however, it would be im-
possible to maintain the
new standard we would
be setting. Obviously, in
the next 10,000 years we
would never find the
equal of your inspired
creation. We are com-
pelled, therefore, to re-
turn your divine work,
and to beg you a thou-
sand times to forgive our
heart-breaking action."
• • •
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LOWN THE AISLE . . . Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Eugene Lind-
sey are seen coming down
the aisle at St. Andrew AME
RECEIVING LINE . .
More than 400 guests moved
through the receiving line to
greet Mr. and Mrs. Lindsey
end members of the bridal
church, scene of their bril-
liant wedding, held last Sat-
urday. June 3rd.
party and parents, at the re-
ception held on the exten-
sive grounds of the home of
the bride's parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Spight.
A Day To Remember. . .
BRIDAL PARTY . . . Seen
before the elaborate setting
of arched candles and profu-
sions of flowers and green-
ery, Mr. and Mrs. Willis Eu-
gene, Lindsey posed for this
formal portrait following their
wedding. a major social event
of the season. The attendants
elude bridesmaids Mrs. Maria
CUTTING 'THE BRIDE'S
CAKE: The traditional take.
cutting ceremony saw a radi-
BRIDE TOSSES BOUQUET
... Eager anticipation is seen
on the faces of five of the
beautiful young bridesmaids
who attended the radiant
Pinkson, Miss Phyllis Brooks,
Miss Juanita Moore, Mrs.
Vearnealure Patterson. M r s.
Geraldine Brown of Clerks.
dale, Miss.. Mrs. Mildred Ad-
dison, Miss Guide Vaulx.
Mrs. Janice Suggs, Mrs. Syl-
via Hoffman. and the matron
of honor, Mrs. Shelly Bute of
Toledo. Ohio. Groomsmen
ant pair cutting the beautiful
bride's cake, the scene one of
unusual beauty, flanked by
bride. Tradition says that the
catcher will he the next one
married. but the photograph-
er did not record this moment
of catching. Gowned in pink
seen are Rev. Eddie L. Cur-
rie. head usher, Harold Os.
borne, Wallace Wilburn. jr..
Harold Whalum. fi • r-
man Rankine, Elliott Martin
of East St. Louis, Mo.. Rev.
F. M. Cooper, who officiated
at the wedding: James Strck-
lend, best man at Tuskecam.
Ala.. Bobbie Winlock of L o s
branched candelabrum, before
a background of flowers. (Not
seen in the picture, was a
silk organza over silk taffe-
ta, and carrying nosegay
bouquets of hot pink satin
with knotted &trimmers with
Angeles, Calif.. Eddison Mor-
rison, Johnny Wyatt. Walter
Martin, George Watkins.
Thomas Doggett, Harold
Winfrey, and in the fore-
ground, ring bearer. George
King and flower girls, Cher-
rod and Sherrod Addison,
twin nieces of the groom.
triple tierred lily pond, with
cascading waterfall, on the
ground, besides the satin
draped table.)
cut pink carnations, the wed-
ding was a highlight of the
current social season. All pho-
tos mad, by Ernest Withers,
LEAVING THE CHURCH. a
smiling bridegroom, Mr.
Lindsey. proudly leads h is
WITH THEIR PARENTS.,,
Mr. and Mrs. Willi. Eugene
Lindsey, jr are men with
their parents on the exten-
sive grounds which border
the suburban home of Mr.
and Mrs. James Spight. hosts
of the smart reception which
ANOTHER PICTURE of the
Bride's table was as we see
the happy pair cutting the
traditional first piece of cake.
radiant bride to their swell-
ing limousine.
complimented ' the couple.
With them are the bride.-
groorn's parents: seen left .10.
right are Mr. and Mrs. W
lie Eugene Lindsey, sr., mg
Mr. and Mrs. Spight. at the
bride's left.
The whole affair was of
lavish presentation that :the
wedding will probably be
talked about for months In
come.
t this
Greetings to friends of this
column:
I, Annie Mae Bond. will be
pinch-hitting this week for
your. columnist, Mrs Anna L.
Mrs. Florin. Jones in her beauti-
ful home in Bemis, Tennessee.
This club is quite active in Civ-
ic. Social, and Religious affairs
of our city, and we wish for
Cooke, who is vacationing. Mrs. them much sucess in all en-
Cooke, her husband Prof. Al deavors.
Cooke, Lane College, and little The Civic Pride club met in
daughter Elsie are vacationing the Fellowship Room of Serum
in Franklinton. NC. and in New Baptist Church recently. Miss
York, N.Y. with her husband's Ora Ellington is president of
relatives. We wish for them a this, one of the oldest clubs
pleas;ant and restful vacation, in this city. This club adds
We doff our hats to the fol- much to the Civic, cultural andj
lowing Merry High 'students
who 'took the Science Examine-
progress of our city. Mrs. j
Goodrich hostess.
non in Memphis. Tenn., a n d The Jackson Federated clubs!
came out way ahead. Miss Di- met Sunday in the library of.
van Gilmore. Miss Castle Lane College with the presi-:
Cures', Miss Barbara Thompson, dent, Mrs. Marie Penn, pre-
and 'Mr. Ralph Johnson. These siding. The delegates were
students won the Science elected for the State Meeting
Awards and will be in attend- which will be held in June at
ance to the Science Institute Columbia. Tennessee.
at LeMoyne College in Mem- Mrs. Clinton Canady (nee .
phis, Tennessee. :Hortense Golden) the daughter,
Spotlighting Social Affairs of Mrs. Essie Perry is visiting
in Jackson this past week was,in the city from her home in
the Dinner Party for the New!Lansing., Michigan.
Idea Club. The affair was held Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Belli
in the spacious living rooms motored to Chicago. Illinois
of Mrs. Essie Perry on Lane this week end to be in attend-
avenue. Mrs. Perry greeted her ance of a house party with
fashionably dressed guests friends.
wearing an aqua sheath with Mrs. Bernice Lucas and
'gift corsage from husband of Jerry will spend the summer
white carnations.
Af ter the sumptuous dinner
a brief business session was
conducted by the club presi-
dent. Mrs. Annie Bond. The
members lingered after games
and much chit-chat. The club
adjourned to meet in September
with' Mrs.Louise Praither.
The Semper Fidelis Council
met regular meeting with:
HONORED — Mr. and Mrs.
Israel James Mason w • r
honored at a reception given
by the bride's mother, Mrs.
Elnora J. Neely of 1600 Lake
Grove. The affair was held
as the Lelia Walker club-
house. T h e bride is the
daughter of Mrs. Neely and
the late Lonnie Neely. Ma
son is the son of Mrs. Ada
Mason and the late Israel
Mason of Chicago, Ill. The
Srid• attended Tennessee
Afia Slat. university and was
graduated from the Chicago
School of Medical Tech-
nology and is now working
Miss Gloria Spight, Willie
as a laboratory technician at
Mt. Santa hospital in Chi-
cago. Mason attended Michi-
gan State university and is
working as an electrical tech-
nician for h Convair
Aeronautics Corps of Chica-
go. They will live in Chica-
go. (Photo by Withers)
n11111s7 Jultjitta. 113Peu.Oisales)till be Lindsey Married In Splendor
leaving Monday to enroll in
Indiana university where she
will study 12 weeks.
Mrs. Odessa Beck left Fri-
day for Franklinton, NC., and,
New York. While away she,
hopes to visit Philadelphia.!
Pa.. Atlantic City and many'
other points.
• 4••
Musing: Have you ever,We have two smaller children.
seen two people with just about What do you think of leaving
the same amount of popularity for some other town? Think we
. . . yet one is happy and the could do better by starting
other seems miserable. WHY? over? Worried.
Because of a different mental
attitude. It isn't who you are, DEAR WORRIED:
where you are, or what you I would do everything possi-
have that make you happy or hie before considering taking.
unhappy but what you think the boys out of school. By stay-
about. So if you are seeking ing in school, they will not only
happiness CONTROL YOUR.learn how to live better, get
THOUGHTS. along 
with others better, but
DEAR CARLOTTA: 
also how to equip themselves
for work that pays more than
We are having quite a hard the small odd jobs they can
time. Two things are bothering pick up while they are young.
us, now. My husband does not
have a steady job, and we have 
As to leaving one town going'
to another, I don't recommend
two boys age 14 and 15. Our.
problem is keeping them in
it unless you have some defi-
school I think that we should 
nite opportunity offered. It will
. be hard to find a better place
try, but my husband says that
they should stop and go to 
to bring
up your children than
work, with a permit Do you 
Memphis. It is clean. bright.
. 
think that they should leave
and beautiful. It has recreation
school to work though the
at facilities and educational
father's income is not sufficient 
opportunities for both youth




at HOME in one quick,
EASY APPLICATION
You can have soft, natural-
looking, straight hair the safe,
my SILKY STRATE way. Do
it yourself at home and wive
time and money. The easy-to-
follow directions assure profes-
sional-like results. Your hair
stays straight for months . .
lets you comb, dress or style
your hair any way you wish ...
will not go back even when wet.
PON WOMEN and Children. Gentle
Strength for long, tine heir.
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!back of their circular tops. 
borne. George Watkins, Her-
highlighted 
with a rase fash_ man Rankins and Robert Win-
lock of Los Angeles, Calif.limed of the organza at t h e
reyhound Co. ;back waists. The bodices of
the lovely dresses were fash-
Maintains Edict l imed of portrait necklinesthat extended into V cut backs,
featuring. They carried nose- aisle, her gown of white silk
(United Press International) say arrangements of nests of organza over silk taffeta over
The Greyhound Bus co. said hot pink satin bows that cas- voluminous petticoats. Its por-,
it called a halt to racial segre- ceded into ribbon streamers to' trait bodice was overlaid with
gation in its buses and bup. which were attached cut pink ,chantilly lace encrusted with
terminals several years ago. Carnation.. adorned with long seed pearls and rhinestones
"A few years ago the presi- Poops of pale pink velvet rop- The front of 
the skirt of the
dent of Greyhound ordered ing. Their headpieces were,1 ovely bridal gown was,all,
such signs as 'white only' ormae petals of silk organza atiadorned with a panel of scat-
'colored only' to be removed from ! the center of pink headbands loped lace, and m the waist, 
from stations the company and pink tulle circular 
veiline, at back, a chapel trait-
Memphis Girl Voted
'Miss Brain' At A & I
A graduating Memphis co-ed
was voted -Miss Brain" by the
graduating class of Tennessee
State A & I university. She is
Mix Betty Jean Cash, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Cash,
sr., of 875 Anna St.
Miss Cash graduated Magna
Cum Laude. She earned t h e
highest average grades among
female graduates and second
highest of all graduating sen-
iors. Her overall point average
was 3.60.
The pretty Miss Cash is by
no means the "typical b o o k-
worm." She is very friendly,
approachable, and was ver y
active in student activities
throughout her college career.
She is a member of Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority; Alpha
Kappa Mu honor society, pres-
ident of Kappa Delta Pi honor
society. listed in Who's Who in
American Universities a n d
College. She was a university
student counselor, vice presi-
dent of the Woolen's Advisor
board, vice president of t h e
Hankal Hall women's dormi-
tory.
A history major, Miss Cash
was the recipient of the Thu-
cydidean Society award, given
to outstanding students major-
ing in history. She has been
offered several fellowships
which she has politely declined'
for the all important job of get-
!tine married, June 25. She is
engaged to Gene Washburn. a
By MARJORIE I. ULEN matching earrings — the gifts (eta was adorned with over-
In a ceremony of major so., of the bride, were their only laid lace at the bottom of the 
cial interest, Miss Gloria Dean jewelry. train. Her headpiece was al
Spight was married to Willie: Their pumps were of match- tiara of scalloped pearls and!
Eugene Lindsey, jr., in a for- ing pink satin. The brides- rhinestones atop a shoulder
mal afternoon ceremony per_ maids were Mrs. Sylvia Hoff- . veil of misty illusion,
formed by the Nev. F. M.; man and Mrs. Mildred Addl.! Her bridal bouquet was of
j Cooper and assisted by thelson, sisters of the groom; Miss white orchids with streamers
!Rev. A. McEwen Williams IJuanita Moor e, the bride's of white satin ribbons tied
Saturday. June 3. at 5 P.m. attcousin, Miss Ouida Vaulx, Miss with lily of the valley blos-
St. Andrews AME church. 1.1 anice Suggs, Miss Phyllis soms. interspersed with t h e
The lovely bride is the Brooks, Mrs. Maria Pinkston, slender green leaves of lillies
. daughter of Mr. and Mra.IM"s. Vearnealure Pattersoni of the valley.
1James Ulysses Spight of 413 and Miss Geraldine Brown of!„.
I W. Mitchell rd. Mr. Lindsey is Clarlcsdale, Miss., a not he m°THERS
!• the son of Mr. and Mrs. Willieulcosin of the bride. Mrs. Spight's dress was of
Eugene Lindsey of 1236 Azalia.' Mrs. Shelly Spight f3u I a, !light blue chantilly lace, its
DECORATIONS the bride's sister of Holedo,' bodice adorned at the waist
Elaborate floral decorations Ohio, as the matron of honor.iwith folds of blue chiffon that
of large white chrysanthe- Her dress was of pink chif- extended into a long panel at
mums, gladioli, fern carnations fon, featuring a draped bodice
and babys' breath were at- and softly gathered skirt. Her
ranged at either side of the headdress and bouquet was
altar setting and poised in the the salee as the bridesmaids.
foreground of the setting of a The lovely sight of soft pink
white arch entwined with fern and the contrast of the un-
and highlighted with white usual arrangement of hot pink
tulle bows. A back circle ar- in the cascade of pink carna- Seated wfth the ribbons
rangement of tall candlela- tions was indeed a sight of were members of Alpha Kap-
hrum and white tapers cast a unusual beauty. pa Alpha sorority, to which the
soft glow on the beautiful set- Little George King was the , bride and her mother belong.
tine which was adorned with ring bearer and the groom's! Looking on with special in-
a white orieu dieux at the nieces, twins, Cherrod and . terest were members of the
foreground. Sherrod Addison, was the
ATTENDANTS flower girls, wearing cftesses
of white organdy and carry-Mrs. Charlesetta Branham
Presided at the organ, and ing pink bowed white baskets
Mrs. Mertis Ewell sang the filled with pink rose petals to
musical solos. strew the path of the bride.
With the strains of Mendol- Groomsmen were James
sohn's wedding march, wed_ Strickland, best man, of Tus-
kding attendants received raptegee, Ala.; Elliott McKinney
of E. St. Louis. Emersonattention from the scores of
fashionably attired guests. Ten Able, Walter Martin. Ed. Red-
dick. Wallace Wilburn, Edcli-bridesmaids wore dresses of
soink silk organza over silkon Morrison. Thom. Doggett
taffeta, featuring chantilly lace! and Harold Whalum. Rev. Ed-
tops with molded waists ofl die Currie served as head
usher, assisted by Harold Win-
from three inset tiers at the .
one side. Her hat was of pale
blue silk leaves, attached to a
pale blue veil.
The groom's mother w a s
dressed in apple green chan-
tilly lace and matching acces-
sories.
bride's sixth grade class at
Walker Avenue school, and
other children who dearly love
their charming teacher.
owned or serviced."
The company sent out a cir-1
last January reminding
field personnel of the original
order,
P. A. P. Robertson said. "The
racial and political feelings have
now been triggered by the
,elections."
' Insect damage in the U S
nullifies the labor of a million









Barber & Beauty Shop
EXPERIENCED OPERATORS






























































































Given in marriage by her'
father, Miss Spight was radi-
ant as she came down the
I give you elder. {0,1., op.,a upe matters 04 life. such es imo,
courtship, diverse, low p,is, speculnoan and traneactions of
ell kinds I seldom foil to reunite this sopeoned, ,on speedV cod Issoor
marriages Overtones enemies, rivals, leers' pewee, evil habits, stemb-
fine blocks and bad luck of all kind,. I /at you not of error end tram
ble. and IMO you en the path to happiness and prosperity Ilwre is no
hewn no sod or home no dreary shot I cannot ',slog It sunshine, In Not.
no molter what rose be yew hope, fee ow embitioe, I rumens. to tell
a all before you vow a and to ate ere cher I roe fi',dno4 P you are
not absolutely eatafied and I de not FOP every word and est'ot feat.,
then you pay not a penny. LOOK POW A BROWN I WHIT? TRAILER
WITH TWO LARGE SLACK HANDS-5 masts north of MAW" "
Highway ST N. ot Honks' Grocery. DO NOT BE MISLED WY ANY
OTHER READERS. LOOK FOR MADAA1 1X5NNA.
Hours roe 9 a to te 9 p Only ppe4 Sonday Yesdey is my day ell
But, in the, back lawns, ar-
tistry and beauty was high-
lighted by an arrangements or
tall hurricane lights poised
around the area . . . and be-
sides the beautiful tables used
in serving an elaborate supper.
Four tables were used ... one
featuring two huge carved
shell ice bowls with bridal
punch. Champagne was served
from another table . and a
sweet table featured petit
fours, macaroon cake rings
and miniature boxes of the
groo m's cake. Decorations
here featured the pink and
white color scheme of the
wedding. The main refresh-
ment table was a scene of
rare beauty with horns of
plenty with assorted crackers
and wafers, jalapino dips,
chicken livers wrapped in ba-
con, potato cheese balls, as-
sorted finger sandwiches and
canapes, rolled and fillet an-
chovies, red and black caviar,
Hawaiian ham, Italian mixed
vegetable pickles and other
hors d'ouevres, made the serv-
ice one of the most elaborate
held locally.
Assisting the hostess were
teacher at Lester high school.
Miss Cash said she will con-
tinue her education in the near
future. She has expressed a de-
sire to obtain a doctorate.
She graduated from Manassas
high school in 1957 "with hon-
ors."
Her father has taught at
Hyde Park school more than
30 years. He is a brother of
Harry Cash, principal at Hamil-
ton High school. Her mother is
also a teacher.
"LeMoyne Alumni
Mixing businss with pleas-
sure, members of LeMoyne
College's General Alumni As-
sociation enjoyed a full day of
activity Saturday.
Honored guests were grad-
uates of the "One" classes,
members of the 1961 gradua-
ting class and out-of-town
members who came from
Nashville, Los Angeles, St.
Louis, Detroit, and Washing-
ton, D. C.
Alumni mapped plans for
the year and paved the way
for an election of national
officers scheduled for next
May.
Special stress was placed on
payment of national dues and'
cash gifts to the library 'build-'
ing fund.
Following a coffee hour
Saturday morning, the alumni
sat with College President
Hollis F. Price and asked
questions of LeMoyne. A busi-
ness session followed and then
came the luncheon.
Mrs. Wilma Dixon, Mrs. Hen-
rene Jenkins, Mrs. Cloteal
Toles. Mrs. Rubye Gadison,
Mrs. Ann Weathers, Mrs. Eu-
ralia Fletcher, Mrs. Ezelle
Parks, Miss Ada Ateman, Mrs.
Ethel Venson, Mrs. Helen
Shelby and Mrs. Edna Swing-
ler. Other hostesses were Miss
Carol Jamison, Miss Myrna
Bonds, Mrs. Mavis Doggett,
Mrs. Bobbie Reddick,
Inez Boyd Miss Anna Mon-
ger, Miss Helen Jones, Miss
Sheridan Hicks, Mrs. Elene
Phillips.
Many of the alumni spent
the afternoon at Fuller Golf




night by the Memphis Le-
Moyne Club, attracted a capac-
ity crowd. Miss Eunice C a 1111111r
ruthers as chairman of the
dance and Lonnie Briscoe
was in charge of the affair at
Fuller's.
Eugene Thomas, of Wash-
ington, D.C., national presi-
dent, presided over the vari-
ous sessions.
Words of the Who
A pedestrian is a man in
danger of his life; a walker




attended the wedding and re-
ception. Later the same night,
the couple left for an undis-
closed honeymoon, the bride
wearing a pale green silk Suit
and beige accessories.
Among the hundreds of
guests who bestowed good
wishes and facilitations were
Rev. and Mrs. Harrison Brown,
Rev. Brown, the bride's grand-
father, and her great such.
rs. Addie Stafford, retired
principal of Mt. Pisgah school.




Must go at a sacrifice on account of ill health.
12 APARTMENTS AND BARBER SHOP
Convenient Location—Bus Stop at Door—Clear of Debt
Rent Income Approximate $490 per Month
A Good Property Investment
For Complete Details Call: BR 5-2962
the milk you can use like cream—with 1/2 the fat calories!
Cream itself can't make your coffee taste richer! Today's Carnation
is evaporated a special way that makes it look like cream, pour like
cream, and even whip—with 1/2 the fat calories, and at 1/2 the cost
of cream. No wonder Carnation is the world's favorite brand, by far!
SMOOTHER COOKING RESULTS, TOO! Even when you mix Carnation
with an equal amount of water, it gives you better cooking and
baking results than ordinary milk—at far less cost! Look for new





























Wasted: One Hundred and
Alma Clever idioms tor keeping
illffieenesipers busy during the
out-of-school season.
A DESPERATE MOTHER
We don't have a hundred
and one clever ideas, Mother,
but we do have one that is
guaranteed to keep your young-
ster interested even after you
have used it a hundred times.
Plan some teenage ice cream
frolics.
There are several ways to,
plan an ice cream party. For
one you can have every one!
participate by providing the in-
gredients for a "Make yourl
own" soda fountain special.
Several flavors of ice cram,
plus a variety of toppings in-
cluding whipped cream, fruit,.
nuts and cherries will do the
trick. Then stand back and
iitteh the masterpieces creat-before your eyes.
Another way is to do the
creating yourself. If you have
a freezer this can be done way
ahead of the party schedule.
Served from a tray these The Vanguard Club's Spring
might include a strawberry formal held last Monday night
and chocolate sundae served in was termed "one of the nicest
a paper cup for convenience of this season." The Hippo-
and to save the clean-up de- drome, where the dance was
tail. A yummy treat is a frost- held, was-decorated with hun-
dreds of balloons which had
the club's name on them.
Mrs. Ann L. Weathers, a
teacher at Florida Street
school, was announced as the
club's "sweetheart." During in-
termission, she presented club
members individually to
guests.
Sam Brown, employed by,
the post office, and a sports
writer for the Memphis World,i
is president of the club.
Music was supplied by Tuff
Green and his orchestra.
ed brownie a la mode drizzled
with hot fudge sauce.
Ice cream with a fresh, froz-
en or canned fruit is a tasty
idea, such as pineapple chunks,
marachino cherries on a skew-
er and stuck in the ice cream
kebab style. For an ice cream
drink that is sure to make the
young set "flip" combine ice
cream with orange juice and
garnish with fruit.
*
This type of activity is not
y interesting but it is nu-
tritious, One half cup of ice
cream has the same amount of
calcium as found in one fourth
glass milk. Teen-agers should
have four or more glasses of
milk each day. Part of this re-
quirement can be supplied by
ice cream. The manufacturing
of ice cream does not change
the nutritive value of the milk
that is used, The same high
quality protein, minerals and
vitamins are still present in
slightly different proportions,
get just the amount you will be
using. For parties you will save
money by buying the half gal-
lon containers. For "just fami-
ly," select the pint containers
for wonderful flavor variety.
Of course, if you have a freezer
you can buy ice cream in the
half-gallon containers to have
on hand for spur of the mo-
salsa service. But do be sure
keep the ice cream contain-
er tightly closed and at 0. F.
The ice cube section of the re-
frigerator isn't best for stor-
age longer than a few hours.
Ice cream is often Included
in the stay-slim diet and is,
therefore, a welcome treat for
the teen-age gift who is figure
conscious. A variety of stay-
slim sundaes is included in our
recipe booklet "Ice Cream A NAIROBI, Kenya — (UPI)
Dish $o Gay." You may have
a copy-ef this booklet by sim-
ply isriting to the Memphis
Dairy Ceftincil, 135 North Paul-
ine, Memphis 5, Tennessee.
"A Guide To Good Eating" is
a service provided for the
readery of the Tri-State De-
fender through the cooperation
of the Memphis Dairy Council.
WT1liams is a teacher of
PLAN SPORT. 0- RAMA—
This Dukes and Duchess club
will present a Sport-0 Rama
of Fashions at Southland
Greyhound Park's K-9 Club
House, West Memphis. Ark.,
June 11, 8:30 p.m. The club,
SPRING FORMAL
— The death toll in the politi-
cal rioting in Zanzibar rose to
38 Sunday, it was reported
here.
Rioting between political
factions has been going on
since last Thursday's election.
Recent reports indicated the
Home Economics at Mans
High school.
Refreshing Lift!








931 S. Cooper St.
BR. 6-3986 — BR. 4-0111
NEGRO PRESIDENT
The Shreveport Journal in
Shreveport, La., said editorial-1
ly last Saturday, that the elec.!
'on of a Southern Negro as
President of the United Statesi
"might bring an improvement!
a husband and wife organize
tion, will feature sports wear
and apparel. Above, front,
from left are Mrs. Melvina
Gill. Mrs. Frances Walker,
Mrs. Thelma Ezelle, Mrs
Thelma Durham. Mrs. Loree
Picnics and potato salad just
naturally go together. But no
matter how many good recipesl
for this American favorite you'
have on hand, it's always a
happy surprise to find a new
one! Try this one PATIO
POTATO SALAD.
The secret of its "difference"
is in the savory dressing. It
has a delightful, zesty flavor
that comes from cream-rich
Pet Evaporated Milk gently
soured with lemon juice.
Just blend the milk mixture
with salad dressing and pour:
over the tasty and unusuall
combination of potatoes, on-
ions, cucumber and pimiento.i
Extra rich and creamy, It
seeps through to every bite,
adds a soft, tangy accent that
will make PATIO POTATOi
38 Dead as More Ratial
Strife Seen in Zanzibar
fighting has broadened into a
clash between Arab and Afri-
can elements of the island's
oopulation.
The Royal Air Force flew ,
in two companies of troops
from Kenya and one company
of Kings African Rifles from
Tanganyika. The Tanganyika
government flew in medical
supplies.
More than 300 persons have
been injured since the riots.
broke out on this East African
island. Officials said the situ-
ation was "deteriorating." Po-
lice said there might be "un-
counted numbers of dead" be-
fore peace is restored.
The riots began with fights
between members of two ri-
val political parties. But officials
said they now appeared to pit




with the injured and police
were hard pressed to keep or-
der. Many of the victims werel
women and children.
"The people of Zanzibar
have been sitting on a volcano,
tor years,"
Bailley and Mrs. Vernida
Reed. Males are. I. to r. Rob-
ert Ezelle, Theodore Walk-
er. Lee FUNS& Sam Brown
and Percy Gili. Not shown is
Walter Bailey.
SALAD one of your all-time
favorites, whether you serve
it at home for an informal
patio party or out in the woods
at a rustic picnic table.
PATIO POTATO SALAD
2 teasp. lemon juice or vine-
gar
1/3 cup PET Evaporated
Milk
4 coos peeled, cooked po-
tatoes, sliced
3 hard cooked eggs, sliced
1/4 cup finely cut onion
1/3 cup finely cut cucumber,




1/4 cup salad dresiM,i (see
note)
Add lemon juice to PET
Milk. Mix gently and let stand
Mrs. Robert Neil of 1389 Fair-
view.
Daughter, Janice to Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Henderson of 920
LeMoyne dr.
Son, Tommie to Mr. and Mile
Tommie Jackson of 834 Walker
ct.
Daughter. Mary to Mr. and
Mrs John H Wright of 672
King.
Son. Dwayne to Mr. and Mrs.,
Loncoln Harvey of 2570 Berry
Hill. 1
Daughter. Marilyn, to Mr.'
and Mrs. Joseph Davenport of
925 Olympic.
Son, Ricky to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Cleaves of 1041 Lane.
5 minutes to thicken. In a 3-qt. — --
b o w 1, mix //Oily potatoes, r
eggs, onion, cucumber, oimien-
to, salt and pepper. Stir salad
dressing into PET Milk mix.'
lure until blended. Pour over
potato mixture. Mix gently and'
chill. If desired, garnish with
paprika and pimiento strips.
Makes 4 to 6 servings. Note:1
Use the kind that comes in al
iar, not a bottle.
From the files of Louise R.




I nearly ficbed In death
"VI years-71es I found a
mew wonder creme. NOLV
or happy," writer Mrs.
P. Ramsay of L A. caq
blessed relief from
tortures of vaginal itch,
rectal itch, chafing, rash
and eczema with an amazing ness
formulaca lied LANACANI.Thisfest-atting
medicated creme kills harrnf ul bacteria germs
while it soothes raw, rr r ated and inflamed
tissue. StOPII wratchingzslaxeds heating.
Don't raged Get LAN at slump
Or An New Furniture




Born at E. H. Crump hospital Daughter, Laverne to Mr.
May 19 and Mrs. James I. Reid of 2087
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.!Sparks.
Tommie D. Killebrew of 3146 Daughter, Kim to Mr. and
Ford rd. Mrs. Herman Seaborn of 1022
,May 20 N. Seventh.
Son, Elroy to Mr. and Mrs. Son. Courtney to Mr and!
Elroy Black of 2292 Sparks. Mrs. Grady Burson of 892 E.,
May 22 McLemore.
Son, Silas, to Mr. and Mrs. May 21
Silas Reed of 1574 Orr. Son, Handy to Mr. and Mrs.
John D. Lott of 744 Wells.Daughter. Earnest Jeanette,
Daughter, Cheryl to Mr and,to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Win-,Mrs. William Glenn of 2141trey of 2697 Berryhill.
May 23 Goff.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Na-
Twin daughters to Mr. and poleon McNeil of 2145 Wabash.
,Mrs. Evie Miller of 1742 Hays Son, Marlon to Mr. and Mrs.
Jtv;ialtlilt. E. Boggan of 337 Dixie
May 24
Son, William to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Trena, to Mr. and
Wade Jackson of 1527 Tayner. Mrs, George Irvin of 3359 War-
Daughter, Anna to Mr. and ford.
Mrs. Leonard A. Slaughter of Daughter, Ausonyua,
1704 Orr. and Mrs. Robert Speed of 484 1
May 25 Alston.
Son, Jerome to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Proctor to Mr. and Mrs.,
David Farley of 157 Pickett Bishop Crawford of 616 Brown
cove. !Mall.
At John Gaston hospital Daughter, Patricia to Mr. and'
May 20 !Mrs. Benjamin Franklin of 1443
Son, Robert to Mr. and Mrs. Ledger
James W. Jones of 1198 Cum-iMay 22
!flings. Daughter. to Mr. and Mrs.
Daughter, Charlene to Mr. !John Yates of 614 Suzette.
and Mrs. Lloyd Batts of 828 Son, Rodney to Mr. and Mrs.
Maywood, Nathaniel Robonson of 1727
Daughter Sharon, to Mr. and Eldridge.
Daughter, Pearlie to Mr. and
Mrs. Lorise Elion of 564 Life.
Son. Dwight to Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Douglas of 576 Boston.
Daughter, Janette to Mr. and
Mrs. George Patterson of 1526
Cella.
Son, Michael to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Carlock of 510 Vance.
Daughter, Stephanie to Mr.
and Mrs. Betty Hearn of 433
S. Lauderdale.
Daughter, Brenda to Mr. and 1
Mrs. Roosevelt Bingham of 2341
Saratoga.
May 23
Daughter, Barbara to Mr.,
and Mrs. Neal Brown or 3161
Linden.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Hill of 1295 Elliston.
Daughter, Gwendolyn to Mr
,and Mrs Archie Turner of 482
Walker.
Son. Danny to Mr .and Mrs
Rufus Jeffreys of 131 N. Barks-
dale.
Daughter, Linda to Mi.. and
Mrs. Jasper Smith of 495 E.
Olive.
Daughter, Denise to Mr. and
Mrs. Ed McKinstry of 504 Wil-
liams.
May 24
Son, Anthony, to Mr and
Mrs. Robert Ellis of 1691 Ra-
gan
Son, Karl, to Mr and Mrs.
Moses Howard of 250 Silver-
age,
Daughter, Karen to Mr. and
Mrs. 1.. C. Burditte of 1083
Warren at,
Daughter, Cynthia to Mr.
and Mrs. David Green of 892
Griffith ave.
Son, Robert to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Warr of 978 Tull
Son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Junieus Caldwell of 929 Hamil-
ton.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Hill of 679 N. Sixth at.
Daughter, Ida, to Mr. and
Mrs. Daniel Matthews of 2145
Sparks ave.
Daughter, Kathleen to Mr.
and Mrs. Isaac Moore of 3749
Mart rd.
Daughter. Sharon to Mr and
Mrs. Walter Skinner of 1538
Ely.
Daughter, Bernastene to Mr.
and Mrs. Tommy Jones of 540
Peeples ITI.
Daughter, Ilka, to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Milburn of 710
Madison.
Daughter, Sharon to Mr and
Mrs. Tommie Gladney of 632
N. Manassas.
Son, Joel, to Mr. and Mrs.
L. C. Charleston of 2585 Don-.
ald rd.
May 25




NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.-
-(UPI) — It took 44-year-old
Mrs.FrancesPlocek 27 years.
but the mother of four finally
receives her bachelor's degree
from Rutgers University this
, week.
Mrs. Plocek of Scotch Plains,
N. J.. enrolled in 1934 as a
"freshman at New York Univer-
sity. She was forced to drop
out after her marriage, but en-
tered Rutgers Newark college
of arts and sciences in 1959 and
completed her curriculum this
lyear. Mrs. Plocek, whose chil-
dren range in age from 17 to 8.
will teach English in a mountain-
side elementary school next fall.
TOKYO — (UPI) — Former
postman Koji Nishida, 23. was
accused by police Tuesday of
stealing money from the mail,
then putting it into postal sav-
ings.
Lark Jones of 1612 Gabay.
; Son, Robert to Mr. and Mrs.
'William Barnes of 584 Hamil-
ton.
I Daughter, Queen to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Brown of 1300
Kennedy.
Son, Marvin to Mr. and Mrs.
James Teal of 1056 1-2 Beach.
Son, Tom to Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Moore of 1665 Pennsyl-
vania,
May 26
Son, Alexander to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles E. Kent of 972 Le-
Moyne dr.
Daughter, Michelle to Mr.
and Mrs. James Deadinon of
3025 Yale.
Son, Curtis to Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Crawford of 1188
Springdale.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Still of 848 italker.
Son, Fletcher to Mr. and Mrs.
Fletcher Ferguson of 162 Nee-
ly.
Daughter, Brenda to Mr. and
Mrs. Jessie Kizer of 360 Leath.
Daughter, Eulanda to Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Hunt of 1325
Nichols.
Now! you can dial your own
long distance calls!
I—DIAL "I": This connects
you to the Direct Distance
Dialing Equipment.
2—DIAL THE AREA CODE
(IF REQUIRED): Refer to
page 1 of the directory to see
if the city you wish to call is
dialable and dial the area code,
if shown. If the point you wish
to call is not listed, dial "Op-
erator" and she will advise
you if it is dialable.
3—DIAL THE TELEPHONE
NUMBER: Two letters and
five numerals or seven num-
erals. An operator will come
In on the line and say, "YOUR
NUMBER PLEASE." Give
the number of the telephone
you are using.
Example:
Culling New York, dial L
plus 212, oho' the telephone
number you are calling.
Calling Union City, Dial 1,













Word was received here that
one of the three founders of the
Phi Beta Sigma fraternity, Dr.
Leonard P. Morse, died in
Jacksonville. Fla.. following a
brief illness. He was the fra-
ternity's first president. At the
time of his death he was pro-
fessor of history and political
science at Edward Waters col-
lege.
Dr. Morse is accredited with and Jacksonville.
naming the fraternity and writ -
ore
ing its constitution as well as
organizing 10 chapters, includ-
ing the one at Edward Waters
college of which he was a mem-
A native of New Bedford, • S. Kresg-eber.
Mass., he was born January 12,
1891. He was graduated f rom 
Anna Holde n, secretary,
CHoward University academy in on
gress of Racial Equality,
and officers of three DetroitWashington, D. C. in 1912. In
1915 he became the first male and Ann Arbor CORE groups,
issued an open letter to Harrystudent to complete the college
course in three years at How- B. Cunningham, pr es id en t,
ard univerity. S. S. Kresge co., forwarding
His first job after college 7,500 pledges not to buy in any
was a principalship of a public Kresge store until desegrega-
school in Dover, Del. Later he




Officers of the 26th Ward
Civic Club are scheduled to be
installed for the 1961-62 Term
tonight (Wednesday) at El o'-
clock during a program at St.
Paul Baptist church. 1144 E.
McLemore ave. T h e keynote
address is to be given by the
pastor of the church. Rev. S.A.
Herring. Installation officer will
be Rev. Alexander Gladney,
president of the Bluff City and
Shelby County Council of
Civic Clubs.
To be installed as president
will be Atty. Ira H. Murphy.
Others to take the oath of
office are: Dr. I. A. Watson,
vice president: Edgar Davis,
second vice president; Mrs.
Ruthie Mae Deberry. corre-
sponding secretary: Mrs. Mabel
White. recording secretary;
Mrs. Ethel Holmes. treasurer:!
Rev J. Lewis. chaplain; Mrs.1
Abbie Rule, assistant chaplain;
W. W. Walker, sergeant-at-
arms; and Mrs. Deberry will
also serve as representative to
the Council of Civil dubs.
t on of all chain's lunch count.
DETERMINATION paid off
recently when Mrs. Lillian
Jordan (second from left) was
crowned Queen of the Ever
Ready club. The title was
relinquished by Mrs. Gar-
trude Turner (second from
right) who was 1960 Queen.
Mrs. S. Sauldsberry is at
left and Mrs. Marie Adams
is at right. The affair was fill-
ed with fun. The club is one
of the most popular al Ward
Chapel AME church. Presi-
dent, Mrs. Julia Pleas. Mrs.
Dorothy Jean Tibbs was gen-
eral chairman of the affair.
Rev. F. G. Garrett is pastor.
ers is complete.
cent stockholders' meeting in o Time To Compromise With
The letter also answers
charges made at Kresge's re- N &
Detroit that "some organiza-
tions" are trying to compel
by picketing and boycotting Freedom,' Says Urban LeagueKresge co. to "defy local laws"
until the chain's Southern
lunch counters are integrated.
1 CORE's investigations "have
'shown there are no local laws
standing in the way of inte-
grated service in any of Kres-
ge stores presently segregat-
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1 Block W. of Fairgrounds
BR 4-5292
"The tragic spectacles in Ala-
bama and Mississippi evoke in
every American a feeling of
national shame apart from
Martin L G 
The Board is headed by realization of the international
uther Kin ov-
Southern university; Alabailla
A & M college. Payne univer-
sity, Bethel College, Mobile
high school, Fessenden acade-
my.
In 1917 he became a licensed
minister of the AME church at
Providence, R. I. He became
an elder in the church and held
a pastorate in Mobile, Ala. and
in St. Petersburg. Fla., Tampa,
NEW YORK -- A statement
relative to the "Freedom Rid-
ers" strife in the South was
'Americans who are begin de- Truth and other leaders will
I flied the legal rights provided
th   them under eConstitution.
g,
issued today by the Board of
Trustees of the National Urban
League at the close of its regu-
lar bi-monthly meeting here.
ernor John B. Swainson of iazine publisher and president
Henry Steger, New York mag-
Michigan, Walter Reuther nfl
UAW, and Senator Paul Doug- 
of the National Urban League.
las of Illinois are among those 
The statement follows:
signing pledges turned over to 
"The Board of Trustees of
Kresge. Pledges were collect-•
the National Urban League in
e groups through- .
its considered judgement be-
out the country in a period 
of,lieves that the violent occur-
two and one-half weeks. 
rences of recent days in the
CORE's letter also criticizes 
South, centering in Alabama
and Mississippi, have shocked
the American mind into a new
perspective on reality concern-
ing race relations in the world
today.
in Metairie was a refusal to 
"We deem unfortunate the
continue successful integration 
statement by the Attorney
where there was no evidence Gen
eral that 'a cooling-off per-
of trouble or "undur risks." iod 
is needed' on the part of
those traveling through these
two states.
"This is no time for the na-
tion to compromise with free-
dom.
"We urge, therefore, that the
President, as the people's chief
Kresge co. for re-segregating
the Metairie, La., store follow-
ing an agreement that the
store would serve Negroes.
CORE said. "but what we saw
CORE's interview with Me-
tairie manager revealed one
complaint against serving Ne-
groes and a willingness on the
part of the manager to coop-
erate with a national directive
to serve all people.
CORE called upon the Kres- spokesman, make a
 clear, de-
ge co. "to demonstrate that finitive and 
authoritative pub-
human decency can be prac- lic statement on the 
political,
treed in all segments of the legal and moral iss
ues at stake.
!American business community We urge aLso that the 
Presi-
by issuing a public statement dent direct the Attorney 
Gen-
that the S. S. Kresge co. will eral to take such additiona
l ac-
end segregation in all lunch tion as is necessary and proper
counters and observe a policy to protect the lives of the
of service to all. 'Freedom Riders' and all other
Tats ir net an offer in ser or
solicitatton of an offer to boi, any of
These securities Ti,,, offer to main
only by prospectus to bona fide resi








The stock in this offering la onlv In-
Ins offered to _loons Ilea residents of
the State of Tennessee by the Nei-
lson& Bosoms Corporatioo. Qualified
as a dealer in it, rW11 BlIft11,1 11
For tree ham of wilailletua write
NATIONAL BOWLING
CORPORATION








ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — A
charge that the board of ed-
ucation was violating its own
rules on racial integration was
lodged by board member James
E. Hurt, jr.
Hurt told a board meeting
that the policy of racial inte-
gration was being violated in
the case of transfer pupils at
schools that receive the chil-
dren from overcrowded neigh- ENJOY THE LIGHT SIDE OF LIFEborhoods.
ceiving schools, he said.
Philip J. Hickey. superinten-
dent of instruction, said the
reason the children were being
separated at t h e receiving
schools is that they are gen-
erally behind the regular stu-
dents in academic achieve-
ment. Also, Hickey said, due
to the bus trips involved, the
children are generally On dif-
ferert time schedules.
Look! Stop! Eat! at
WELLINGTON STREET SUNDRY
For The Best
SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIES IN TOWN
Hot Dogs 10c Momburgers 111c Cheeseburgers 30c
Heieensada P1. Its
91 S. WELLINGTON ST. JA. 5-11016
He said the children arriv-
ing at the schools by buses gen-
erally corne from neighbor-
hoods populated largely by Ne-
groes. They are being kept in
separate classes and eat at dif-
ferent lunch periods at the re-
'THE 'EYES' HAVE IT
Though the "eyes" have it
this year, mascara beaded lash-
es are never smart. Before,
mascara dries on your lashes,
hold a folded Kleenex tissue
beneath the eyes near lashes
arid blink a few times. Surplus
mascara will be whisked off.
now be re-engraved even more'
deeply Into the symbol of
American democracy—a sym-
bol that today holds an unprec-
edented importance to our na-
tion and the world"•
embarrassments they have
brought aboit. There are, how-
ever, three encouraging aspects'
in this protest that has arisen
against denial of civil rights.
NEGROES DETERMINED
, "One Is the revelation, re-
etched sharply by the Alabama
incidents, that Negro young peo-
ple.of America are unswervingi
in their determination to secure'
by every peaceable means ati
their command the rights
guaranteed them under the
Constitution of the United
States. They have demonstrat-
ed in Alabama, as they have
previously elsewhere, their ded-
ication and willingness to
brave whatever forms of coun-
ter-action may be undertaken
against them by irresponsible.
and intemperate fomenters of
hatred and violence.
"Another notable disclosure
arising from the Alabama ter-
rorism is the readiness of white
youth to join with their Negro
fellow citizens in the struggle
to make real the constitutional-
ly provided equalities of our
democracy.
"Still a third is the com-
mendable promptness with
which the Federal government,
has acted, despite attitudes that
ranged from apathy to out-
right antagonism on the part of
local officials, in restoring law
and order before a real catas-
trophe occurred. It is beyond
.question that the promptnes,
and nature of this action ha.,
averted a national disaster.
SILENT PRESIDENT
"We note the President's re-,
• Safe cent statement last week callingfor an end of violence. We also'
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM 
E.. note with approval his swift
= assignment of resources at the
= command of his Administration
MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO. 
_ to act in the Alabama emer-
F--_. gency. However, it is unfor-
tunate that the President in his
RIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111!ffirirtilli! 
address before the Congress to-
day remained silent on thi,
situation that is so highly dan-
gerous to the very existence of
our nation.
, "As we have observed, there
are encouraging as well a,-
frightening aspects of the cur-
rent crisis. Among the former
is the clearer perspective which
the American people can now
attain as they consider their
moral and political posture be-
Tore the world.
, "It is our faith that the prin-
ciples enunciated and defend-
ed more than a century ago by
William Lloyd Garrison, Fred-
erick Douglass, Sojourner





each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK



















IMPROVE OR REMODEL YOUR HOME
No Money Down—Seloll Moi.r1,1, Payments
Long or Short Financing Terms Arranged
Let Us Improve You. Home lord@ nod Ourtid•
Why Not Add To Your Home?
Extra Bedroom * Extra Bathroom * Car-Port
Family Room *Playroom *Patio
Front or Side Porcn * Den * Larger Kitchen
WE REPAIR AND REPLACE
WINDOWS — DOORV— FlOCAS — SCREENS
TURN ATTICS K. 5ASEIt,IPS INTO LIVING QUARTERS
NO HOME 00 SMALL
No Money Needed to Sleet Impfoving on Rornsrlisling 
Plan
E. C. Williams Realty Company







McGowan-Williams Appliance & Furniture Service
UPHOLSTERING SPECIAL!
Any 2-pc. Front Room Set—S2.50 plus material
Upholstering - Draperies - Slip Covers - Antiques
ALL WORK GUARANTEEC
734 VANCE AVENUF JA 5.9532
•
OFFICES FOR RENT
IDEALLY LOCATED FOR ANY BUSINESS
* Air Conditioned
* Parking Area
* General Secretarial Service
* Janitorial Service
*First Floor or Second Floor
Call
E. C. WILLIAMS REALTY CO.
WH 8-1016 979 EAST McLEMORE
with how. now you can enhoy the sopulertty and adlielnition Mat
goes with a lighter, fairer completion. New Palmer's
kin SucceSs" Peach Cream is the secret. Thu
Improved famous cream now contains more of that depandabia
"SKIN
Mooching ingredient . .. ammoniated mercury: more
than any other eliding cream on the market. That's
why It fades ugly sun spots, freckles, and darkened
*kin faster then ever. 'You luso., It's deparsdalid• be-




m ists dsince 14.0
's no need to lit darkened, blotchy skin cloud
your way to use ivii isnpsyrnent of it.. Use the son,
piession secret of thousands who stop out on the light
side of Ills with a creamy, dreamy, fairer look. Get
Pislener's "Skin Simooss" Bleach COW. today for a
lovelier complexion tomorrow. Only 35c. Satisfaction
guarenteed Of your IWOMOY backs
LEARN TO DRIVE
If You Have Any Trouble Whatsoever
In Getting Driver's License





Available in all sizes.
Including gallons.
100 or BO PROOF
DISTILLED FROM 100X GRAIN
NEUTRAL SPIRITS PRODUCT OF U S. A, CLEAR SPRING




Read it Each & Every Week
Use Our Home Delivery Service
KNOW WHAT'S HAPPENING!





ATTENTION: Tri-State Defender Home Delivery Department 






I under 'and this 16-page Memphis newspaper is publisher! even'
15c pet copy Thank You,
NOTE. Bring or mail this application tot Home Delivery Dept. e/ei Tri-State Defender,
2 36 S Wellington, Memphis. Tenn I.L
PHONE JA 6-8397 FOR MORE DETAILS




























































































































By C. A. AGNEW
Mrs. Augusta Light and son
of 314 Institute st., Jackson,
Tennessee, spent the Mother's
Day weekend with her sisters
and daughter in St. Louis, Mo.
While there, the engagement of
her daughter, Miss Rachel H.
Light to Mr. Oscar Montgomery
was announced.
Mr. Oscar Montgomery, a na-
tive St. Louisan is assistant Fu-
neral director. He is a graduate
of Sumner high school, attend-
ed Harris Teachers' college and
is a member of Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity,
Miss Light, a native of Jack-
son, Tenn., is in her senior
year at the Homer G. Phillips
school of Nursing. She grad-
uated from Merry Iligh school,
attended Lane college, and is
a member of Sigma Gamma
Rho sorority. Plans for the wed-
ding have not been completed.
• • •
Mrs. Rosa Bell Reynolds of
Bolivia, Tenn., is happy to an-
nounce her marriage to the Rev.
T. Grimes, pastor of Home Bap-
tist church of this city. The
happy couple were married in
the main auditorium of the
church Tuesday evening, June
6, 1961. The ceremony was per-
formed by the Rev. U. D. Lew-
is. The church was filled to its
capacity. A reception followed
the ceremony. The couple were
receipients of many valuable
and useful gifts. Congratula-1
tions to the newlyweds.
Little Miss Jacqueline Page,
daughter of Mrs. Mary Lou
Sykes of 427 West Alley cele-
brated her birthday with a
group of little friends. A de-
lightful menu was served to
the youngsters .
Miss Mattie Watkins, daugh-
ter of Mrs. Carrie Wiley of 212
A-West Sycamore at., HI spend-
ing her vacation in Chicago
Ill., as guest of relatives and
friends.
Mrs. Blanchie Cozart Stewart
of 619 S. Mobile ave., is spend-
ing her vacation in Chicago,
Ill., Elgin, Ill., and Racine, Wis.,
as guest of her children and
other relatives and friends.
The Ruth Circle of Home
Baptist church celebrated their
11th anniversary in the Main
auditorium of the church, Tues-
day evening at 7:30. A musical
program was the main feature.
Mrs. Texans Wright, chairman,
Mrs. Priscilla Smith, secretary.
The Rev. T. Grimes, pastor. The
occasion was thoroughly enjoy-
able.
Mrs. W. S. Vanes presented
her pupils in her annual re-
cital, May 28, at the First Bap-
tist church, in Brownsville,
Tenn., and on May 29, 1961
at 8 p.m. at St. James Baptist
church at Humboldt.
Revival services were con-
ducted this past week at Lane
gal Tabernacle CME church. Evan-
NO, gelist presiding elder J. 0.
Lowe of the Tupelo district of
the East Mississippi Annual
Conference of the CME church
was the main speaker for the
week.
Berean Kindergarten and
Nursery rendered a musical en-
titled: "Music Through the
Year," on Friday evening, May
26, at 7 p.m. in the Kindergar-
ten Building. Mrs. Caldwell and
Mrs. Martin, instructors,
Mr. and Mrs. Marlin Collier
of Gary, Ind., were guest over
the weekend in the home of
Mrs. Mary Lou Sykes at 427
West Alley.
Women's Day activities were
observed on last Sunday at
Zion Hill Baptist church at 2:30
Mrs. Henretta Conley was the





The "I've Got A Secret" club
sponsored a Fashion Tea recen-
tly in the beautiful and spaci-
ous home of Mr. and Mrs. C.
A. Rawles at Brownsville,
Tenn. The program was open-
ed by the president, Mrs. Flo-
rence Hicks. Soft music was
played by Rev. Fuller accom-
panied by Miss Camille Day
Day of Jackson, Tenn., during
the entire program. The pro-
gram consisted of readings and
musical numbers which were
enjoyed by all. Then the mod-
dels were presented. They were
wearing fashions of the !Lee-
son. They also had some of the
latest hair styles. The hair
styles were by Mrs. Earnestine
Beatright of Humboldt, Tenn.
There were also guest f rom
Humboldt and Jackson, Tenn.
Mrs. Elms Rogers, the very
efficient vice president, serv-
ed as mistress of ceremonies.
The guest were served buffet
style. The members of the club
are: Mrs. Florence, president;
Mrs. Elms Rovers, vice presi-
dent; Miss Wilma Jones, treas-
urer; Mrs. E. Price, Cheer fund
treasurer; Mrs. Maude Rawls,
Reporter; Mrs. Selma Jones,
chairman social committee;
Mrs. Willie Bell Rawls, pianist;
Mrs. James Rawls, devotional
leader; Mrs. Mabel B. Coleman.
assistant secretary; Mrs. belie
Rogers and Mrs. Temetria Clay-
brook, guest beauticians, Ma-
dame Thelma Compton, Mrs.
doses Willis and hushand, Mrs.
Mattie Mitchell and husband
and Madam Josephine Cunning-
ham all of Jackson, Tenn. Mrs.
Ida Rogers received the door
prize. Mrs.. Florence Hicks re-
ceived second prize for most
guest present
• • •
St. Paul CAM church celebrat
ad its annual Men's Day, Sun-
day, May 38, 1961. The day
began with Sunday school at
9:30. The morning worship be-
gan at 11 a.m. with Prof. C.
N. Berry, principal of Merry
high school and president of the
Tennessee Education Congress,
serving as guest speaker. Mr.
S. M. Bond, deacon of Berean
Baptist church was the speak-
er at 7:30 p.m. Music WRS ren-
dered by the Men's chorus. The
Rev. J. D. Atwater, pastor.
The "Helping Hand" club of
Greater Bethel AME church
celebrated its anniversary pro-
gram in a big way last Sunday.
The Main feature of the even-
ing was the climax of the ef-
forts of two fine young wom-
en, who were running for
queen. They were Mrs. Mary
Bray and Mrs. Nell Grimes.
The program had been well
planned and was largely attend-
ed by persons of all walks of
life, lawyers, doctors and
teachers, business men and
what have you. Mrs. C. A.
Kirkendoll served as mistress
of ceremonies. Mrs. Mary Brady
was crowned as queen for hav-
ing raised the largest amount
of money which was $118.00.
Mrs. Grimes was second with
$91. Presentation of gifts were
made by Jeffye Hearnton. Mrs.
Gladys Frierson and Mrs. Bea-
trice Herron. The crowning
ceremony was performed by
Mrs. B. S. Taylor. Several beau-
tiful numbers were rendered
by members of the various
churches of the city. Mrs. Mag-
gie Carver, president. Mrs.
Jeffys Hearnton, supervisor,
the Rev. B. S. Taylor, pastor,
JOHNSON CITY
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
"Senior Class Night" was ob-
served at Langston high school
on the night of May 19. The
program was as follows: De-
votion, Vern Belton; Class His-
tory, Lana Haynes; Class col-
or, and flower, Robert Kelley;
Class Poem, Patsy Bradley;
Who's Who in the senior class,
Brenda Long; Presentation of
Key, Rita Owens, Class Will,
Lawrence Hale; Class Song
senior class.
A group of singers from
Spatanburgh, S. C., rendered
a program at Friendship Bap-
tist church on the afternoon of
May 14.
Mrs. Betty Nelson has re-
turned from Spring Garden, N.
Y. and Columbus, Ohio, where
she spent the winter months
with relatives.
A group of singers from Shi-
loh Baptist church of Kings-
port, Tenn.. rendered a pro-
gram at the General Assembly
church of the First Born on the
night of May 21.
Mrs. Edith Harper has re-
turned to Knoxville, Tenn.,
after spending a week here
with her sister, Mrs. Lennie
Bledso.
Mr. William Andrews, 46,
veteran of World War II, died
as a result of a heart attack,
May 21. The remains were
shipped to Norton, Va., for fu-
neral, and interment with J.
D. Ledford, funeral director in
charge. The remains were ac-
companied by his brother, Mr.
Charles Andrews, of Middles-
boro, Ky.
Mr. William Davis, has been
dismissed as a patient in
Memorial hospital. The Langs-
ton high school band sponsor-
ed a concert in the school
auditorium on the night of May
25, under the direction of Prof.
Douglass Lucas.
Rev. William L. Owen has
been dismissed as a patient in
Memorial hospital.
Mrs. Hildred Jones, former
principal of Douglass school of
Elizabethton, Tenn., died May
14.
Birchette mortuary, of this
city was in charge of the re-
mains.
Armed Service Day was ob-
served here on May 2.
Mrs. Louise G. Reece was
elected as the first woman
representative in the first con-
gressional district of Tennessee
on May 16. She succeeds her
husband, the late Rep. B. Car-
roll Reece.
Mrs. May R. McDowell has
been chosen as the first wom-
an mayor of this city. "Prog-




Archie and Earl Wood, Dol-
ly Jones and Mrs. Carey 
Walk-
er attended church at Hurcan
Hill last Sunday. Rev. M. J.
Tyce is pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Welsey Wig-
gins, Mrs. Aussie Wiggins, Mrs.
Tennie Jackson and mother,
Mrs. M. Brown, Mrs. Carrie
Wood and Mrs. Birdie Harris
attended church at Mt. Olive
Baptist church last Sunday.
Royie Goward has been con-
fined to his bed with a broken
shoulder bone.
Mrs. Nannie Hall and her
sister, Mrs. Burkina and their
niece, Mrs. Laths Mildred Agit-
ed their brother and his wife,
Mr, and Mrs. Chester Frank.
A HAPPY OCCASION —
Tuskegee Institute's three Si-
erre Leone students — (left
to right) Lawrence G. Roger-
son. Teddy A. 0. C. Jones
and Rogers A. D. Jones —
smile happily as they cede-
brats the independence of
their homeland in ceremon-
ies at Tuskegee. The Jones
boys (not related) are sopho-
mores: Lawrence is a fresh-
man.
Louisiana
By M. N. RINGGOLD
One of the most interesting
sessions of the National Coun-
cil of Negro Women was held
in the Maggie Nance-Ringgold
YWCA here last week. Their
theme was: "Higher Horizons
,For Unity Of Purpose And
Unity Of Action." Mrs. Ida
Nance-Givens, their Regional
director, had the hearty co-op-
eration of Council presidents
from Alabama, Arkansas, Bat.
on Rouge, La., New Orleans,
La., Shreveport, La., i.e. prac-
tically every parish in Loui-
siana. Then, being such a large
state, Texas sent a large repre-
sentation of delegates, as did
many other states. Dr. Arenia
Malory of Mississippi was hap-
py over their states large num-
ber of delegates. We feel sure
that reports will be published
telling of the many presidents
shown improvements thisattending from the different
not-fling we see and under-states, and of their encourag-
. stand. for every where is justng reports of Council activities
unusually beautiful.in their respective states. And,
We have just learned thatMiss Dorothy Height, National
president, expressed happiness
over the kind and types of ac-
tivities being carried on in the
different states by the respec-
tive Councils. A copy of the
will be carried in our next is-
sue.
Also items about the special
work being /done by, and re-
ported by some of the delegates
who represented their respec-
tive councils.
A special conference of the
Louisiana Jeanes supervisors
was held in beautiful, well-ap-
pointed Grambling college. We
enjoyed the many new brick
buildings that had been erected
since our last visit to Grambl-
ing college: the reunion with
former co-workers and the re-
ports, discussions, lectures etc.,
that were so helpful. Space nor
time will allow all the many
things we would like to state
about how happy we were to
see Miss Dorothy Height, Mrs.
Lulelia Harrison and many
other officials who gave of
their time, talent and ability
in working with the different
committees during the sessions
held here.
Last month we were shock-
ed over the sudden death of
Mr. L. Bryant, who died while
en route to a physician's office.
Then last night, Mrs. Bryant
died.
We enjoyed such a pleasant
day in the home of our friends,
Mrs. L. J. Purnell and daugh-
ter and their little baby, Carla.
Aside from the many pleasant
moments of chatting about lo-
cal events etc., we were able
to get our minds off of the
train wreck so near our home, cil at their annual meeting at
and the constant warning about the Rastall Center Colorado
college.
Mrs. Marjorie Bass Flores en-
the local followers of the art
tertained at a miscellaneous
shower recently honoring Miss
Zola E. McDonald who will be
wed to Alc. Willie Spann on the
26th of May.
She knows quite a few of our
friends out there, and she is a
very charming lady. Especially
since she is a friend of Miss
Landry here aod of my special
friends on the Denham Springs
school faculty.
We were so glad to find Mrs.
Julia Hoyle of San Antonio,
Texas among the many dele-
gates attending the National
Council sessions here last week.
We were glad to have her spend
a night in our home at end of
sessions of The National Coun-
cil of Women. She is a splen-
did worker.
Our neighbor, Mrs. Reese, is
having some attractive work
done on and in her home this
week. She is such an unusual-
ly splendid house keeper that
we could not imagine what
more could be done to improve
her home, but after being
young 0. G. Purnell is grad-
uating from high school this
week. It seems almost impossi-
ble because we think of him as
the little boy we knew as a
baby such a short while ago.
They "grow up" so fast that one
can not easily realize that their
mental growth is going on also.
the danger to those in our vi-
cinity. Well the warnings car-
ried much cheer when on the
second day they broadcast the
notice that the wreckers had
succeeded in getting the box
car with the dangerous poison
gas, cleared from this area.
Mrs, Lelia Yancy of Wilson,
North Carolina is visiting her
daughter, Dr. Maud Yancy, a
faculty member of Southern
university, but since she is such
a dear friend of family. we
hope to have the pleasure of
some of her time while she is
here, and to be able to get her
to accompany us to the home
of our baby, Margie (Mrs. Pur-
nell) in Houston, Texas as she
did once before and thus both
of our families will be made
happy.
Another dear friend is visit-
ing here this month. She is
Mrs. Brogdon, the mother of
Mrs. Julia Brogdon Purnell who
is also a faculty member of our
Southern university faculty.
We wish to take her to visit our
relatives in nearby states while
she is, down here.
We had the pleasure of meet-
ing Mrs. Mary Dupree of Den-




Chuck Berry, one of the
Rock and Boll idols on the
American scene, along with the
Drifters and others entertained
the local music lovers recently
at the City auditorium and
the local followers of the art
of grunt and groan had a
chance to see the ex-heavy-
weight king of the boxing
world Ez,zard Charles perform
as a top notch wrestler here
recently.
Jim Miller, Palmer high
school's one-man-gang is ex-
pected to vault Palmer right
among the top teams of the
state if he continues his win-
ning ways in the 100. 220 and
the hurdles in the state meet
this coming Saturday.
Mrs. Lois .Boyd of 514 E.
El Paso has as her present
guests her brother and family
Sgt. and Mrs. James Taylor.
The Taylors recently returned
from overseas duties.
The Reverend Milton E. Pro-
by the very able pastor of St.
Johns Baptist church was elect-




Rev. Simon A. Perkins, pas-
tor of Bethel AME church, Bly-
theville, delivered the bacca-
laureate sermon at Ethel 0.
Miller high school last Sunday
evening.
Rev. and Mrs. W. J. Daniel,
Mrs. Roy Barnum, Mr. and
Mrs McKinley Williams, Miss
Leona Harper and Miss Nolia
Milon attended commencement
exercises at Shorter college in
Little Rock last Wednesday
morning,
The Missionary Society met
Friday evening at Bethel




Mrs. A. McGee left for Chi- 72 N(C Athletes Honorecago on a two week vacation.
Miss Alice M. Harman and
and Mrs. Walter Nichols lase
Sunday afternoon. t Annual Awards DayP. Jean Sallis dined with Mr.
SOUTH EAST STARKVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Winston
visited the Fox family of Black
Jack recently.
The Junior Billikens fish din-
ner was held on the lawn of
Wila Dupree's home.
Mr. and Mrs. Mumforcl en-
tertained Mrs. Della McGhee
and Tony Warren recently.
Mrs. Alice Prater and son left
Saturday for St. Louis, Mrs.




were held at all schools in the
county last week.
The annual alumni associa-
tion meeting of M. I. College
met Saturday, May 27. Dr. Al-
ma Stegall of Virginia Univer-
sity was guest speaker.
Rust's alumni met Saturday.
Baccalaureate sermon was de-
livered by the Rev. James L.
Cummings of Indianapolis.
Rust's baccalaureate sermon
was delivered by the Rev.
Leroy Klaus of St. Paul. Music
students were presented by the
director, Ben Bailey. The A'-
Cappelia choir was presented by
the director, Miss N. Doxey and
Miss Van Burean.
Commencement exerci s-
es of both schools took place in
ornegia auditorium Monday
morning. Or. James S. Thomas
of Nashville delivered the main
address. More than 300 students
received B.S. and A.B. degrees.
STARK VILLE
By FANNIE MOORE
Mr. and Mrs. Bin ltloore of Col-
orado Springs, Col., were guest
last week in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Adoplhus Wynn, Mrs.
Moore is known best by her
friends as Mrs. Nettle Frazier
Rush.
• • •
The funeral for Mrs. Sallie
Cannon was held May 9th at
Sixteen Sexton MB church with
the Rev. M. L. Perry officiat-
ing. The immediate relatives
from out of town were: Mrs.
Modene Roundtree a daughter
from Los Angeles; two grand-
children; Mrs. Rosetta Muldrow
Spencer and Mrs. Sidney Can-
non. of Los Angeles; Mrs. Al-
metre James of Cleveland,
Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. George
Boone and daughter in-law
and children, Mrs. Barbara
Boone of Baltimore, Md., and
Mrs. Sallie B. Gunn and Mis
Jaunita Gunn of St. Louis, Mo.
• • •
Mr. Alvin Smith returned to
his home in St. Louis, Mo., last
week after spending the winter
with aunt, Miss Joe Wilson.
Mr. Smith is a student at Okti-
bbeha-Webster school at the
close of the term he was award-
ed a medal for the highest av-
erage. Charles Edwards Brown,
another nephew of Miss Wilson
won a Who's Who contest of
of being the most neatest boy
at Oktibbeha-Webster school.
Miss Carolyn Brown, of St.
Louis, Mo., is visiting her aunt,
Miss Joe Ella Wilson.
PICKENS
By GRACE B. STIGLER
Sunday school was well at-
tended last Sunday. Regular
church services were held at
Fairview MB church. Rev. Sa-
fold delivered the message.
• • .•
PAHOKEE
By R. C. DURR
East Lake high held com-
mencement exercises this
week.
The city at large wishes to
express sympathy to the Hollis
family for the passing of Mrs.
Marie Hollis. Funeral was held
at Shilo Baptist church.
A large group of people from
this city attended the funeral
of James McClain at Arcade.
Rev. A. L. Jarden has been
very ill. However, he is much
better, and is expected back
very so-ere Reverends Rober-
son, Jankins and Brown have
carrying on during his absence.
Mr. and Mrs. Rubin Morris
and son have returned to King
Ferry, N. Y. for the summer.
Rev. R. H. Hooks delivered
a wonderful sermon at St.




Bessie Pickens and Mrs. C.
A. Garland attended gradua-
tion exercises at Rust ollege
last Monday.
Mrs. Genola Redd attsndea
Jackson State college gradua-
tion.
Our pastor, Rev. Pe L. Gray
was dinner guest in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. J. Leh:ea.
Dorothy M. Dusty Atkiss of
Little Rock who passed iway
at her home May 21. She was
the wife of Will Atkins and
sister of Evangelist Eselyn
Sloan of this city.
Minnie Alexander is el at
her home. She was visite( by
Mrs. Evelyn Sloan attended Dee Martin and Mrs. read
the funeral of her sister, MTS. Sales.
DURHAM, N. C. — Seventy-
nine members of the varsity
athletic teams at North Caro-
line college received awards
during the twelfth annual
Awards Day celebration here.
Floyd IL Brown, varsity
basketball coach, presented a
total of seven varsity numer-
als and seven certificates of
participation to members of
the 196-61 squad.
Recipients of basketball let-
ters were Walter Benjamin,
New York, N. Y.; Junius
Boone, New York, N. Y.; John
H. Jones, Apex; William Gus-
tav Jones, Durham; James Mc-
Millan, Durham; James Mar-
tin, Salisbury; Clarence Wil-




Johnnie Barber, High Point;
Roland Butler, Wilmington,
Del.; Duncan Campbell, New
York, N. Y.; Arthur Davis,
Rocky Mount; Henry Suggs,
Pikeeville; Robert Tabor, Salis-
bury: and Jerry Fitch, manager,
Wilson, all received certificates
of participation.
Sam Jones, star performer
with the world champion Bos-
ton Celtics of the National
Basketball Ass'n, presented the
Lettermen's Club awards. A
former NCC Alumnus and Let-
terman, Jones presented Luth-
er Jeralds of Fayetteville with
the most outstanding Athlete
of the Year award, and Har-
vey F. Ramseur of Greensboro,
the outgoing president of the
Lettermen's Club, with the
plaque for service rendered be-
yond the call of the duty dur-
ing the school year and out-
standing leadership as a mem-
ber of the Letterman's organi-
zation.
Special football awards were
made to the following: The J.
S. Stewart 1961 co-captain's
trophies: Charles Hinton, guard,
and Richard Wilkins, halfback;
The J. N Mills Award to the
team's most valuable player:
Richard H ick s. sophomore
quarterback; and the Johnson-
Lambe trophy for the freshman
showing the most progress dur-
ing the season went to Bobby
Gardner. first year guard.
GRID HONORS
Other special gridiron hon-
ors bestowed on Awards Day
were the W. V. Eagleson tro-
phy to the player showing the
most outstanding leadership:
Bishop Harris; the H. M. Mich-
aux trophy to the club's best
idefensive back: Donald Thom-
as the A. T. Spaulding Sports-
gnenship A ward: Walter
Browning; The W. J. Kennedy,
Jr., trophy for the team's best
offensive back: Rossie Barfield;
the J. M. Hubbard trophy to
the team's best defensive line-
man: James Brewington; and
the J. H. Wheeler Award to
the club's most outstanding of-
fensive lineman: Charles Bin
ton.
Members of the 1961 track
team, which finished second in
the CIAA track and field
championships, to receive num-
erals were Tomei Burke, Wash-
ington, D. C.: David Folk,
Plainfield, N. J.; Joseph Good-
water, Boston, Mass.: George
Hearn, Ardmore, Pa.: Richard
Hearn, Ardmore, Pa.; Walter
Johnson, New Haven, Conn.;
William Merritt, Plainfield, N.
J.; Rodney Lennon, New York,
N. Y.; Lennie Moore, Newark,
N. J.; Andrew McCray, Colonia,
N. J.; Emanuel Crockett, man-
ager. Raleigh; and William
Turner, manager, of Candor.
Alabama
BESSEMER I Mrs. Corinne Dobbs has re-
By G. W. IVEY 'turned home from Mississippi
where she visited her aunt,
The Busy Bee Social and Mrs. Anna Harris, who is con-
Savings Club held its regular fined to the hospital.
meeting at the home of Mrs.
LaVern Terry. After the meet-
ing a delicious dinner was serv-
ed by the hostess.
Miss Mettle M. Rogers, a re-
cent patient at University hos-




By D. E. PENDLETON
Bethlehem AME church held
a meeting last Sunday at the
church.
TRUSS VILLE
By L R. MEYERS
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hunter
announced the birth of their
first born, Robert, jr.
Several members of New
Bethel Baptist church worship-
ped last Sunday at their pas-
tor's other church in Copper
Spring.
After conducting his regu-
lar morning service at Mt. Ca-
naan Baptist church, Rev. T. C.
Williams with a croup of mem-
bers motored to Village Springs
where they appeared on the in-
stallation program of Rev. G.
W. Battle who has been called
to the pastorate succeeding the
late Rev. S. L. Green at First
Baptist church. Rev. Samuel
Illinois
AURORA
By ADA L. CARNOR
Members of Gales Memorial
Church held their annual
Mother's Day tea. Mrs. Ruth
Fengers, chairman.
Rev. Milo Joynes, pastor,
Main Street Baptist and congre-
gation were recent guests of the
Apostalic Faith Church. Bishop
Holly is pastor.
Rev. Woody is now pastor of
St. James AME church. Rev.
Holman has been transferred to
Racine, Wis.
Mrs. Cecelia Patterson Arm-
strong passed away last week.
She leaves her husband Dewey,
one daughter, Bettie Low and
one sister, Mrs. Frances Allen.
She was a member of the
Church of God in Christ.
Charles Barbee passed away
last week. He was chairman
of the deacon board of the Main
Street Baptist church and had
lived in Aurora 45 years. He
leaves his wife. Margerite, two
sons, Cortland and Thomas and
one daughter, Mrs. Ruth Davis.
AelC Arthur G. Fuller re-
cently left for California en
route to Formosa after termin-
ating a 21 day leave at the home




Miss Lucille Bolden and Mr.
Curtis Harris were married
May 21 at the home of Rev.
Homer Gatlin.
scheme and plan the menu ac-
cordingly. For example, a pizza
could be red and white radish
added to potato salad makes it
red and white, and blueberries
over vanilla ice cream could
provide the blue and white
touch.
Lee was guest speaker for the
tx•casi on.
Miss Carolyn Montgomery is
here from New York visiting
her grandmother, Mrs. Jennie
Brown and her aunt, Mrs, El-
bert Posey.
er's Day in Pensacola with her
daughter and son in law. Mr.
and Mrs. Elisha Colley.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brooks
of Sarasota visited here with
her mother, Mrs. Alice Byrd.
A. C. and Mrs. John E. Wat-
son's brother and wife. Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Autry of Louis-
ville visited with them for a
couple days.
Mrs. Elizabeth Brown gave
her mother a surprise Mother's
Day breakfast. Guests included
Mrs. R. Lynn, Mrs. Laura Wat-




By MARCUS H. BOULWARE
INTRODUCING SPEAKER
-Too many people in intro-
ducing a guest speaker talk
too long themselves
But you should have no
trouble if you remeber to do
these things:
I. Just before you introduce
the speaker, tell him in words
of one or two syllables just
how long he is to talk.
2. Tell the audience briefly
what the subject is and why
the speaker is qualified to
talk about it.
st.3. Pronounce the speaker's  
name only once and then as
the final word of your intro-
duction.
4. Lead the applause and
remain standing and looking
at the speaker until he has
taken his place on the plat
form and Is ready to begin.
5. Then, and only then, sit
down and congratulate your-
self on a job correctly done.
Thus it is seen that a good







For pamphlet on group dis-
cussion, send a stamped self-
addressed, long business en-
velope to Dr. Marcus H. Boul-
ware, Florida A. dr M. Univer-
sity. Box 156, Tallahassee, Fla
COOKOUT COLOR
NEW YORK (UPI) — Family
backyard 'Arnica can be varied
occasionally with a theme — gay
a red, white arid blue picnic.
Melvin Black, Durham;
Waithe, Boston, Mass.; an
Clarence Wilson, Durham,
received certificates of parti
pation.
Napoleon Horton of Wins
Salem and Eli Singleton
Emmett Martin, both of D
ham, received varsity te
monograms at the Awa
Day ceremonies. Lennie Bayl





corded Johnson, NCC's o
standing harrier. He was
ed NCAA All-American t
past season after finishing
end in the '60 NCAA cha
pionships. Johnson is also
ognized as the East Coes
most outstanding quarter-m
er and two-time CIAA 44
president of Virginia Uni
yard dash champlop.
Dr. Thomas H. Benders
University and past preside
of the Central Intercollegia
Athletic Ass'n, delivered




Members of Mt. Olive 13apt
church bought the Attuc
Grade School building — 1st
to be used as the church buil
ing. Rev. Raymond. pastor.
Shaffer Chapel AME chu
held its annual Mother's D
program last Sunday. Mrs. Ge
eva Shockley read an extelle
paper. Also Beleta Brevingto
daughter. Music furnished
the Youth choir. Mrs. Mary
Fee, pianist and sponsor.
Mrs. Helen Hatchett and ch
dren recently returned fro
Mayfield. Ky., where th
spent Mother's Day with h
mother.
Mrs. Georgie Baker ape
Mother's Day with her daug
ter Mrs. Harkins and son H.
Baker in Chicago.
Rey Copening was recent
appointed guard at the Ste
prison.
Walter Walls and his wit
Alta were guests at Shaffer.
CAIRO
By DAN CLARK
Old-timers visiting in t
city are: Mrs. Cora Randolp
the Bells on 25th st.;„„Lott
Holden Gordon, the Wades
Division; Doris Ja mese
James on 23rd at., also visiti
the Wades are their daught
and her husband, Mr. and M
Leslie Smith and their to
children,
Mr. Louis Hickerson, lege 7
died suddenly at home oti Di
sion at. Mr. Hickersou w
known as Nodis.
Mrs. Mary Morris nicely
word that her grandsomerho
as, a student of Carver'Ncho
in Portageville, Mo., id r
ceived an award certificate
second in oratory in a izonte
: at Lillbourn school. His 'Sub.!
MYSELF.
The long romance bitwe
the Rev. Mr. B. J. Luckett a
Mrs. Lola Neal came to- a c
max, Sunday, May 28,0e wh
they were joined in ho t% we
lock by the Rev, A. W. Ware
Miss Arlene Puckett a 24
and Commercial received fi
high honors as she greduat
from Sumner high scheol.
A bon voyage party WIla gi
en Miss Elizabeth Lindsay
the faculty of Sumner hi
school as she takes ship in
retirement from Cairo sch•
system.
The Past-Matrons club of
Easter Star entertained with
silver tea and open house
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DEFENDER SATUT
out alienating consumers of
either race.
How enthusiastic the Harvard
editorial staff is about Bullock's
study is evidenced by some of
the comments they made in their
correspondence with the author:
ager that the first Leader store "My personal feelings that this
was established on the south is an exceptionally fine man-
side. uscript are shared by the othercasts over WGES. The half I I understand that represent- editors. wrote Professor Johnhour program, from 5:30 to 6 atives of the government triedlFielden, assistant editor of thehas been warmly praised and to dissuade the Freedom Rid- Review.
Lewis A. H. Caldwell, presi- era from continuing their tour 
dent, and Atty. Theo F. Craw-
ley, broadcast program chair-
man'. are smiling. Future pro-
gram will include round table
discussions of a wide variety
of subjects.
We proudly announce that
on some future program the
Anecans will provide discus-
sions of educational valu e.
The Anecans is a creative
work shop of young adults, an
auxiliary of the American
Negro Emancipation Centen-
nial. Authority which in 1963
will sponsor one of the most
Other Peoples
BUSINESS
By A. L FOSTER
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
COSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
(Formerly Chicago Negro Chamber of ('ommerce)
The Ways and Means corn- struetion on State Street be-
mittee of the Cosmopolitan
Chamber of Commerce has
worked hard to produce a
good show for its "Channel
Scandals of 1961" Friday night
at the Packinghouse Labor and
Community Center, 4859 So.
Wabash ave. and all readers
of this column are urged to
attend. Tickets may be oh-
tamed at the Chamber office,
room 309, 417 E. 47th or by
calling OAkland 4-4617.
The talented artist Jackie
Ormes is chairman of the pro-
duction committee and has as-
sembled an array of talent
which assures a hilarious eve-
ning of fun and entertainment.
There will be dancing too with
music by the very popular
Willie Randall and his orches-
tra.
The next big event which
always gets the full support
of the community will occur
June 22 at McCormick Place
when the Chicago NAACP
sponsors its annual Freedom
Fund dinner. The dinner is
the largest fund-raising affair
staged for this organization
which has been fighting our
battles for so many years and
with Alabama. Mississippi,
Louisiana and other rebel
states more determined than
ever to deprive Negroes of
their American rights, every uscripts, and in making generalhope to obtain our objective loyal Chicago American should suggestions of great worth."and thus make Chicago thefeel it is duty to contribute, e , Harvard University's Grad-; finest city in the nation.
generousl .uate School of Business AdminIRETURNS TO CITY
istration is publishing the work-,The Cosmopolitan Chamber After a five-year absence,
Charles J. Cornegie has re- said by the editor to be "one of
the lengthiest in the history ofturned from California to Chi-
the Review"—because of t h ecage and resumed his duties
as general manager of Lead-
unique way it develops tech-
er Cleaners with which he had
niques by which sellers can de-
been associated for man 
segregate their advertising y with-
years. In California, Cornegie
was engaged in real estate.
Old friends and business as-
sociates were elated over his
the fee increased to $35. Ireturn.
RADIO SERIES It was while he was man-




of Commerce has reserved
several tables for its members.
I ask readers of this column
to order tickets through the
Chamber office. In Cleveland,
Detroit and other cities the
minimum contribution for the
dinner is $50 per plate. In
Chicago it has been only $25. I
am glad to note that this year
tan Chamber presented the
first of a series of radio broad-
tween 39th and 55th is com-
pleted it will house 26,770 per-
sons, according to Othello El-
lis of the Chicago Youth Bu-
reau. Under the leadership of
Cosmopolitan Chamber Of
Commerce Street Area Units,
ambitious plans for the com-
plete restoration of 43rd, 47th
and 51st streets to their for-
mer desirability as shopping
areas in preparation of taking
care of the needs of these
newcomers are being devel-
oped. lished in the Harvard Business
New construction, and re- Review, and appears in two in-
construction of buildings are stallments: the May-June and
contemplated. The new Illl- the July-August issues of this
nois Federal Savings and Loan . year.
building and the reconstructed When complimented for h i s
Chicago Metropolitan Mutual
Assurance building both on
So. Parkway near 47th are
forerunners of a new look in
that community.
In a recent letter, Mayor
Richard J. Daley wrote: "We
are very much interested in
the development of all areas
of the city and in bringing
about improvements which
will insure the healthy growth
and progress of the entire
community. Our present com-
prehensiveopment of the work. She con-
re-building and revitalizing all 
 plan contemplates
tributed valuable assistance in
deteriorated sections and with field enumeration, classification
and tabulation of data, typing
the entire drafts of the m a is.
the help of good citizens and
organizations such as yours we
HOUSTON, Texas — Under
the title, "Constener Motiva-
tions in Black and White," Dr.
H. A. Bullock, professor of so
ciology and director of Grad-
uate Research in Texas South-
ern University, and author of a
book dealing with urban Negro
markets, has developed an en-
tirely new concept in "inte-
grated" advertising.
The study, a very detailed
analysis of the forces that influ-
ence the buying habits of Negro
and white consumers, is pub-
significant contribution to the
prestige of Texas Southern Uni-
versity and his theoretical con-
tribution to the field of motiva-
tional research in consumer be-
havior. Bullock refused to ac-
cept sole credit: "None of this
could have happened." he said,
"without the sustained support
of Dr. S. M. Nabrit, president.
"I want it made clear." he
continued, "that my research as-
sistant Mrs. Naomi W. Levi,
had a heavy hand in the devel-
of the South and Rev. Martin
Luther King from returning
1 Bargainersto Alabama. I am glad they
did not succeed. In all crises
caused by bigots who would ,„,iru For
take from Negroes their con-
stitutional rights. Negroes are Pact Bidasked to cease their struggle 
for justice. By ROBERT IRVIN
We were assured that at DETROIT — (UPI) — The
some dim future time the bar-; refrigerators are in. The air con-
riers would be dropped. They!ditioning has been installed. And
wouldn't have been. On an-.the long walnut table is cleaned
other occasion when hoodlums and polished.
were stoning colored girls at, In short, everything is ready
a Chicago beach, a Protestant for General Motors Corp., and
outstanding exhibits of Negro minister at a meeting of the the United Auto Workers union
progress and achievement ever!Interracial Committee of the to kick off a new round of bar-
attempted. Members of Anecas Church Federation proposed gaining talks June 28.
;tie acquainting them selvess that Negro ministers urge their Both sides hope that with all
With the lives and contribu-i members to stay away from the advance preparations there
tions of American Negroe stall beaches. We can't win by will be no dispute this year over
throughout history to stimu-i running away.
late public interest in their ac-i
neents. At present all Ariecans!, Egg Consumption
and  achieve-! c
ae working 
togethershop bu  later they will 
Gains Att in one ;wj 
ahd communication, musi c. 
W 00 Iworth'sdivided into publications .some unkind remarks about the
fistoryy and library, artists NEW YORK — Egg pur-laccommodations.
and writers work shops. purchases from Illinois andl For 20 years. Reuther said,
Members of the Cosmopoli_ other egg-producing areas for the UAW had been a polite and
tan Chamber are urged to ad- T. W. Woolworth Co. restau- humble guest, giving up t h e
vertise in a very artistically rants exceeded four million homey conveniences of Solidari-
designed souvenir program to
be given to guests who attend
, the Debutante Cotillion spon-
sored by the Chicago 
Chapter! The report showed egg pur-of The Links, Inc., June 24.
chases for the company's 1,763Estell (Mrs. Arthur) Jones
whom I knew in Columbus. 
luncheonettes and 19 in-store tel.
Ohio, years ago has authorized 
and free-standing cafeterias. lo-I The UAW chief was place This percentage will increasee
ated in all 50 states, reachedlthen by promises of more offioa1 in 1961. according to Carrier, as
more heat pumps are installed
in the South and Far West and
even in the cooler areas above
the Mason-Dixon line. In t h e
cooler climate smaller apart-
ment buildings and row houses
are considered good markets
for heat pumps because their
many feet of common walls pre-
vent heat loss and make this
; form of electric heat economic-
al.
In New Jersey. for example.
,tenants in the new heat pump-
equipped Olympus Apartments
at Haddon Heights paid an av-
;erag of only $10 per month for.
Iheating during the fall-earlyi
winter months when tempera- !
tum often dropped below freez-
ing.This same heat pump sys. i.:rEleaTaacsktin.edelt:Velcitiate431eac 
see 
yhoint,
ant average monthly coat of less ,lull, dark, 'drab skin take on' 
a new lighter, brighter, softer,'thin M. 
smoother look.
Black and White Bleaching
Cream's action works elf ec-
tively inside your skin. Mod-
ern science knows no faster
way of lightening skin. Start
using it this very day!
DR. H. A. BULLOCK, right,
 h specialist, and Mrs.
Naomi W. Levi, research as-
sistant. go over copy of Dr.
Bullock's study "Consumer
Low Rent Housing Chief
Is Sensitive To Needs
By EDWARD COWAN
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Marie C. McGuire, sivery-hair-
ed director of the federal low-
rent housing program, has an
enormous sensitivity to peo-
ple's needs.
Housing for the elderly, es-
pecially the low-income elderly,
is her pet interest. But giving
senior citizens a dwelling which
is physically safe and comfort-
able is not the limit of her con-
cern.
She perceives that most older
people do not want to be shutMotivations in Black and off from the community. They
White," which is published want to be part of it — toin Harvard Business Review, have activities of their own.in two installments. Few, she has found, want to be
stay-at-homes.
Want A Mortgage? Here's A
List Of Helpful Guideposts
By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
June is the month, not only of
weddings, but of mortgages,
and if you're in the market for
one a little research on the sub-
ject will be well worth your
while.
Getting a mortgage is buying
the use of cash and, as with
any type of loan, a potential
home owner can make a better
deal for himself if he knows
what terms to bargain for. -
Theodore Irwin, writing "All
About Mortgages," in the cur-
rent issue of Redbook magazine,
suggests some special provisions
you might want to ask for in a
mortgage.
(The advice, incidentally, is
timely since, according to the
U.S. Savings & Loan league,
greatest lending volume f o r
mortgages occurs between May
and August, with June the peak
month.)
Among the mortgage provi-
sions you may not have heard
of is one, comparatively new,
which could prove a boon in a
crisis — a "skip payment"
clause. This clause, after about
five years. permits you to pass
up one monthly payment a year.
The mortgage term is extend-
ed by the number of months
skipped and the missed interest
added on. The Veterans Admin-
istration allows this deferment,
but tne FHA has no such pro-
vision.
Another boon is an "open-
end" clause which allows you to
reopen, renew or even increase
your mortgage by as much
money as you've already paid
off.
EXTEND PLAN
If after five years, for ex-
ample, you have paid off $2,000
and suddenly need cash to pay
a big bill or finish off the at-
tic, the $2.000 will be returned
to you on request, and the mort-
gage extended another five
years at the original interest
rate. While many homeowners
can borrow against their mort-
gages, without such a clause
they must pay a higher interest
rate on the borrowed money.
A "pre-pay-without-penalty"
clause is another that could
prove a big money saver should
a windfall or larger-than-antici-
pated income make it possible
for you to make bigger pay-
ments on your mortgage.
Some lenders accept pre-pay-
ment of up to 20 per cent of the
mortgage in any year without
penalty. Others charge a fee to
pre-pay. The FHA permits pre-
the Chamber to accept space
orders. Drop in or call. We
have the rate sheet and will made at the local store level. ling. but with one difference.give all information necessary.
Savannah Palmer is chairman.
ON PROJECT
Lewis A. H. Caldwell and,
Daryl Grisham saw to it that
when the Great A igr P store at,
3333 W. Madison. was rebuilt
after a disastrous fire, it was
reopened with a large supply
of Baldwin ice cream and
Parker Ho cc sausage. And'
George Jones of Joe Louisl
Milk company is knocking:
hard at the door of High Low's,
main office to get their prod-
uct in all High Low outlets.
Many Cosmopolitan Cham-
ber members were seen at the
dedication of the new Joe,
and modern building last Sun-
day. 
new
This writer has accepted an
invitation from Rep. Kenneth
K. Wilson to serve on the Cal.-
zenis Committee which will
co-sponsor the 10th annual,
Children's Christmas Benefit—
Ralph H. Metcalfe Night at
the Packinghouse Workers
Ballroom. Oct. 20. Last Christ-
mas 1.000 needy families in
the third ward received food.
clothing and toys. This year
we expect to provide Christ-
mas cheer to at least 1,500.
When the 4,415 unit-housing
project now in process of con-
will also include the announce-Heat Pumpswith GM in 1958. UAW Presi-
of the past year's highlights.
and an outline of major upcom-
ing projects.
MEN, AT LAST It, HERE
Jar* New RUSATORIX And Ent*, Life
1 a dieser 'reparation rilIKATORFY take.'up *Pere nature %root eft e BNYCIC.14.r FON, ANSA Only 5500, tett • 2
tied •;‘1.::*'1 ,ko4.tst"C."44ne COlf: 7:"
Alone* OrAe, NOW
THE RI/MTOREX CO.
239 E I ISM St. So,
NEW YORK 29, N. V.
We pick up any Ora, at
unwonted animals
Can the central city — the "Rx for Revitalizing the Central: Animal Welfare League
heart of the metropolitan area— City. l; Call NOrmal 7-0089
be rejuvenated in pace with the As an exponent of central city
growth of its outer fringe? rejuvenation, Rouse was instru-
This will be the topic of mental in planning urban re-
James W. Rouse, chairman of newel projects now under way
ACTION, Inc. (the National in downtown Baltimore and
Council for Good Cities), when Washington, D.C., He will out-
he speaks Thursday. June 8. at line how rebuilding is being done
the 27th annual meeting of the in these major cities and relate
Metropolitan Housing and Plan-, them to Chicago's plans.
ning Council of Chicago. it was, The need for central city re-
announced. I building of Chicago on a plan-
Rouse, president of James W..ned basis was first spearheaded
Rouse ez Company. Inc., Bal-!15 years ago in 1946 by the,coffee. donuts and the general
timore. one of the nation's lead- Metropolitan Housing and Plan-comfort of rooms on the fifth .
n. • z g mortgage banking and real ning council, when it suggested,floor of the GM building in mid-
estate companies. will speak on a guide for a central area plan.town Detroit.
The council's annual meetingDuring the last negotiations
ment of new officers, a reviewdent Walter P. Reuther had
pounds during 1960. according ty House (the union headquar-
to a report released by H. W. ters) to come clear across town
Bode. general supervisor of res- to General Motors Hereafter.
taurant operations. ,Reuther said, the meetings
would be held on neutral
ground, such as a downtown ho'
an all-time high of 4.500 pounds.i space for union bosses, and the
Virtually all purchases were talks went on at the GM build.
THE FUNDAMENTALS be
hind the modern trend to-
ward home high fidelity and
stereo systems ars discussed
and demonstrated by a lec-
ture team from Shure Bro-




Mtrc ,c1.,.irig and med.
organisations in the electri-
cal appliance field received
a briefing from Ray Ward.
distributor sales manager,
and Doris Wilterding, sales
assistant, from tho high
denty component and micro-
Gaining Home
Market Approval
Public acceptance of heat
pumps reached a new high in
1960 when builders installed
this type of heating and cooling
system in one out of every five
centrally air conditioned n e w
home, according to the Carrier
Information service
phone manufacturing firm.
Rejuvenating City Areas  
Animal WelfareHousina Lecture Topic
It is important to help older
people fulfill these aspirations,
Mrs. McGuire feels, not only
for their own contentment, but
because they have talents and
knowledge from which the com-
munity can profit.
Housing projects for the elder-
ly must "help them rebuild a
sense of the future," the New
Frontier's public housing can-
misioner said in an interview
"They should have libraries and
interesting things to do. They
need meeting and lecture places
to regenerate their sense of con-
tributing to society. They want
to get into politics and take an
interest in national, state a n d
world affairs."
THOUGHTFUL, PRACTICAL
Being practical as well as
thoughtful, Mrs. McGuire re-
lates these perceptions to hous-
ing design. For example, it has
been proposed that low-rent
projects could increase their in-
rugged life she moved to Hous-
ton and sUiyed put for a while.
(She and her husband were later ik
divorced.) She studied wartime
housing problems and real estate
at the Universities of Texas and
Houston and worked her way up
to the post of assistant director
of the Houston Housing Authori-
ty.
MADE NAME
In 1949 she was making such
a name for herself that the San
Antonio's city fathers hired her
away and made her executive
director of their housing au-
thority.
Mrs. McGuire is boss of an
agency which pays out more
than 6150 million a year in
housing subsidies. She is the
Public Housing administration's
first female chief and one of
the few women in Washington
with an "operating" or execu-
tive position. Most women have •Ipi
come by leasing ground floor staff or advls°rY jobs'
space for stores. This is a con-
troversial proposal.
Mrs. McGuire's view is that
payment of up to 15 per cent' stores should be permitted only
in any year without penalty. if there are none in the neigh-
The VA is the most lenient; you borhood. "If everything is too
can prepay virtually any amount convenient, right in the build-
without penalty. ing. It deprives the older person
If you are buying anew of the incentive to go out into
house, Irwin points out, t h e the community," she explained.
builder often will have paved She recalled the old man who
the way for a mortgage. Never- asked his son to stop sending a
theless, it still may pay you to box of cigars each month. He
shop around on your own, explained to the well-meaning
son that going out for cigarsSHOP AROUND
was the only regular shoppingIn buying an older home, big
savings often can be made —if 
he did. and he enjoyed it.
you can assume the seller's 
Born and reared in Washing-
original mortgage. As recently 
ton and nearby Virginia, M r 'a.
McGuire, now 56, has had aas a few years ago. interest
rates were as low as four per
cent. You may have to pay more
cash down than with a new
loan but often the "closing
costs" involved are substantial-
ly lower. The deal, however,
her—journalism, history, Span-
ish—but not enough of otherby the lender who made the 
courses to get a degree.original loan.
In 1929 she married JohnIf you live in a small town or
rural area where mortgages are
scarce, or if you live in a large
city and are rejected because
you are a member of a racial
or religious minority group, you
can turn to the Voluntary Home
Mortgage Credit Program, in
Washington, D.C.. a joint indus-
try-government group set up by
Congress to aid home buyers




n't be careless about perspiration
r —you may offend without know-
SO change to Nix, the true efler-
tf cream deodorant. Nix keeps odor
x) 24 /wart a day. Safe, gentle,
n't dry out in the jar. Save most—
large jars of Nix.
You knew
you're will
with NIX ia moo
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varied life. Her first job here
was as a secretary and research
assistant at the AFL. She went
to George Washington universi-
ty at night for seven years. tak-
ing courses which interested
McGuire, a geophysicist. F o r
several years they explored for
oil in Louisiana's Bayous and
the southwest, Mrs. McGuire
lived on houseboats and in tents
and trailers. She worked the
drilling rigs with the male!
"roughnecks."
After several years of this
LEARN NEWBUSINESS SKILLS
intensive, practical °senses
Business Engineering, Legal Die tot.,
Accounting. Business English. Yvon,
and Shorthand. Selling by Mall. Busi-
ness Law. Letter Writing. Starting
Your Own Businesc, Advertising StartJune 19 FREE CATALOG





ing Administrator Robert C.
Weaver has announced the ap-
pointment of Francis X. Ser-
vaites, at present executive di-
rector of the National Capital
Housing Authority, as deputy
public housing commissioner.
He will be the principal assist-
ant of Public Housing Commis-
sioner Marie C. McGuire.
Servaites has had extensive
experience in the field of hous-
ing. His record of intimate as-
sociation extends back for over Aft.
20 years and includes more than IP
a decade of service with the
Public Housing Administration
and its predecessor agencies.
During his previous years
with the PHA he has been a
housing manager. a management
supervisor, assistant to the re-
gional director, and regional di-
rector and has covered in h i
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build security for millions
through U.S. Savings Bonds
What the Savings Bond Program be-gan in 1241. thousands of communities
rose to the occasion. People in aria,
fraternal, tistrwice and veterans' groups
organised Bond drives, sold Bonds is
their neighbors and bought Bonds
themselves.
The tremendous savings Plan Nat
suited has bought $78 billion worth et
raw homes, college degrees and retire-
ment funds. And Americans Mil owe
$43 billion in Bonds--ii huge chunk el
security which grows bigger each year.
.hrst as in 1841, every Sayings Baud
you buy is a ohms in a stronger Amer-
ica. As a personal investment. U.S.
Savings Bonds are absoiutely Asides
and guaranteed to grow.
Toucan buy Serino Bonds wheve yew
bank, or on the "inirtenrneet plea"
where you work. Why not leek See k
today?
"A community grows on Me savings—and eke volunteer
workers,"
says AN Linkfeeter. honour Mend oi the Rend Program
"Amesieres rornmunitins, 114 *elfish efforts have helped iroand small, have gotten behind meny Americans build soundly
for the future.the Savings Bond Program10(1%. Every one of um owes a
vote of thanks to the commu-
nity organizations and other
volunteer groups whose tm- Oat luLaC
Yon save more than money with
Savings Bonds
Buy them where you work or bank
YOUR NAME NEU



























































































































































































By James G. Gregory
CHEMICAL WEED AND
INASECT CONTROL GUIDESR COTTON
CHEMICAL WEED CONTROL
Farmers that used the P r e-
Emergence Treatment (a n y
treatment made at planting or
before the seedlings emerge)
for weed control in cotton this
year, should be reminded that
treatment will not control es-
tablished perennials such as
Johnsongrass, Burmudagrass
or Trumpet Vine. Under nor-
mal conditions the pre-emerg-
ence treatment will give good
control for four to six weeks.
The herbicide film on the sur-
face of the soil should not be
disturbed. It is is broken by
implement wheels, or even foot-
prints, weed seeds may germi-
nate at these points. Therefore,
cultivation should be delayed as
.ssible.
To control Johnsongrass and
termudagrass in small areas,
thoroughly wet the foliage to
the point of run-off with one
pound of dalapon in 10 gallons
of water. Re-treat in one week
if regrowth occurs.
COTTON INSECT CONTROL
Insect control is one of t h e
tools in use which can contribute
to more profitable crops. Insect
control costs money, therefore,
base the use of insect control on
the need of the field. Every field
presents a different situation.
Your field may require control
while an adjacent field, or one
down the road may not. If the
insects are not present, there is
no justification for control.
Poison only when it is required.
The only person who can de-
termine the need for insecticid-
al control is the grower or other
qualified persons. Weekly in-
spections of cotton fields must
be made in order to time insec-
ticide applications for effective
and economic control.
Due to poor stands in many
of the fields this year, closer
inspection should be made dur-
ing the seedling stage for in-
sect that attack the plant im-
mediately after emerging, In-
sects that usually attack cotton
in the seedling stage are: thrips,
ffeabettles, aphids, and cut-
worms. The damage from cot-
ton insects cannot be over em-
phasized. Seedling cooton should
be watched closely for thrips,
cutworms and ffeabeetles. Ap-
ply controls as needed. A loss
of stand can not be afforded
now.
For further information on
cotton insect control, control
materials and other cotton
pests, see your County Agent
and University-Tennessee Pub-







Bellevue, 1:30, Klondike vs.
Beavers; Orange Mound, 4:00,
Chicks vs. Dodgers; Orange
Mound, 1:30, Hardwood vs.
Blues.
Thurs, June 15
Lincoln, 7:30, Beavers vs.
Dodgers.
Sun, June 18
Klohdike, 4:00, Hardwood S'
vs. Klondike; Bellevue, 1:30,
Blues vs. Dodgers; Lincoln,
4:00, Chicks vs. Beavers.
We-1, June 21
Bellevue, 7:30, Chicks vs.
• Klondike.
Fri, June 23
' Lincoln, 7:30, Blues vs. Bea-
vers.
.. Sum June 25
Bellevue, 1:30, Beavers vs.
Hardwood; Bellevue, 4:00,
.e Chicks vs. Blues; Howze, 1:30,
Klondike vs. Dodgers.
tWi, June 30
Lincoln, 7:30, Klondike vs.
:lues.
Division II
Lincoln, 7:00, Travelers vs.
Magnolia Eagles.
Sun, June 11
Lincoln, 1:30, Indians vs.
Magnolia Eagles; Lincoln, 4:00
Dodgers vs. LeMoyne Braves;
Bellevue, 4:00, Giants vs. So.
Memphis Travelers.
Wed, Jun* 14
Bellevue. 7:00, Eagles vs.
LeMoyne Braves.
Fri, June 16
Lincoln, 7:00, Giants vs.
Spring Hill Dodgers.
Sun. June 19
Orange Mound, 1:30, Eagles
vs. Spring Hill Dodgers; Orange
Mound, 4:00, Dodgers vs. Mag-
nolia Eagles; Bellevue, 4:00,
Giants vs. Hyde Park Indians;
incoln, 1:30, Travelers vs.
-Moyne Braves.
Sun, June 25
Lincoln, 1:30, Eagles vs. Hol-
lywood ,Giants; Lincoln, 4:00,
Dodgers vs. So. Memphis
Travelers; Howze, 4:00, Indians
vs. LeMoyne Braves.
Thurs, June 29





vs. E. L. Bruce; Klondike, 4:00
Hurnko vs. Mphs. Furniture
Co. •
Sun, Juni 16
Howze, 1:30. E. L. Bruce vs.
Humko; Howze, 4:00, E. L
Bruce vs. Humko; Klondike
.1:30, Mphs. Furn. vs. DeSoto
Hardwood.
Thurs, June 22
Lincoln, 7:00, Hardwood vs
Mphs. Furniture Co.
Sun, June 25
Klondike, 1:30, Humko vs
eeSoto Hardwood; Klondike




Bellevue, 7:00, Cash Wild-
cats vs. Letter Carriers.
Sat. June 10
Orange Mound, 4:00, Letter
Carriers vs. Black Hawks; Lin-
coln, 4:00, Cash Wildcats vs.
Tate Red Sox.
Sat, Jtme 17
Lincoln. 1:30 Cash Wildcats
vs. Black Caps; Howze, 1:30,
Tate Red Sox vs. Black Hawks;
Lincoln 4:00, Letter Carriers vs.
Dermon Gems.
Mon, June 19
Lincoln. 7:00, Black Caps vs.
Tate Red Sox.
Sat, June 24
Lincoln, 1:30, Letter Carriers
vs. Tate Red Sox; Klondike,
'1:30, Black Caps vs.Black
Hawks; Lincoln, 4:00. Dermon
Gems vs. Cash Wildcats.
Division V
Thurs. June 11
Lincoln, 7:00, General Depot
vs. Jim Walters Homes.
Sat. June 10
Klondike, 1:30, Bemis Bag vs.
General Depot; Klondike, 4:00
Wesson Oil vs. Jim Walter's
Homes; Orange Mound, 1:30,




Chemical vs. Bemis Bag; Klon-
dike, 4:00, Nickey Brothers vs.
Jim Walter's Homes; H o w t,
4:00, Wesson Oil vs. General
Depot.
Sat, June 24
Orange Mound, 1:30, General
Depot vs. Humko Chemical;
Klondike, 4:00, Wesson Oil vs.
Nickey Brothers; Orange
Mound, 4:00, Bemis Bag vs.
Jim Walter's Homes.
Mon. June 26




MADISON, Wis. - (UPI) -
The State Industrial Commis-
sion came out unanimously
against the merger of its Fair
Employment Practices division
with the Governor's Commis-
sion on Human Rights. 
Thecommission sent a let-
ter to Sen. Leo O'Brien, R-
Green Bay, stating, "we feel
this problem of discrimination
in employment is properly a
labor function and should be
administered by an agency
fully acquainted with the
problems of labor."
Chairman Mathias Schimenz
of the commission, an ap-
pointee of Gov. Gaylord Nel-
son, said he had favored the
bill "a year or so ago" but
was now opposed to it. He said
in a telephone conversation
that "it would be a step back-
ward." Governor Nelson pro-
posed the merger.
The commission letter said
further that "its 50 years of
experience in administration
of labor laws has gained it the
confidence and understanding
of labor and management -
employer and employe.
"We hope nothing will be





ST. LOUIS, Mo. - A bill
aimed at prohibiting racial or
religious discrimination in
places of public accommodation
has been passed overwhelming
by the board of alderman.
The measure was passed by
a 20 to 4 vote.
During a floor debate, one
of the aldermen said "Our
country is losing prestige be-
cause we are not treating all
of o u r citizens equally."'
Another proponent for the bill
said: "The constitution of t h e
U. S. rejects the notion that
the rights of men mean the
rights of some men." He added,
"Inequalities have threatened
the democratic faith and t h e
proposition on which our na-
tion was founded that all men
are created equal.
The aldermen were expect-
ed to seek to have the state
enact the legislation.
NEW YORK - America's
churches have been riding the
crest of a wave of spiritual pros-
perity for 15 yearws, but here





By FRANK L. STANLEY
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Vote
on Primary Day! This is a time-
worn admonition and really we
should have reached the stage of
development where it would not
be necessary to remind voters to
go to the polls on Primary Day.
But this year, locally Primary
Day loomed more important than
ever, particularly to the Negro
citizens of Louisville.
There was the opportunity to
select candidates in both parties,
who will compete against each
other in the general election in
November. Failure to vote in
this Primary may well mean
that an undesirable candidate
will be the standard bearer of a
particular party.
Many people make the mis-
take of sitting idly by and let-
ting the politicians decide who
our candidate will be. In this
election, there were more candi-
dates than ever before in his-
tory. It was a healthy sign that
so many aspirants offered them-
selves up. On the other hand
however, it made it more neces-
sary for voters to learn all they
can about all candidates before
they cast their vote.
I have been a strong advocate
that the primary requisite f o r
any candidate where Negro
voters are concerned is how he
stands on civil rights. As a
rule, most candidates are gen-
erally qualified enough to oc-
cupy given offices. We realize
there are many broad considera-
tions that confront all citizens,
irrespective of race, color or
creed. But for Negro voters, civ-
il rights still remains the prime
consideration.
In the May 23 Primary, it was
not too difficult to separate the
liberals from the conservatives.
However, we needed to be very
careful not to be taken in by
double talk. Generally, these
candidates have soft-pedaled
civil rights. However, a few
have been outspoken.
Those who did not taken the
time to find out what they
should know about all candi-
dates are reminded to be on
guard Against soft words and
soft-soap. We certainly suggest
that voters insist whenever the
opportunity presents itself, that
all candidates talk sense, talk
honestly, and talk candidly. Asier•
voters we have to employ the
best means at hand of screening





Fifty years ago the world's
first group insurance plan went
into effect on June 1; this is
its Golden Anniversary.
Equitable Life Assurance
Society of the United States was
the pioneer in this case. The
beginning was small indeed-
the issuance of about $700 of
life insurance for each of the
121 employees of a New Jersey
factory. And this revolutionary
plan was not warmly welcomed.
WEEKEND GUESTS
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Snow of
St. Louis, Mo., and Mrs. Inez
Boyd of Memphis were t h e
weekend guests of Rev. and
Mrs. Carey Smith of '519 S.
15th St., of West Memphis, Ark.
Mrs. Snow and Mrs. Smith
are the daughters of Mrs.
Boyd. Mrs. Smith is recover-
ing from injuries received in
a recent automobile accident.
Mrs. Snow and Mrs. Boyd
said they were very pleased
at the rapid recovery Mrs.
Smith is making.
BEAUTICIAN DAY
The Excelliors chapter of the
Beauticians association h a s
made plans for "Beautician
Day" to be held July 30 at the
White Stone Baptist church on
MrEwen at.
Efforts are being made to
have every beautician in the
state to attend the program
Mrs. Carlotta Stewart is sched-
uled to deliver the keynote ad
dress, The affair will be open
to the public, says the presi
dent of the chapter, Mrs. Mar
garet Pembroke. Mrs. Priscilla
Burke is the chapter's report
A MEAT COOKERY DEM- Stock and Meat Board of
ONSTRATON was given re- Chicago. The care of meat In
cently at Florida A&M Un- the horn* was stressed and
iveirsity by Miss Hattie Mc- recipes were tastefully pre-
Swain, a field horn* *con- pared.
enlist of the National Live
Look Out, Here Come
The Greyhounds June 23
The Sixth annual Dog-Rac-
ing season at Southland Grey-
hound Park on highway 61 be-
tween West Memphis and
Marion, Ark., is scheduled to
open Friday night, June 23.
Post time has been set at '7:45
p.m. An overwhelming crowd
is expected to be on hand to
participate in the activities of
the track's opening.
The new feature for this
dog-racing season will be the
"Daylight" or "Matinee racing"
which is to be held every Sat-
urday and holiday, starting
July 1 at 1:30 p.m. Manage-
ment said "we are constantly
seeking to improve and add to
our facilities for the comfort
and enjoyment of our patrons."
To initiate last season's open-
ing, management of South-
end Racing corporation open-
ed the spacious, convenient K-9
club which is one of the finest
clubs of its kind in the na-
completely glass-enclosed of-
fete spectators an excellent
view of the entire track. It is
available to club groups or-
ganizations, and other groups
which are engaged in render-
ing community service, non-
profitable, without charge.
Many national known celeb-
rities have visited Southland
Racing Track.
Management of the race
track does not spare expense
in providing some new facility
for patrons each year.
Also, operators of the track
has put forth great effort in
providing fair employment,
treatment and courtesies to all
racing fans who visit the track
without regards to their stand
and station in life.
Southland enjoyed one of
the greatest seasons last year
in the history of the tracks
which was opened in 1955, said
management.
ion. The Walnut Panel club. The Daylight races will fea-
Clerics Often Under Paid
Church Leaders Admit
By LOUIS CASSELS churches have often pointed out,
United Press International
Many churches are skinflint
employers. They violate their
own ethical teachings by exploit
ing the people who work for
them - not only ministers, but
also secretaries, janitors a n d
other employee.
That is the conclusion - per-
haps it should be called the con-
fession - of a group of church
leaders who took part in a re-
cent consultation on the econom-
ic practices of America's
churches.
The consultation, first of its
kind, was sponsored by the Na-
tional Council of Churches. Rep-
resentatives of 16 leading
Protestant denominations parti-
cipated. The discussions were
private, but the consensus of the
meeting has been published in a
little booklet which is now be-
ing distributed to churches
throughout the nation for pray-
erful consideration.
The conferees began with the
sound premise that churches
should practice what they
preach. Their frequent pleas for
application of Christian princi-
ples to economic life will have
a hollow ring unless they set
an example of ethical behavior
in the management of their own
business and financial affairs.
And ethical behavior, as the
ture 10 races. . . the daily
double will be on the first and
second races, and quiniales on
every race. Admission is 25
cents. Parking is free. Races
are not cancelled on account
of weather conditions . . rain
or shine. Fans can see the
races from box seats or from
the luxurious air-conditioned
level. For reservations, call RE
5-3670. Minors are not allow-
ed to attend races at South-
land Track.
includes paying your employes
a fair wage.
LONG HOURS
Surveys submitted to the con-
sultation showed that the cash
salaries of Protestant ministers
average about $4,500 a year for
a 60 to 80 hour work week. The
basic salary is supplemented, in
most cases, by housing and auto
allowances and a variety of
small fees and gratuities which
add up. on the average, to less
than $1,500 a year.
But the minister's reel take-
honie pay is much smaller than
these figures indicate. He drives
an average of 1,000 miles •
month on church business, but
his auto allowance usually cov-
ers only a small fraction of the
expense this entails. So he has
to use a substantial part of his
shay-often as much as one
fourth of it-to meet car coats.
Moreover, community expec-
tations enforce upon a minister
a standard of living he can ill
afford. He must dress well. His
parsonage is often pre-empted
for meetings of church groups,
and must be reasonably well
furnished. He is expected to
give generously to worthy
causes as well as to needy in-
dividuals who apply to him for
help.
The result of these financial
pressures is plain in one survey
finding: Two-thirds of all min-
isters are in debt. Most of those
who have managed to stay
out of the red have done so only
because their wives have taken
jobs to help support the family.
MOST FORTUNATE
For all their troubles, pastors
are the most fortunate employes
of churches. Data presented to
the consultation showed that
there is usually a very wide
gap between the salary of the
pastor and that of any other pro-
fessional employe - such as
an assistant minister, or direc-
tor of religious education -
which a church may retain. The
latter frequently receive $3,500
a year or less.
Janitors and sextons employ-
ed full-time by churches are of-
ten paid below-standard wages,'
with the average compensation
in the neighborhood of $2.000
year.
Secretaries and other office
workers are paid an average or'
$2.800 a year - considerably'
less than the prevailing rate for
similar jobs in private business.
Participants in the consults.'
lion did not attempt to set spe-
cific dollar minimums for fair'
compensation of church em-.
ployes. But they did urge ell.
churches to pay their non-oe-.
dained employes, such as secre-
taries and sextons. the "full go-
ing wage" which prevails in the
community for that type of.
work.
As for the salary of the min-
ister and his ordained assistants,
the report said:
"It is not a question of pay-
ing him 'what he is worth.' The
minister is a dedicated person.
He does not look for his re-
wards in terms of material
goods.
"The crucial question is, how
much income must he have in
order to do his work most ef-
fectively in the parish? The An-
swer will depend upon such mat-
ters as living costs in the area.
the economic level of the mem-
bers of his congregation, t h e
size of his family, the ages of
his children.
LOWERS DIGNITY
"His salary should not be
computed at a level that would
anticipate his accepting clerical
discounts for goods and services.
Such discounts embarrass the
minister and lower the dignity
of the church in the sight of the
community.
Advertise In The Want-Ad Section Weekly




YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the ethisiesipte
.-,iste Line. MADAM SELL le back after a
long time Of being away and at last she Is
back to stay in bet new home.
Are von Dissatisfied with marriage? Hort
yen lost filth In yetis husband, wile or 
sweetheart? Are yes
In bad besith? Are yen dia ecif It any of these are tow
problems ,,I ote let MADAM BEti advise you at once. Skit
will read die to you pun as she would read an epee 
book
rell you why your lob or business is oot a success it you 
ham
failed M the rest !OM. se* MADAM BELL at ones.
Located on Highway 51 South. 1nst ever Mississippi Stow
Line. on the way to Hernando. Her borne Is t blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSote Motel. Sit sun
to look for the RED BRIER noun and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never lad an Once In West MeMphis.)
Catch yellow be. marked Whitebaven State Lino and gel
off at Slam Line and walk blocks and see MADAM BELLS
HAND Witt
:OME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
flours IP a tn. to I p.m.
Readings Daily Open en Sunday.
I don't matt any home calls or answer any letters. Se sure






LOCATED AT WEST MEMPHIS. ARR.
1403 BROADWAt ON BROADWAY AT CORNEk LATH ST
God Gifted Power a healer, I give you your luck days
your lucky number advice about Health, Business. 
Marriage
and iove affairs if yoe have any marriage problems please
bring them to me. I am sure I can help you.
If you are WM worried and run down please come to me
I can help. money Is no object If you seem to be 
carrying an
evil condition that's bolding you down; It your luck never
seems to lust reach you; I: MT loved ones seem to be
drifting away from r.ru; if you have any of these problems
can most certainly help you.
rusr III minute' ,rom down town Memphis. G, r the Wee
Memphis Hun to the tAinlinental Hay Station at the come
anti Union et
Ask the Bus ()rivet to let you oft on Broadway corner o
14th street open every day.
Divine Guidance Can Solve
Your Problems! Send $3 with
Birth Date And Problem. Per-
sonal Visits invited.
Divine Guidance FL 2-3065
P. 0. Box 275-T .Jackson, Miss.
FOR RENT
VACANT neatly furnished 2
Room-Apartment
2552 Supreme FA 3-4024
Private Room, furnished with
complete bath. $7.00 Weekly.
2401 Eldridge off Hollywood.
Lot For Sale
In Nice Neighborhood
Suitable For 3-Bedroom Mouse
Or Duplex
CASH OR CREDIT
DX T. F. KAHN
276 E. McLEMORE
MU 2-3270 WH 6-4576
FOR RENT
BRICK DUPLEX, 3 rooms, bath




SALARIES TO SAO WEEKLY
Ouaranteed iobt. best working
conditions Pre. TOM, board. tml-
forme, TV. Tickets .eist, A-1
Agency, 100 A Male Si., Remit-
etead, Long Island, N Y
Taylors Upholstery Shop
Platform Rockers $29.95
1-Z Terms - Nothing Down







PA. 3-14013 BR 44344
20 MAIDS NEEDED
Per Chicago - New York
To DM Weekly Age. 20-45
Pre. Room, Board T V
Ticket Sent, Reference. Needed.
Write or Call
unte•tt Employment Atone!
2072 Tamar MisroPhie. Tenn.PA 7.8124 CIL 14700
ilIgigiNg===== mmumor
FOR SALE-Refrigerators W•shin•
Machines Gas Stove. SW Oe utt
We elan pay toe vetoes eor omen
Refriroratoro l• 74706
SEPTIC TAMES GREASE TRAPS
cleanse - repetred Reasonable
Prices. Pun inspection -





DO YOU CRAVE WHAT
EVERY MAN NEEDS AFTER
40 If you lark PEP and energy
hten do as thousand, do, take
BRACER TABLETS for MEN,
with Royal Jelly, the new See
Secret of the Queen Bees. send
11$ Or 311-day supply. or 113 sod
balanoe in 3 weeks. JACQUES
colusaare, Dept. 3, 14" Bass
Street. Nacogdoches, Teats.
HELP WANTED
Men And Women - Sans $75 -
$100 Per Week Sell Essential
Items To Beeuty Parlors And
Housewives. Cut-Rate, Big De-
mend. Write .1 A I Dintrihu•
tore P 0. Hos 255. New York
11, N Y.
WANTED - Sloe emeritig worn-
an to Quire 5 room aPertMent
with reasonabhi rates Call after
7 o rn WE 6-6915.
Used Furniture For Sale
Ltring room suit. $25 up
Bedroom sull• 535 uts
Stove., gito CIO Or
IV•ohIns Mschtnes LSO uo
Refrigerator. eke sew $110
Dinette Bet $O









Will cover on. chair MEI ior
each customer - Ter Advertise
merit PA 7-242d.
3 MEN
40 street Repels Shoo
Wrecker service Body Ftemaire
a Paint 8 I M. uran
342 So 4th It. JA. 74703
• BEDROOM nous* in nic• neighbor,





$130 TO 11250 MONTHLY
Opportunity anomie! Good new
In Moe homes, WrIt• today end ,
you can leis•• thili Week. Mee
room and board Ticket. ade
v•nried Write HUNT1NOTON
DOMESTIC AGENCY, 11 Broad+
way Huntington Station. N. Y
MAIDS $35 to $60 per Wk.
New York, New limey, Boston, Moss,
Hartford, CORA
Jobs with free roan B. board.




Memphis, Tenn, JA 7-0571,
$90 Weekly Earnings
Ago 10 • 45, High School Education
Men with sales experience preferred
Must be neat in appearence. Car Is
Necessary. Able to furnish Bond.
PROMOTION TO
QUALIFIED MEN
Write to P.O. Box 311 -- OlvIng
Maids $35 to 960 Per Week
New York, New Jersey, Bos-
ton, Mass., Hartford, Conn.
Jobs with free room & board
TV, Uniforms
Ticket sent at once
Write Williams Agency
322'4 Beale St., Memphis,
Tenn.
run sALS-CHEAP
1-6 It. glass ehowasse
1-National cash register
1-48 CUP coffee urn
1-gas, .Ced tea crock
1-largs fan on stand
1-20 In. oecillatIng fan
1-22 to. fan
1-large exhaust fan
oat, cafe water heats,




To $60 cash weekly, N. Y.
jobs. We se d your car
fare immediate v. eive
references in ' '-r - he
prepared to leave right
away. Write HA V-A-
MAID Agency, 4 Bond st.,




HOUSE FOR VIther of ,
First Time Advertised-o until re_
Neat 2-Bedroom Brick. 1,
Lauderdale. tet-}60 ,t "stand-
Spur. for double garage.





The Hall of Fame for Greet
Americans, which is located tte
the Bronx campus of New York
University, is a unique ineti=
tution. Elections are held every
five years, and only United
States citizens of the utmost
distinction who have been de-
ceased for at least 25 years are
eligible.
Thus far 89 citizens have
been elected for enshrinement.
A bronze bust of one of 'tier
greatest of these was unveiled
at a ceremony June 4.
He is Thomas Alva Edison-
inventor of the first practical
electric light, the phonograph.
the motion picture camera, and
almost innumerable other In-
novations, among them 99 de-
vices to improve the' battle
strength of o u r Navy. H i
"Edison Effect" lamps, in /880,
revealed the fundamental
principal on which the modern
art of electronics rests.
A member of the committee
of 27 eminent educators,
scientists and industrialists who
nominated Edison for this Weer
said, "There is probably no
area of life we live today that
Was not in some way shaped




DEFENDER SATURDAY, JUNE 10, 1961
"Doubt not but angling will Ontario Department of Land
prove to be so pleasant, that it
will prove to be, like virtue,
a reward to itself."—Izaak Wal-
ton.
I shall try in this column to
bring you up-to-date informa-
tion in the angling world. Tips,
date, questions and answers on
fishing. This is also a reader's
participation column, that is,
through this column you can
Pass to other anglers good fish-
ing spots, when and where fish
are hitting, what types of lures
to use and etc.
You as a reader will question
my knowledge and ability as a
fisherman. I believe I qualify.
First, because I love the sport,
second, I will go anywhere I
hear the fish are hitting, third,
because I will buy all kinds
of equipment and literature to
improve my skill (I say skill
because that is what it takes
to catch that Big One). To ex-
press my love for the sport re-
quires too many adjectives for
this column.
Go to Grenada. Enid, Sardis,
and Forest suggest you try this ,
method next time you would
like to know the weight of a
catch and have no scales: multi-
ply length by the square of the
girth — divide by 800. Ex-,
ample, an 18 inch fish with a
10 inch girth. 18 x 10 x 10
equals 1,800 divideed by 800
equals 2.25 pounds. Try it, you
should get satisfying results.
From Tennessee's Fishing
guide an angler can expect a
wide variety of fish through
the state such as Brook, Rain-
bow and Brown Trout; Large
Mouth, Small Mouth and Ken-
tucky Bass; Rock Bass; Sau-
ger; Muskellunge; White a n d
Black Crappie; White or
Striped Bass; Yellow Bass;
Warmouth; Bluegills and other
Bream. Sportsmen c a n fly-
fish, bait cast, troll, or surface-
fish.
Fishing licenses and permits
for the Tri-State area namely
Arkansas - Mississippi -
Tennessee: Tennessee — Res.
hunting and fishing $3; fishing
THESE MEMPHIANS were
among the 331 graduates at
Tennessee State university's
49th Commencement Exer-
cises Monday. May 29. (Left
to right) FIRST ROW: Fay
Louise Davis, B. S., elemen-
tary education; Satoria E.
Perry, B. S.. business educa-
tion; Lay onia Sumrnerise,
B. S., elementary education;
Erma Lou Carroll, B. S., ele-
mentary education; Bertha
Daniels, B. S., health and
physical education; Bobbie
Jean McKinnie. B. S., his-
tory; Barbara Jean Wilkins,
B. S., business education; Bet-
tye Jean Cash, B. S., history.
SECOND ROW: Foster
Jeanette Graham, B. S., busi-
ness education; Carolyn
Louise Casey, B. S., biology;
Barbara Jean Bates, B. S.,
elementary education; Esther
Mae Jacocks, B. S., elemen-
tary education; Carol Dean
Green, B. S., elementary edu-
cation; Gloria Jean Demire.
Down On The Farm
BENEFITS OF THE
FEED GRAIN PROGRAM
Remember the old "bird in a
hand" saying?
Lakeview, Horseshoe, Brink- 1-day $0.50. Trout stamp $1 
This may be one feature of
ley, St. Frances, Fisherville,1 additional. Non-Res. reciprocal, the 1961 feed 
grain program
Ft. pillow, Reelfoot and a. min, ae: 10-day $2. may $1.50 that will appeal most to feed
Trout stamp $1 additional grain producers.















number of private lakes, any-
where in the Tri-State as long
as they (the fish) are hitting. (local exceptions) other fish feed grain program are assured
My equipment is a tackle year around. Mississippi: Res. I effective protection against crop
box, 3 reels and rods, fly-spin- hunting and fishing $5. flahin0ailure. The farmer get paid
bait cast, minnow bucket, $1.25, no license required for for acreage diverted from feed
(floats) cricket bucket, water Ilive-bait fishing in county of grain production regardless of
jug, ice, chest, 3 cane poles, residence. Non-residence $6.25, what weather does to crops. ,
3-day $1.25. Arkansas: Res.reel and landing net (float). 'Price support for corn and'
My literature consists of $2.50, non-residence $5, 14-day grain sorghums at rates 
$
con-
magazines and books. I will 2.50. For more information
contact the Game and Fish 
siderably above current market
pass on to you in other arti- prices also offers some income
cies, clippings and drawings












Mrs Lula Mae Bryant
Operator
ergreens they have planted.
pen of Rose Hill, Miss., an- 
Many thousand dollars annual-
corn in most counties will be br are spent in this manner to
n ounce the engagement of 14 cents more a bushel than iti beautify the home and lawns.
1 Plants that hold their leavestheir daughter. Peggie Delores, was in those counties in 1960.
I to L. V. Tate of Memphis, 
 2. Payment for each acre di- from season to season are
vented to a conservation use, called evergreen and when a
The payment per acre for the fine job of landscaping h a s
first 20 per cent diverted will been done, and these plants
have been set then the ownerbe established on the basis of:
times becomes disturb50 per cent of the normal pro- many
when loose dogs come prowlingduction of the acreage diverted
around.
times the county support price.
The dogs interest in trees
is employed with the Chicago 
As an additional incentive for
and evergreens is one of con-
Public library, Chicago, 111. 
an additional 20 per cent of
venience. To place a sign in
The potential groom is also 
acreage
established 
   divertedh the e ratehasts will
your yard that reads, "dogs are
where he majored in mathe- 
60 per cent of the normal proo-
a graduate of Rust college not allowed" wouldn't mean a
Iduction times the county sup- 
thing to a dog. A better method
matics and science. He is em-, t • (Th 50 
_,,of making a dog detour is to
look at some of the broader
aims of this program before
deciding. On a national basis,
the objectives of the Feed
Grain Program are to: increase
total farm income, save several
hundred million dollars of
Government funds, and hold
down or reduce surplus stocks.,
Before making your decision,
then, you'll want to consider:
effects on your net income,
other effects on your farm op-
eration, and effects on agricul-
ture and society as a whole. I
urge you to study these factors
before making up your mind.
(For more detailed information
and assistance contact your lo. 
Commissionof each state. ,insurance. . cal county agent.)
Benefits received from par-
HOW TO MAKE DOGS
DETOUR:
Many homemaker's at this
or grain sorghum acreage. And time of the year are greatly con-
price supports have been set cerried about the trees and ev-
at a higher figure for 1961. For
example: the support price for
Miss Delores
Is Engaged
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Thig-
Tenn.
The bride-elect is a gradu-
ate of Rust college, H oily
Springs, Miss., where she ma-
jored in language arts and
minored in music. She has at-
tended Atlanta university and
Farmers participating in the
ticipating in the program are:
I. Price support on the
normal production of 1961 corn
B. S., elementary education;
Thelma B. Lemmons, B. S.,
mathematics; James H. Tur-
nipseed, B. S.; biochemistry;
Theodies Macklin. B. S.
physical education; Edward
N. McSwine. B. S., history;




. What could be more refreshing than slicing through the
cool blue of one of Ontario's fresh water lakes ...feeling the
invigorating spray on your face? Later, take a cue from these
young people and enjoy a quiet
picnic lunch on the sun-splashed
shore. They're spending the
day at beautiful Burleigh Falls.
Motorboating, fastest grow-
ing in popularity of all water
sports, is at its best on Ontario's
250,000 fresh water lakes.
The Muskoka, Haliburton
and Lake of Bays districts —
1,000 square miles of lakes—




built on the lake shores. Easily
accessible by boat are many of
Ontario's historic sights.
Daytime activity character-
izes the lock at Port Carling in
the heart of the district. Boats
of all shapes and sizes conti-
nually pull in and out-. vaca-
tioning "skippers" waving to
friends on the dock, proudly
displaying prize catches brought
in from the lakes.
For the boating buff, no other
place in the world offers such
waterways, the beauty of land-
scape, comfort and serenity of
Ontario!
For further information
write: Dept of Travel and Pub-





-The fear of the Lord is the
beginning of knowledge; but
fools despise wisdom and in-
struction." Prov. 1$7.
While it is true that monop-
olistic sites command very
high prices, we are to over-
look the fact that it is not the
physical characteristics of the
site that give it value. Other
sites within a stone's throw of
the one commanding the high-
est price possess the same
physical qualities. Yet, in the
absence of essential non-phy-
sical relationships, their prices
amount to anly a fraction of
that paid for one at the top of
the list. Occasionally a site
increases very rapidly in
value when a new use is
found for it. Yet its physical
characteristics have not
changed.
Ours is a credit economy.
Credit is based upon confi-
dence. Legal formalities used
to establish contractual rela-
tionships, including the provi-
sion of security for loans, are
merely the machinery needed
to implement the operation of
confidence in established con-
tracts.
The (lie of credit requires
courage. The borrower must
possess the courage of his
convictions about his future
plans. He not only has thought
out a program which requires
credit for its execution, but he
has the courage required to
enable him to assume the ob-
ligations which credit instru-
ments place upon him.
Except for borrowed capital
available to purchasers of
residential property, markets
for residential real estate
would not be as active .as they
normally are.
Because of the long history
of real estate loans, tradi-
tions have developed which
govern the nature of business
and legal forms surrounding
transactions. For the most
part these traditions are
merely crystallized experi-
ences. So long as governing
conditions remained static or
approximately so, this ap-
proach proves quite satisfac-
tory. But under a new and dif-
ferent set of circumstances, it
may become hard to live with
traditions. Breaking such tra-
ditions is n o t easy, but it
sometimes becomes necessary.
The University of Tennessee
offers the following courses by
correspondence; Real Estate
(Principles), Real Estate Fi-
nance, Real Estate Appraisal,
Real Estate Law, Brokerage,
Property Development.
Why not, arrange to take a
course in Appraisal? In Real
Estate Law? If you are a lay-
man and just desire to know
something about real estate,
principles.
Every one has a contact
with real estate during his
life. You may say: "haven't
time for all this. It costs
money." What does not? You
are doing all right.
Ideas like this can dig your
grave in a lifetime. Be posi-
tive about learning more now.
The Boston convention of
the National Association of
Real Estate Brokers, Inc., will
be at the Sheraton hotel, Bos-





A new member was extend-
ed a special welcome by mem-
bers of the DAC club during
a recent meeting at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Hicks
of 1409 Davis st. The new
member is Aleeon /sabel.
One of the main items dis-
cussed during the meeting was
a talk on "Courtesy" by Mrs.
Mattie Waller.
Following the business ses-
sion, a repast was served by
the hostess. Winner of a gift
box was Mrs. Lottie Wade.
Next meeting has been
scheduled for June 28 at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jimson
Johnson of 1200 Cella st.
Mrs. Steve Smith is the
club's president, Mrs. Landy
Brown, secretary, and Mrs. Al-
berta Ford, reporter.
AGENTS WANTED
10 MEN 10 WOMEN
Apply
FULLER PRODUCTS













500 S Main St. — JA 5-OSSI
Memphis, Tens.
and should be repeated immedi-
ately after a rain.
Another procedure that is •
very effective that can' be used
rate also applies on acreage 
di-Ish 
simply spray flowers a n d on trees is to saturate 1 inchployed at the Delta Center,
high school, Walls, Miss, rubs or your premises with a,strip of cloth with nicotene sul-verted in excess of 40 per
A mid-June wedding is diluted solution of nitotene sula Phate and wrap it around the
,phate. This material causes the tree trunk about the height of•planned. 3. Advancement of partial dog to go around when once it!the dogs' nose. When the dogs
payment. The farmer may be- is picked up through his keen sniff the nicotene sulphate he
paid up to half of the estimated sense of smell.
will take the other direction,
total payment in advance—that and this can clearly be describ-
ed as Detouring.
This chemical can be se-
cured at most of your local
seed stores in the liquid form
ready to use.
iiop 
TitIci ERE MUST BE A REASON
WHY . . .
FRIENDS ENJOY SHOPPING






1020 Mississippi at Walker
WH 2-3312
is, as soon as possible after a
producer signifies that he will
cooperate in the program. This
advance payment will help with
current expenses without the
use of additional credit. This and
the final payment will be made
in negotiable certificates re- Words of the Wise
deemable in corn and sorghum 
War is an invention of the
grain or cash you want to last as long as pos_ 
human mind. The human
mind can Invent peace withsible.Before making your final de-
cision you will want to consider An application about every 
justice. 
otherfactors, too. How much 2 weeks will do a good job 
(Norman Cousins)
will your income from other'
crops be affected if you don't,
cut feed grain acreage . How!
much is it worth to you to
have a sure income for part of
your acreage? What about the
increased fertility on the land
'taken out of production for one
year? How else would your
farm operations be affected by
I signing up for the program!You will also want to take a
good Highball?
C IMCAseni tit 'Mt,. rme. rer Sufi. SO MOW
BACARDI Highball
Becardi makes good drinks. That's one rearm.,
thist among the thousand, of liquor brands in
the world--whiskies, gins, vodkas and the rest—
Bacardi outsell, every brand hut five! Have a
Bacardi Highball. Youll enjoy it!
Other Noses,* refines eta
the Berardi beck label. BACARD I
troOrathe siteMS 555
A SIMPLE FORMULA:
Any one can mix 2 teaspoons
of nicotene sulphate (black leaf
40) in a gallon of water a n d
spray the evergreens a n d
shrubs. Be careful and do not
add soap to this solution, as
soap will reduce the nicotene
fumes, and it is the effect that
NOW OPEN
TUESDAY NIGHTS
7:00 P.M. — 9:00 P.M.






ENJOY THE CHANNEL 3 MOVIE
TONIGHT AND EVERY NIGHT!




Thursday, June 8, 10:10 P.M.
"Old Fashioned Way"
and "Monkey Business"
Friday, June 9, 10:10 P.M.
"Sing You Sinners",








Sunday, June 11, 10:15 P.M.
"To Each His Own"
with Olivia DeHavilland
and John Lund
There's More to SEE on Channel 3
aala
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